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The peanut, now a leading money crop in the Southern States, 
reaches the consumer in many widely different forms. Once grown 
exclusively for roasting and for feeding to hogs, the peanut is now 
even more widely known in the salted form, and immense quantities 
are marketed each year as peanut butter and peanut candy. In 
some years a considerable volume of peanuts has been crushed and 
the crude oil shipped to manufacturers of butter and lard substitutes, 
soap, and salad oil. The course taken by the peanut in its journey 
from the farm to the consumer, then, is necessarily a varied one, with 
many by-paths. 

1 Acknowledgment is made to C. W. Kitchen and W. A. Sherman, of the Bureau of Agricultural Eco- 
nomics, for many suggestions, to unpublished data resulting from investigations of N. Menderson, formerly 
of the bureau, in 1917 and 1918, and to Mrs. R. G. Tucker, Mrs. E. R. Estes and Miss Mary Hall, for the 
tabulation of many of the figures used in the charts and tables shown in this bulletin. 
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HISTORICAL SKETCH 

Few crops have experienced such a rapid growth in acreage and 
production as did the peanut a few years ago. A native of Brazil,’ 
the peanut was carried by early slave ships to Africa, whence it was 
brought to this country along with the slaves in colonial days. The 
Civil War gave the first important impulse to its culture. Before 
then the peanut was little known outside of Virginia, North Carolina, 
and Tennessee. When the Union armies disbanded, the soldiers 
carried a knowledge and an appreciation of peanuts to all parts of 
the country. By 1868, 300,000 bushels were raised in Virginia, 
and 11 years later, in 1879, commercial estimates placed the yield for 
the country at 1,725,000 bushels.* 
Hand work in cleaning and preparing the peanuts for market proved 

impractical on a large scale, and until improved machinery for clean- 
ing and shelling peanuts was invented peanut growing asa business 
was necessarily of restricted importance. The commercial develop- 
ment of the peanut industry may be said to have begun with the 
erection of modern factories in Virginia. A small plant was built in 
Norfolk in 1876, which was increased in capacity in 1880. The sec- 
ond practical cleaning factory was started at Smithfield in 1880, and 
was considerably enlarged in 1885. Other plants followed, until the 
Virginia-North Carolina section was well equipped with factories 
having improved machinery for cleaning and shelling peanuts. 

The most rapid growth in peanut production, however, came in the 
Cotton Belt, notably in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and Texas. The 
swift advance of the boll weevil from Texas eastward, with its ruinous 
effect on the cotton yield in many large areas, caused the farmers to 
turn to other crops. The peanut promised a market either directly 
at shelling or crushing mills, or indirectly at pork-packing plants, and 
a supply of a fine quality of hay. A wave of peanut growing, there- 
fore, swept over Texas, Georgia, and Alabama, and the acreage 
planted increased rapidly. Scores of new companies for shelling or 
crushing peanuts sprang up, and many of the older cottonseed-oil 
mills added the equipment necessary for crushing peanuts. The citi- 
zens of Enterprise, Ala., to whom the peanut had brought increased 
prosperity, voted $3,000 in 1919 for the erection of a monument to 
the weevil, on which was inscribed the following: “In profound appre- 
ciation of the boll weevil and what it has done as the herald of pros- 
perity, this monument is erected by the citizens of Enterprise, Coffee 
County, Alabama.” 

For a few years the peanut boom made money for the farmer. 
After the armistice in November, 1918, however, the combination of 
a decreased demand for vegetable oils and heavy importations of 
Oriental peanuts lessened the interest of southern farmers in this 
crop. The acreage has fallen off in the Cotton Belt, partly owing to 
low prices, but so long as the weevil menaces the prosperity of cotton 
growers the peanut is likely to be a leading money crop in the pro- 
eram of crop diversification now gaining ground in the Southern 
States. An important factor in its production is the practical free- 
dom of the peanut plant from insect pests or plant diseases. More- 

2 Candolle, A.de. Origin of cultivated plants. pp. 411-415. New York. 1890. 
3 pouee, J. R.. Cultivation of the peanut. Jn Rpt. Comr. Agr.[U.S.] 1868, p. 220. 1869. Inhis Report 

of the Editor. 
4 Worthington, C. Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea), In Rpt. Comr. Agr. [U. 8.] 1879, p. 143. 1880. 
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over, mills crushing cottonseed welcome the peanut to their communi- 
ties, as it furnishes employment for their plants after the cottonseed 
crush is over. A tabulation of the acreage, yield per acre, and pro- 
duction of peanuts harvested for nuts from 1920 through 1924, will 
be found on page 87. 

LEADING VARIETIES OF PEANUTS 

At least nine domestic varieties of peanuts are now generally 
recognized as showing sufficiently definite characteristics to be classed 

separately. The Virginia Bunch, Virginia Runner, and Jumbo are all 
large-podded, with a reddish skin covering the nut. They differ 
chiefly in the size of the pod and nut. It is thought that these three 
were originally one variety, a running plant. A few plants having 
a bunch habit of growth were noticed among the Runners, segregated, 
and developed into a distinct variety known as the Virginia Bunch, 
which is generally larvrer than the procumbent Runner. The Jumbo 
has come from selected strains of large size Bunch and Runners, and 
can now be considered a fixed variety. The Jumbo variety is distinct 
from the jumbo egrade,* which may consist of selected large nuts from 
either the Virginia Bunch, Virginia Runner, or Jumbo varieties. The 
Virginia varieties are grown chiefly in southeastern Virginia, north- 
eastern North Carolina, and central Tennessee. 

The White Spanish peanut, which is grown from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific, is the most widely distributed variety in the South. 
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and Texas are the leading States in its 
production, with lesser quantities in the Piedmont section of Virginia 
and North Carolina, in southern South Carolina, and with light pro- 
duction in Oklahoma, Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Missouri, and 
California. The pods are of small size, and the skin covering the nut 
is of a brownish shade, as compared with the reddish color of the skin 
of the Virginia type. The plant is upright in growth, and is har- 
vested easily, as the pods are closely centered near the surface of the . 
ground. 

LESS IMPORTANT VARIETIES 

The Improved Spanish has a larger pod than the White Spanish, of 
which it is a strain. Commercially, it is usually sold as White 
Spanish. ; 

Other varieties include the Valencia, found in the vicinity of 
Wakefield, Va.; the Tennessee Red Skin and the Tennessee White 
Skin, grown to a slight extent in Georgia and Tennessee; and the 
African, which is produced chiefly in the neighborhood of Wilmington, 
N. C., and for this reason is sometimes called the “‘Wilmington.”’ 
Although locally prominent in limited areas none of. these five 
varieties are commercially important. 

COMMERCIAL TYPES OF PEANUTS 

Three types of domestic peanuts have become recognized in the 
channels of trade—the Virginia and the Spanish, already mentioned, 
and the Runner, sometimes called the “Georgia Runner” or “ Ala- 
bama Runner”’ to distinguish it from the Virginia Runner, although 

5 Specifications for the jumbo and other grades, as defined by the National Peanut Cleaners and Shellers 
Association, are to be found on page 31. 
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the latter loses its identity as a variety as soon as it reaches the 
cleaning mill and becomes known merely as a “Virginia.” The 
Runner, grown chiefly in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida is a large- 
podded peanut like the Virginia. It is supposed to have developed 
from the African variety, its appearance having changed somewhat in 
its new environment. The Runner was formerly grown primarily for 
crushing and for hogging-off,® but is lately being,used to an increasing 
ue as a substitute for the Virginia in peanut butter and in peanut 

ars. 
Imported peanuts in America come largely from China and Japan. 

During recent years, at least, Oriental peanuts appear to have been 
grown from carefully selected Virginia-type seed. So closely do the 
imported nuts resemble those grown in Virginia that even experts 
have no infallible way of distinguishing the imported nuts from the 
domestic when shelled. Unshelled Japanese peanuts, however, are 
usually distinguishable by the bleached appearance of the shell. 

In the Boston market, unshelled Virginias encounter a slight com- 
petition at times from peanuts imported from Spain, which have long, 
jointed pods, containing three or four kernels, and which closely 
resemble the domestic Valencias. Shelled peanuts similar to the 
Spanish type grown in the South have recently been imported from 
Spain in comparatively small volume. 

Peanuts from Java are occasionally seen in New York City and in 
Pacific coast markets. They are slightly larger than the domestic 
Spanish, but are used for the same purposes. 

HARVESTING AND CURING 

Peanuts are harvested, as a rule, in September and October, before 
the first frosts in order that the vines may have greater value for 
stock food. The vines have a slightly yellowish appearance when the 
plants are ready for digging, although the yellow tinge is more pro- 
nounced in the Spanish type at maturity than in vines of the Virginia 
type. Spanish peanuts frequently mature somewhat irregularly, and 
at times early formed nuts may sprout before the bulk of the crop 
is ready to harvest. A test for maturity that is frequently made is 
to dig a few plants and crack a number of pods. If the inside of 
the shell shows darkened veins the peanuts are sufficiently developed 
to dig. Soft white linings in the pods are a certain indication of 
immaturity. Such pods may seem fully formed outwardly, but if the 
crop is dug and stacked at this stage many of the kernels are likely 
to shrivel. And the trade objects seriously to shriveled peanuts. 

Peanuts may be dug with an ordinary plow provided with a peanut 
point and with the moldboard removed, with a potato-digging ma- 
chine, or with a special peanut digger, of eer there are several 
types on the market. In Virginia and in the Southeastern States it 
is customary to dig the vines in the morning, shake off the dirt, and 
after allowing the vines to dry, to shock or stack them in the after- 
noon. The stacks are built around poles or split stakes about 7 feet 
high, thrust firmly into the ground. Stout crosspieces are nailed 
about 8 inches from the ground to keep the nuts off the damp earth 
and to provide ventilation. The vines are stacked evenly around the 
poles with pods to the center, pressed down occasionally, and capped 

6 Hogging-off is the practice of turning hogs into peanut fields to eat the peanut vines and root out the nuts. 
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by a little dry grass or other material as a protection from rain. A 
well-made peanut stack is shown in Figure 1. Curing normally 
requires from four to six weeks. If the nuts are picked from the 
vines before being thoroughly cured the kernels may shrivel. As 
peanuts are generally sold by weight, shriveled peanuts result in loss 
in weight as well as in quality. Moreover, if picked when partly 
cured the kernels may mold in the pods.’ 

Peanut growers in Texas rarely use the stake method in curing. 
In that State, after the peanut vines are dug they are raked into 
windrows or forked into small piles about 2 feet high, and are cured 

Fic. 1—A well-made peanut stack, before settling has taken place. Practically no pods are exposed to 
the weather 

in the open without protection from the weather. To some extent 
this method is used in the Southeastern States for curing Runners. 
Peanuts so cured may be expected to have a high percentage of 
weather-damaged kernels. Further, as they are often not picked as 
soon as they are cured, and since many of the pods lie on the ground, 
a higher percentage of sprouted nuts may be looked for than with 
shock-cured vines, thus lowering the quality and grade of the crop. 

PICKING OR THRESHING 

Picking the pods from the vines was once done entirely by hand 
with negro labor. Now the use of machines to remove the pods is 

7 ¥or details of harvesting see Farmers’ Bulletin 1127, Peanut growing for profit, by W. R. Beattie, 
pp. 15, illus. 1920. 
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general. Grain-threshing machines with a special cylinder adapted 
to handling peanuts, are still in general use in the Southwest, and to a 
slight and decreasing extent in the southeastern tier of States. A 
carefully regulated cylinder-type threshing machine gives fair results 
i removing Spanish-type peanuts from the vines and leaves little 
trash with the pods. Usually, however, sufficient care is not shown 
in so adjusting the speed of the cylinder as to reduce trash and dirt 
to a minimum. A greater breakage of pods and kernels also occurs 
with a threshing machine than with a specially designed picker, 
thus increasing the percentage of splits or No. 2 peanuts. Kervels 
in cracked pods often become moldy and rancid. Further, although 
it is practically impossible for weevils to penetrate a sound, unbroken 

shell, broken pods offer an opportunity for weevil injury in storage. 
In consequence, many southeastern shellers decline to buy peanuts 
that have been threshed unless they can arrange to shell the stock 

IG. 2—A commercial peanut picker in operation. The pile at the left of the picture consists of 
vines and foreign material remaining after the pods were picked; the lumber at the extreme right 
is a portion of the stakes around which the vines were stacked and which are not usually removed 
until the stacks are brought to the picker 

before weevil injury is likely to occur. Breakage of the pods in the 
thresher is reduced to a minimum by proper feeding into the hopper 
and by properly regulating the speed of the cylinder. 

The large-podded varieties of peanuts tend to break badly in thresh- 
ing machines, and in Virginia and North Carolina the thresher type 
of machine has been rather generally replaced by patented picking 
machines. (See fig. 2.) In these machines the vines are dragged 
over a horizontal frame, on which is a wire netting. Springs separate 
the vines, allowing the nuts to catch in the netting with little break- 
age, while the vines are carried away on a belt conveyor. Many 
machines have recleaning attachments, designed to remove much of 
the dirt and trash adhering to the pods, and a fan which blows out 
sappy peanuts and trash. 

Hardly one-fifth of the farmers growing peanuts in Virginia and 
North Carolina own picking machines, and the work is usually done 
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by a traveling or custom picker who operates his machine for a 
given charge per bushel or per sack of peanuts picked. During the 
past two or three years this charge has ranged from 30 to 40 cents_per 
4-bushel sack of farmers’ goods, based on the number of sacks picked. 
In the Southeast in 1924, when the picking was done for cash the 
usual charge was around $8 to $10 per ton. Often picking was done 
on the basis of payment in peanuts of one-tenth to one-eighth of 
the quantity picked, depending on the size of the crop and the acreage 
in the immediate vicinity. In Texas most threshers charged 12 to 
15 cents per 30-pound bushel for threshing large lots in 1924. Some 
large lots were threshed for 10 cents per bushel, but higher charges 
were made for small quantities. 

Since the income of the commercial picker is dependent on the 
volume of peanuts picked, the frequent tendency is to feed peanuts 
into the machine as fast as it will take them, and the special attach- 
ments are often removed as a means of increasing the speed of the 
machine. The result is that much trash and dirt and portions of 
vines come through the picker with the pods, adding weight to the 
farmer’s lot of peanuts, but materially lowering the grade. 

After picking, peanuts in Virginia and North Carolina are sacked, 
usually directly from the picking machine, in 4-bushel bags holding 
on an average about 88 pounds of Virginia type or 120 pounds of the 
Spanish stock. In Texas some bags of this size may be found, but 
often miscellaneous secondhand sacks of varying capacities are used. 
After the tops of the bags are sewed they may then be hauled to a 
storage building on the farm or at a town near by, to a local factory, 
a country merchant or other buyer, or to the railroad station for 
shipment. 

The unit of sale in Texas, Virginia, and North Carolina for the 
Spanish variety is the 30-pound bushel, although according to Texas 
law a bushel of Spanish peanuts weighs 24 pounds. The large- 
podded nuts in Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennessee, weighing 
about 22 pounds to the bushel, are sold by the pound. In the south- 
eastern area peanuts customarily move to market in bulk, and are 
sold on the basis of the 2,000-pound ton. To a lesser extent, bulk 
shipments of farmers’ grade peanuts are made in the Southwest. 

HOW PRODUCTION IS FINANCED§ 

Most producers find it necessary to borrow some money, or to use 
credit, in growing their peanuts. This financial assistance may be 
used to buy seed, fertilizer, or supplies. The method of financing 
production is important because it often determines the method of 
sale of the harvested product and when it shall appear on the market. 

VIRGINIA-NORTH CAROLINA SECTION 

In the Virginia-North Carolina peanut belt approximately 60 per 
cent of the crop is produced on small farms operated by the owners. 
A few farms are operated by cash renters; the remainder are farmed 
on a share-crop arrangement. Under the half-share arrangement, 
which is most common, the landlord furnishes land, stock, and half 
the fertilizer and seed. A one-third share arrangement is sometimes 

8 Acknowledgment is made to G. E. Cadisch and O. D. Miller, who investigated crop financing in 1923 
and who supplied much of the material for this portion of the bulletin, S : 
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made whereby the tenant furnishes stock, labor, and two-thirds of 
the fertilizer and seed, and the landlord receives one-third of the 
crop. 
dee for financing production is extended chiefly by local supply 

merchants and banks, although in some towns commission dealers 
advance considerable credit. 

The local supply merchant usually tells the grower in the spring to 
what extent he may expect credit on either an open account or by a 
note arrangement. If on a note, this note usually matures in Novem- 
ber or December and frequently bears no interest until after maturity. 
A crop lien is frequently taken by the local merchant to secure 
advances made on the poorer credit risks. Supplies covering most 
of the grower’s needs are sold to him each month until the credit 
allowance is exhausted. The merchant in many cases attempts to 
regulate each month’s advances in accordance with the total credit 
granted. In the fall the merchant usually buys the peanuts at the 
prevailing market price, and the accounts are settled. 

Loans by the banks are made chiefly to growers having a good 
credit rating, or to the supply merchants. Bank loans are usually 
for six months at 6 per cent interest collected in advance, on notes 
secured by one or two indorsements. ‘The personal notes of tenants 
are often indorsed by their landlords. 
When a commission dealer finances production, he usually takes a 

crop lien and a note maturing about December 15. As a rule no 
interest is charged where supplies alone are furnished. When cash 
advances are made, as sometimes happens, 8 per cent interest is 
charged on the money. The dealer’s funds are obtained from his 
own capital or from bank loans, which may be secured by indorse- 
ments or by growers’ notes deposited as collateral for the dealer’s 
note. In consideration for the advances, the grower normally 
agrees to sell his harvested peanuts through the commission dealer. 

It is not usual for the cleaners and shellers to do any direct financing 
for production purposes. 

GEORGIA AND ALABAMA 

In marked contrast to the small-farm system in Virginia and North 
Carolina, peanut production in Georgia and Alabama is carried on 
principally on large farms operated under the plantation system and 
in conjunction with cotton growing. Less than 25 per cent of the 
crop is grown by small farmers on their own land. Individual land- 
ae operate farms ranging in size from 100 to 3,000 acres and there 
are a few farming concerns which operate as much as 6,000 to 8,000 
acres. 

The plantations are divided into “plow” units of about 30 acres, 
an area which can be conveniently farmed by one man with a mule 
and plow. Under the usual arrangement tenants known as croppers 
farm on a share basis, by which the landlord furnishes the stock, tools, 
dwelling, and half the fertilizer and seed used, and also makes 
advances in the form of money, provisions, and clothing to a limit of 
$6 to $10 per month from January to July, inclusive, receiving half 
the crop as his share. The farms are operated under the supervision 
of a farm manager and practically all of the croppers are negroes. 

From his half the tenant must repay the landlord for his advances. 
Usually the landlord takes payment in the form of crops at the 
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market price, but if the cropper does not wish to sell his share at 
harvest time he is sometimes allowed to store it on the farm or in a 
warehouse, paying the landlord interest on his advances dating from 
August 1. 

In the more important centers supply stores play a very important 
part in financing peanut production in this territory. They carry 
practically every article needed by farmers, from fertilizer to provi- 
sions and clothing. Some of these stores are operated by farming 
companies and sell only to their croppers. Others do a large credit 
business with landlords, small owners, and even renters. When a 
customer arranges for credit the merchant takes a promissory note 
and often also a crop hen or chattel mortgage, and usually arranges 
that the credit shall be traded out at a fixed rate per month. Notes 
are made to mature in September or October. Customers’ bills, par- 
ticularly in the case of small owners and renters, usually are paid in 
peanuts and cotton; and although it is not so specified in the lien, 
it is understood that the supply company is to have the privilege of 
buying not only enough goods to satisfy the account but the cus- 
tomer’s whole crop. Stores carrying a general line of merchandise 
allow liberal credit to their farmer customers, in Many cases even 
carrying croppers for the landlord’s account. 

It is estimated that about half of the financing requirements of 
uae erowing is supplied through loans from local banks. Many 
andlords are obliged to borrow heavily to finance their operations 
and most small owners and renters must borrow a little. Loans may 
range from $35 to $100 per plow. Usually they are made in March 
for a period of six months. The notes are secured by crop liens or, 
in some cases, by chattel or real-estate mortgages. 

The average grower in this territory does not fertilize for growing 
eanuts, but attempts to raise a commercial crop successfully without 
ertilizer. Those who do use fertilizer may buy it on credit from the 
supply stores or manufacturers’ representatives, but recently credit 
buying has been discouraged by increasing the discount for cash. 

With few exceptions the shelling and crushing plants in Georgia 
and Alabama do little directly in the way of financing peanut produc- 
tion. Several concerns have for a number of years sold considerable 
seed on credit to small growers in the vicinity of their plants, taking a 
promissory note and a lien on the crop as security for the obligations. 
This was done in order to induce the farmers to grow peanuts and 
thus furnish more work for the plants. 

TEXAS 

Peanut production in Texas is financed largely by the landlords, 
and the loans are repaid, usually in peanuts, at harvest time. Occa- 
eeelly the crop is sold and payment madeincash. Money borrowed 
from the bank is usually repaid from the proceeds of the sale of the 
crop. 

. MARKETING METHODS 

As the peanut finds its way into consumption to-day it is essentially 
a manufactured or milled product. The Virginia-type peanuts which 
are sold in the shell by the vending trade have been cleaned, polished, 
powdered, and assorted into sizes before leaving the mill. Finally, 
they are roasted before being sold to the consumer. Shelled peanuts 
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require even more handling before they reach the form in which they 
are offered for sale. Thus two main steps of distribution enter into 
the marketing of peanuts: (1) Movement from the farm to the clean- 
ing, shelling, or crushing plant, and the milling operations necessary 
to place the product in condition to ship. (2) Movement from the 
mill to the ultimate consumer. 

METHODS OF MARKETING FARMERS’ STOCK PEANUTS 

The bulk of the peanut crop is sold by the growers witnin a few 
months after the stock has been harvested and picked or threshed— 
sometimes within afew weeks. In the Southeast and the Southwest 
only a comparatively small portion of the crop is to be found in the 
hands of the growers by the middle of December. The crop of 
Runners in the Southeast, however, often remains unsold later 
than the Spanish crop, as it is harvested later. By the first of the 
year the bulk of the peanuts has usually left the farms in Virginia 
and North Carolina and has found its way either to commercial 
storages or to cleaning plants. 

Farmers who are under obligation to country merchants for credit 
advances during the growing season, usually sell to the merchants a 
large portion of their crop, or all of it, soon after it has been threshed 
or picked, in order to pay the indebtedness. The usual result is that 
more peanuts are offered than the market can readily absorb, and 
the price declines. When the decline takes place there are usually 
a number of speculators, often country merchants or cleaners, ready 
to buy peanuts at the lajwer prices and hold them in storage. Later, 
when prices have again advanced, profit-taking occurs, and peanuts 
bought for speculation reappear on the market, exerting a depressing 
influence on the prevailing market price. Thus a peanut grower 
who has held a portion of his crop for several months may find that 
his later offerings are in direct competition with his own peanuts 
bought months earlier by speculators. The fluctuation in market 
prices is a natural consequence of rushing the crop to market so 
early in the season, and may be expected to continue until the 
growers as a whole are able to market their crop in a steady, even 
flow throughout the year. 

Special features of marketing in the three leading peanut sections 
are discussed separately. 

VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA 

On sales made through the supply merchant, a commission of 
21% per cent is usually charged. ‘The dealer can obtain the peanuts 
as soon as they are harvested, but an option is sometimes given the 
srower to store the nuts at a charge of around 5 cents per bag for 
the first month and 4 cents per month thereafter, and sell them later 
in the season. If the peanuts are stored the dealer will lend the 
grower 60 to 75 per cent of their market value, charging the current 
rate of interest on the advance. Most local merchants store or hold 
their goods for later marketing, whether full title to the peanuts has 
passed to them or not. Where the merchant’s storage space is 
limited, the peanuts are sent to a central commercial warehouse. 

Farmers who are not obligated to sell to the country merchant 
often dispose of their peanuts for cash to representatives of the 
cleaners, who may be traveling buyers or local merchants, and who | 
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purchase the stock in the field after it has been stacked. A com- 
mission, usually 7 cents per bag, has been paid their buyers by the 
cleaners during recent seasons. Occasionally a grower ships his 
peanuts direct to a warehouseman, to be stored and sold on his 
order. 
Members of the local growers’ cooperative association deliver their 

goods to the mill that cleans for the association. Upon delivery 
they are graded, an amount equal to about half the market price 
is advanced, and final payment is made after full settlement of the 
season’s pool. 

GEORGIA AND ALABAMA 

In the neighborhood of most towns in which there is a shelling or 
crushing mill the bulk of the crop of independent farmers is sold for 
cash direct to that plant. Producers under obligations to local mer- 
chants usually sell their entire crop to these merchants, since as a 
rule the latter will pay a cash price equal to that offered by the 
nearest sheller for all peanuts in excess of those required to settle the 
accounts, or will allow as much as $5 per ton more if the grower is 
willing to have the returns apply on future trade. 
Many small country merchants are equipped with storage space 

and make a business of buying for cash the peanuts grown in their 
vicinities. They may do this as a matter of private speculation 
or in the capacity of agent for a shelling or crushing mill or for a 
broker at some other point. A commission of $2 to $3 per ton Is 
paid local agents for assembling carlots and shipping them from out- 
lying points. When the buyer takes care of all storing, loading, 
and handling charges, the commission is usually $2.75 to $3 per ton. 
If the sale is for goods which the merchant has purchased for his 
own account the price is usually arranged by telephone or telegraph, 
and the merchant is allowed to draw on sight draft attached to bill 
of lading for not over 80 per cent of the selling price, immediately 
upon shipment. The buyer remits the balance of the price by check 
when the shipment has been received and the weights confirmed. 
This system of marketing peanuts differs in no essential respect from 
the method employed in marketing cotton in the same area. 
Members of the growers’ cooperative association deliver their 

peanuts when directed by the association to a warehouse or to the 
ears for shipment elsewhere. Preliminary advances of one-half to 
two-thirds the value of the peanuts are made upon delivery; final 
payments are concluded after the season’s pool has been settled. 

In a few counties in the Southeast, farmers’ stock peanuts have 
at times been marketed through the medium of a ‘‘sales day,” a 
scheme copied from the hog-sales day. The local banker, the county 
agricultural agent, or large merchants, are chiefly responsible for the 
gathering. All the peanut farmers in the county at least are notified 
that a peanut-sales day is to be held at some central point, usually 
the county seat. They are urged to bring their peanuts to town on 
that day, with the assurance that a number of responsible buyers 
will be present. The bringing together of a considerable quantity 
of peanuts makes it worth while for near-by shelling plants, brokers, 
and independent buyers to be represented, and the presence of a 
number of buyers should create a competitive market. This auction 
method of sale, however, is seldom utilized. 
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TEXAS 

Peanuts in Texas and adjoining States normally leave the farms 
more rapidly than in the other two leading sections. Most of the 
crop which is not hauled direct to a mill is bought from the farmers 
by a local merchant who may definitely represent a sheller or may be 
an independent dealer, selling wherever he can make the most profit. 
The farmer is paid cash for his peanuts. | 

Peanuts are practically never stored in commercial warehouses in 
Texas, nor are they stored to any extent in the farmers’ own buildings. 
The farmer begins to haul as soon as a few peanuts are picked, and 
the local merchant ships as rapidly as he can get carlots together. 
The shellers store in their own plants so far as possible, but during 
the heavy buying season considerable quantities of peanuts are 
held in temporary storage at shipping points until space becomes 
available for them at the buyers’ plants. 

Unlike those in other sections, peanut buyers in Texas do not 
usually work on a commission basis. Buyers for shelling plants 
ordinarily work for salaries; others buy as cheaply as possible, and 
sell for what they can get. Less speculation is noticeable than in the 
Eastern States as the merchant usually sells to a mill as soon as he 
has a carload bought or in sight. Crops of peanuts are not usually 
contracted for in advance. | 

WAREHOUSING 

When the harvested peanuts are hauled from the field, they may 
be stored temporarily in any available space so long as it is dry and 
well-ventilated. Sheds and lofts of barns are commonly used, and 
the large independent growers may have frame warehouses. If the 
peanuts are to be kept on the farm for any length of time, however, 
protection from rats and mice should be afforded. Some growers 
attempt to keep out the rats by building the floors of the storage 
houses above the ground. Others find that the only way the sheds 
can be made rat-proof is by lining them with quarter-inch mesh 
galvanized wire. 

any growers prefer to store their peanuts in commercial ware- 
houses (fig. 3) so that they can obtain loans on them from the ware- 
houseman or from a banker. Numerous storage warehouses have 
accordingly been erected in the peanut belt of Virginia and North 
Carolina, notably at Suffolk, Petersburg, Norfolk, and Franklin, Va., 
and at Edenton, Scotland Neck, and Plymouth, N. C., for the conven- 
lence of growers, merchants, and cleaners. The southeastern and 
southwestern sections are not yet so well equipped with commercial 
storages as is the Virginia area, although their number is increasing 
in Georgia. These warehouses exert a steadying influence upon the 
farmers’ market, and tend to promote a more intelligent and rational 
distribution of the crop from the grower to the factory. 

At present most of the peanuts stored in commercial warehouses 
are shipped from country points by the local merchants or growers 
in solid carlots, but some goods are hauled from near-by points in 
smaller quantities. In Virginia, North Carolina, and Texas, most 
peanuts are stored in sacks; in the Southeast, usually in bulk. In 
either case, a shrinkage loss of 3 to 5 per cent in weight during the 
average storage period is considered normal. 
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The grower who is able to hold his crop may haul or ship his 
eanuts to the warehouse as the weather permits, and receive a ware- 

Ronee receipt. As the modern warehouses are well-ventilated and 
practically fireproof and rat-proof, peanuts can be stored in them 
under conditions far superior to those obtainable on most farms. 
The value of the commercial storage located near a peanut factory 
or at track side is especially evident during periods of prolonged bad 
weather. At such times the condition of the roads renders it difficult 
for the farmer to haul his peanuts to market, and the mills may then 
be obliged to replenish their stocks by drawing on the warehouse. 
Further, it is only natural that mills should prefer to have goods 
delivered to them from a clean, dry storage than from the type of 
storage available on most farms. 

The warehouse receipt may be either negotiable or nonnegotiable 
and may be pledged as collateral at almost,any bank for a loan of 

Fig. 3.—Farmers’ stock peanuts in a commercial storage in Virginia. The use of tags assures the 
owner of having his own stock returned to him or sold for his account 

usually not over 60 per cent of the market value of the peanuts. If 
the grower or merchant does not care to handle the loan through the 
bank, he may hypothecate or surrender his warehouse receipt to the 
warehouseman, who will usually advance as much as 60 to 75 per 
cent of the market value of the peanuts at the prevailing rate of in- 
terest. Proper loss clauses are attached to the insurance policies in 
favor of those making the loans. In the event that prices decline, or 
the bank deems itself insecure for any reason, it may demand addi- 
tional collateral or a reduction in the loan. Usually however, peanuts 
having loans against them are sold through the warehousemen when 
and as directed by the grower or merchant storing them. The 
amount of the loan, interest, storage charges, and the commission 
charge of usually 214 per cent, are deducted when the sale is made, 
ge | ae ee a a Pees ee ee Sapo a 8 Joos. wy Eee rer ry tT Oy 
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During the past two or three years the charge for storage in com- 
mercial warehouses in Virginia has been about 4 cents for a 4-bushel 
bag for the first month, and 4 cents for succeeding months, with a 
minimum charge of 9 cents per bag. As the storage charge includes 
the cost of unloading, handling, reloading, and insurance, it will be 
seen that the cost of storing peanuts is only nominal. 

The warehousemen frequently obtain from the local banks the 
money needed to carry them. The usual arrangement is on a straight | 
note up to a definite amount, after which the peanuts, as represented 
by warehouse receipts and insurance policies with proper loss clauses 
attached, are pledged as collateral for further loans. As some of the 
bankers and cleaners are stockholders in warehouses, and some of 
the cleaners and warehousemen are also stockholders in local banks, a 
close interest exists between them. 

UNITED STATES WAREHOUSE ACT 

In September, 1923, peanuts were named as a storable product 
within the meaning of the United States warehouse act, which is 
administered by the United States Department of Agriculture. 
The primary purpose of this act was to establish a form of warehouse 
receipt which would be acceptable generally as collateral for loans. 
Growers, merchants, cleaners, or shellers who store peanuts in ware- 
houses under this act, are afforded security from loss, as the ware- 
housemen are licensed by and bonded to the Government to preserve 
carefully and return the goods stored with them. Identical bags 
are returned if the peanuts are sacked; but if in bulk, any peanuts of 
the same grade and quantity can be delivered, unless definite arrange- 
ments were made to preserve the identity of a special lot. The 
licensed warehouses are subject to Federal inspection at least four 
times each year. : 

The warehouse receipts furnished by warehouses licensed under the 
warehouse act are accepted by banks generally, and in all cases by 
the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank, as collateral for loans. 
Up to September, 1925, a number of warehouses had _ been 

licensed by the Department of Agriculture for the storing of peanuts 
in the States of Georgia and North Carolina. Complete information 
on the subject can be obtained upon request to the Warehouse Divi- 
sion, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. , 

GRADES FOR FARMERS’ STOCK PEANUTS 

One chief obstacle to the marketing of peanuts has been that well- 
recognized, definitely-established grades for farmers’ peanuts have 
been lacking. For the Spanish type this condition has recently 
been corrected, by the offering of tentative grades by the United 
States Department of Agriculture. (See pp. 17 and 18.) Definite 
grades are also needed for peanuts of the other types. 

GRADES IN VIRGINIA-NORTH CAROLINA SECTION 

Peanuts of the Virginia type reach the consumer both in the shell 
and as shelled goods. When there is the customary price ratio 
between these two classes, it is more profitable for the cleaner to sell 
in the shell all peanuts that have the necessary size and appearance. 
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Accordingly, Virginia-type peanuts are bought on the basis of the 
percentage of jumbo and fancy peanuts that can be picked from 
samples of nuts taken at random from the lot. 

If the peanut grower brings his crop directly to the factory, the 
wagonload is weighed and the lot sampled by the buyer for the plant. 
If the stock is mature and does not contain more than an average 
amount of foreign matter, it is priced according to current market 
uotations. Well-picked and poorly-picked lots are seen in Figure 4. 

An unusual amount of dirt and trash sometimes causes a reduction 
in price. The general run of peanuts varies in size from season to 
season; to maintain to some extent a suitable ratio between the 
relative amounts of cleaned jumbos and fancys put out by the cleaning 
plants, the sizes of the grades were formerly adjusted arbitrarily each 
year at the mill, by changing the spacing between the rods in the grad- 
ing machine. Thus in a season in which peanuts generally did not 
erow large the producer would receive proportionately higher prices 

Fic. 4.—Farmers’ stock Virginia-type peanuts, well picked (left) and poorly picked (right). (Re- 
duced one-half) 

for small stock than in a year which was favorable to the growth of 
large-sized peanuts. On December 13, 1921, revised specifications 
for jumbos and fancys (as well as for extras and shelled goods) were 
established by the National Peanut Cleaners and Shellers Association, 
a trade association of many of the leading shellers and cleaners in the 
Virginia-North Carolina section (see p. 31), which should insure 
the minimum sizes of these grades remaining unchanged amon 
association members. However, many members of the trade fee 

that in view of the competition from well-graded oriental peanuts, 
further tightening of the grades for domestic Virginia-type peanuts is 
necessary. 

Peanuts are largely bought by type and variety. Spanish stock is 
handled bv itself and need not bear any definite relation to the 
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price paid for Virginias. Among Virginias, the price is usually 
determined by the variety. Bunch peanuts bring slightly more 
than Runners, and Jumbos command a premium over the smaller 
varieties. The term ‘‘Jumbos”’ is sometimes applied to any lot, 
whether of the Jumbo variety or not, that will pick out over a certain 
percentage of cleaned jumbos and fancys. 

According to some authorities, if samples taken from the farmer’s 
load show 55 to 60 per cent fancys and jumbos, the lot is called No. 1. 
or jumbo grade. ‘To be classed as No. 2 grade it must pick out 40 
to 55 per cent fancys and jumbos; and No. 3 grade is assigned to any 
lot containing less than 40 per cent fancys and jumbos. Lots picking 
less than 40 per cent fancys and jumbos are usually sold as shelling 
stock. In years when the crop is running poor in quality some 
buyers designate any lot running over 50 per cent jumbos and fancys 
as No. 1, with the other grades correspondingly lower. 

Farmers’ stock peanuts are often bought on appearance only, 
without actually sampling the lot. The buyer merely estimates the 
percentage of jumbos and fancys the lot contains, and makes his 
offer accordingly. 

The percentages of the different grades in the crop vary greatly 
from season to season. In one recent year, for example, which 
was noted for its low percentage of large sizes, farmers’ stock ranged 
approximately 10 to 15 per cent jumbos, 50 to 55 per cent No. 2, 
and the remainder was shelling stock. The following season shelling 
stock composed practically half of the out-turn and the percentage 
of jumbos was noticeably greater than during the preceding year. 
No. 2 stock was much less than during the year before. 

As hauled from the farms many lots of peanuts contain entirely 
too great a proportion of dirt, stones, trash, and other foreign mate- 
rial, which lowers the grade. Growers contend that no premium is 
received for better graded, carefully picked peanuts, and that thus 
they have no incentive to grade properly. 

Buyers for mills and brokers, hp work on a commission basis, 
receiving the same fee for each bag or ton of farmers’ stock pur- 
chased, at times encourage this feeling on the part of the grower, as 
the chief interest of these buyers lies in purchasing a specified quan- 
tity and in securing their commission. On the other hand, buyers 
profess to be helpless in the face of competition. They claim that 
if they refused to purchase nuts not properly cleaned, such stock 
would be accepted by competitors, and their own business would 
suffer. 

Probably the average 4-bushel bag of farmers’ stock Virginias 
contains 4 to 10 per cent of foreign material, mostly around 5 per cent, 
although in some seasons many bags contain a much higher per- 
centage of trash and dirt. Cleaners say that 25 to 40 per cent, and 
even higher, of trash and dirt was found in many bags of farmers’ 
Virginias coming from certain districts of the Virginia-North Carolina 
section during the 1922-23 season. 

The presence of this worthless matter adds to the already high 
charges for hauling and freight. The grower loses heavily in his 
picking charges when the picking machine is so carelessly adjusted 
or operated that excessive quantities of trash are allowed to drop 
into the bag with the peanuts. As the picker charges a certain amount 
for each bushel turned out by the machine, he is often paid the 
regular picking fee for many bushels of foreign material during the 
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course of a day. Moreover, the grower must assume the cost of 
extra bags necessary in sacking trash, dirt, sticks, etc. The cleaner 
loses both in the added expense of separating the pods from dirt 
and trash, and in paying peanut prices for this material, and some- 
body pays transportation charges on the foreign material. The 
cleaner’s only recourse is to reduce his buying price, and bags con- 
taining more than the average of foreign matter are docked heavily 
if detected. The grower is paid for the gross weight of the bags 
and their contents. 

GRADES IN SOUTHEASTERN AND SOUTHWESTERN UNITED STATES 

Spanish and Runner types of peanuts are all shelled before they 
are shipped from the peanut belt. Therefore, the principal factor 
in determining the value of farmers’ stock of these types is the 

Fic. 5.—Farmers’ stock Spanish peanuts, well ery (left) and poorly picked (right). (Reduced 
one-ha 

quantity of good kernels that can be shelled from a given lot. And 
since they do not move into consumption in the shell, the size of the 
pod is immaterial in determining the grade or the price to be Te 
as is the case with peanuts of the Virginia type. Well-picked and 
poorly picked lots of farmers’ stock Spanish peanuts are seen in 
lgure 5. 
In response to many requests from southeastern shellers, and to 

provide definite grades for use in connection with the United States 
warehouse act, careful investigations were made, and in September, 
1923, the United States Department of Agriculture offered tentative 
grades ® for farmers’ stock Spanish. These grades, revised to 
September 1, 1925, follow: 

U. S. No. 1 shall consist of unshelled White Spanish peanuts which are mature, 
dry, free from damage from any cause and which will not pass through a screen of 
the type customarily in use, having 44 by 34 inch perforations. 

9 These and other Federal grades in this bulletin are subject to revision. Latest copies can be secured 
from the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department oi Agriculture, Washington, D. © 

75379° —26} 2 
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In order to allow for variations incident to proper handling, not more than 2 per 
cent, by weight, of the lot may consist of shelled peanuts; and not more than 1 per 
cent of other varieties of peanuts. When shelled, not less than 70 per cent of the 
total unshelled weight shall consist of sound and mature kernels. In addition, 
not more than 2 per cent of the total unshelled weight may be damaged; provided 
that for each fractional per cent of sound and mature kernels above 70 per cent 
there may be an equa! percentage of damaged kernels above 2 per cent, but in no 
case shall the damaged kernels exceed 3 per cent in U. S. No. 1. 

U. S. No. 2 shall consist of unshelled White Spanish peanuts which are mature, 
dry, free from damage from any cause and which will not pass through a screen 
of the type customarily in use having 44 by 34 inch perforations. 

In order to allow for variations incident to proper handling, not more than 2 
per cent, by weight, of the lot may consist of shelled peanuts; and not more than 
1 per cent of other varieties of peanuts. When shelled, not less than 65 per cent 
of the total unshelled weight shall consist of sound and mature kernels. In 
addition, not more than 2 per cent of the total unshelled weight may be damaged; 
provided that for each fractional per cent of sound and mature kernels above 65 
per cent there may be an equal percentage of damaged kernels above 2 per cent 
but in no case shall the damaged kernels exceed 5 per cent in U. S. No. 2. 

U.S. No. 3 shall consist of unshelled White Spanish peanuts which are mature, 
dry, free from damage from any cause, and which will not pass through a screen 
of the type customarily in use having 44 by 34 inch perforations. 

In order to allow for variations incident to proper handling, not more than 2 
per cent, by weight, of the lot may consist of shelled peanuts; and not more than 
1 per cent of other varieties of peanuts. When shelled, not less than 60 per cent 
of the total unshelled weight shai! consist of sound and mature kernels. In 
addition, not more than 2 per cent of the total unshelled weight may be damaged; 
provided that for each fractional per cent of sound and mature kernels above 60 
per cent there may be an equal percentage of damaged kernels above 2 per cent, 
but in no case shall the damaged kernels exceed 6 per cent in U. S. No. 3. 

U.S. Sample Grade shall consist of any lots not meeting the requirements of 
the foregoing grades. 

Requirements of United States grades 

[Percentages based on total unshelled weight] 

| Allow- | Allow- Allow- 
ance for | ance for . ance for 

Grade shelled | other Sound kernels damaged 
peanuts | varieties kernels 

Per cent | Per cent Per cent Per cent 
(102 ees Bea 2 

USS aN Oval ee ees es ee ome Sets sess Ss 2 1 \71 Ommoren eee 3 

6D Sos “ie aves ee 2 
66 bias ee 3 

HE aE Ose eee eee er re ee aan ee eee 2 1 675 ee ee << 4 

68 or More_______- 5 
602252 eee 2 
Gls Sees Pease 3 
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64formamore=- === a" 6 
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As used in these grades, ‘‘free from damage’? means shelled peanuts which 
are not dirty, moldy, rancid, decayed, sprouted, wormy, or discolored. 

These grades were adopted by the Southeastern Peanut Associa- 
tion, a trade association of many of the leading shellers and crushers 
in Georgia, Alabama, Florida, and South Carolina, and have come into. 
rather widespread use in the Southeastern States for purchases of 
Spanish peanuts. 

The idea advanced in the tentative grades of the Department of 
Agriculture—that of buying and selling on a basis of the shelled-goods 
content of a lot—has been generally adopted in the Southeastern 
States. In grading a farmer’s peanuts, a representative sample is 
taken from each lot, or from different parts of one lot if it is large. 
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The entire sample is weighed, the foreign matter is removed, the pods 
are hand shelled, and the weight of the sound mature kernels is © 
determined. The damaged kernels are weighed, and if more than a 
reasonable amount are found the buyer makes a rather heavy deduc- 
tion from the prevailing price for good stock to cover the cost of 
picking out the damaged goods by hand in the shelling plant. 

Now that the dividing lines between the various grades are well- 
established, closer scrutiny is given to the quality of farmers’ stock 
when it is bought. The grower whose peanuts are carefully picked 
before delivery receives a higher price for his stock, while the careless 
crower is penalized. 

The new policy is also better for the buyer, who now seldom 
resorts to the old ‘“‘hit-or-miss’” plan of purchasing. Formerly, 
scant attention was paid to the shelled-goods value of the farmers’ 
stock. With no well-defined grades as a basis of trading, confusion 
often resulted. Growers were frequently dissatisfied, because they 
felt that they had not received a price commensurate with the quality 
of the goods delivered. On the other hand, after shelling various lots 

_ the buyers have sometimes felt that they paid too much for the stock. 
Thus the availability of a definite, well-understood basis for determin- 
ing values has been generally greeted with approval. 3 

Unless the peanuts are to be shelled at once, cracked or broken 
pods are extremely undesirable in a lot of farmers’ goods of any 
variety, as the kernels in the damaged pods are susceptible to mold 
and weevil attack, and it is difficult to pick out moldy or weevily 
kernels as they pass over the screens and belt-conveyors in the shelling 
plant. Further, as nuts in broken pods often arrive at the shelling 
machine already shelled, the kernels are frequently broken in the 
cylinder and are useful only for crushing or stock feed. 

Those who pay attention to careful harvesting, picking, and grading 
receive good dividends in the higher percentage of No. 1 nuts obtained. 
A 30-pound bushel of farmers’ stock Spanish peanuts should shell out 
about 21 or 22 pounds of kernels. In the Virginia-North Carolina 
section approximately 16 or 17 pounds of these will be No. 1 grade, 
3 to 34% pounds will be splits or No. 2, and the remainder will consist 
of No. 3 grade. In Georgia and Alabama the yield of No. 1 stock 
usually reaches 16 to 17 and sometimes 18 pounds per bushel, No. 2 
wil average 3 to 34% pounds, and No. 3’s and pick-outs will total 
about 1 pound. In Texas the quantity of No. 1 nuts may reach 16 
pounds, but will frequently total less than 15 pounds, and sometimes 
as low as 12 pounds to the 30-pound bushel. The Texas outturn, 
moreover, owing to the almost universal use of threshers, usually 
shows a higher percentage of No. 2 and No. 3 peanuts than does the 
output of the other Spanish-growing areas. 

IMPORTANCE OF LARGE SIZE 

It is often said that the percentage of large sizes in the production 
of Virginia-type peanuts has apparently been decreasing in recent 
years. On the other hand, the demand for large shelled peanuts, 
owing to the growth of the salting industry, has been increasing 
rapidly. In fact, leading salters claim that they have been obliged at 
times to use large-size orientals heavily, to fill their orders, because 
the supply of extra large Virginias has not been sufficient for their 
needs. 
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The proportion of large nuts in the crop varies greatly from one 
year to another. A study of the f. o. b. prices prevailing at the princi- 
pal shipping points in Virginia and North Carolina shows that during 
the 1920-21 season a very wide price range prevailed between the 
extra large and the No. 1 Virginia shelled grades. During most of 
this period buyers were obliged to pay for the larger size nuts from 
two to three times the figure at which No. 1 stock could be bought. 
This wide spread in prices made it profitable for oriental shippers to 
sell large-size peanuts in American markets, notwithstanding the 
tariff of 3 cents per pound effective during the latter part of the sea- 
son. The premium for large nuts in the shell was less marked, yet 
jumbos were generally listed at 150 to 175 per cent of the price for 
the fancy size. 

PRICES F.0.B. VIRGINIA-~NORTH CAROLINA SHIPPING POINTS 
OF CLEANED JUMBO AND FANCY VIRGINIA-TYPE PEANUTS 

NOV.,1920-OCT.,1924 
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Fic. 6.—A wide range between the prices of jumbos and fancys indicates a scarcity of the large- 
size nuts 

Many growers planted selected seed” the following spring. Owing 
partly to this and partly to weather conditions during the summer of 
1921, the crop that year contained a much higher proportion of large 
pods than did that of 1920. As a result, the difference in price be- 
tween jumbos and fancys, and between extra large and No. 1 shelled 
Virginias became very narrow, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. During 
the 1922-23 season the range in price between the grades again 
spread, as a result of a larger proportion of medium-size nuts in the 
1922 crop. In the following season an increase in the proportion of 
large peanuts brought the selling price for the first and second size 
nuts, both shelled and unshelled, closer together again. 

FARMERS’ COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATIONS 

Several attempts have been made to eae the peanut growers 
into cooperative groups for disposing of their crops. Few of these 
organizations have been successful. 
Sun re ga pM ae Ucn Se Te et 

10 The production and selection of seed is discussed in Farmers’ Bulletin 1127, Peanut Growing for Profit, 

by W. R. Beattie. 
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THE PEANUT GROWERS ASSOCIATION (VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA) 

The Peanut Growers Exchange, reorganized in 1921, and claiming 
to include in its membership of more than 5,000, enough growers to 
control more than 40 per cent of the total production in Virginia and 
North Carolina during the years 1920 and 1921, is the most ambitious 
effort to date in the Virginia-North Carolina section. About Novem- 
ber 1, 1922, the exchange was reincorporated under the cooperative 
marketing act of Virginia, and its name was changed to “Peanut 
Growers’ Association.” 

The organization is now a nonprofit, nonstock association, similar 
to many other cooperative growers’ associations established during 
recent years. iDEA member was originally obligated to sell and 
deliver to the association all peanuts produced by or for him in the 
States of Virginia and North Carolina for a period of seven years, re- 

PRICES F.0.B. VIRGINIA~NORTH CAROLINA SHIPPING POINTS 
OF SHELLED EXTRA LARGE AND NO.! VIRGINIA TYPE PEANUTS 

NOV., 1920 - OCT, 1924 
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Fic. 7.—When large peanuts are scarce, the difference in price between shelled extra large and 
No. 1 Virginia-type peanuts is even more pronounced than between jumbos and fancys at the 
same time 

serving for himself only the right to peanuts for home or farm use. 
The members agreed further to pay the association 2 cents for each 
pound of their peanuts sold through any other agency than the asso- 
ciation as liquidated damages. The peanuts of members are delivered 
when and where the association may direct. They are graded and 
pooled with the goods of like variety, grade, and quality delivered by 
other growers. Upon delivery, an advance payment is made of about 
one-half the current market price. Final payment is not made until 
the end of the season, when all goods have been sold and all settle 
ments made. The net proceeds are then divided among the members 
in proportion to their individual deliveries. 

In 1921, the association stored for its members over 800,000 bags 
of farmers’ goods. — Late in the season it made arrangements with a 
Virginia cleaner to clean and shell part of its holdings, and entered 
the market as a competitor of the established Virginia-North Carolina 
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milis. A considerable part of these stored 1921 peanuts was finally 
sold as farmers’ goods late in the following year. 

For the 1922-23 season the association planned more extensive 
marketing operations, using different cleaning and shelling facilities 
and an increased administrative and selling force. One of its plans 
contemplated the selling of raw shelled Virginia peanuts in 1-pound 
lithographed cardboard cartons, two dozen packages to the case, to 
wholesale grocers and others for distribution to the consumer through. 
the retail trade. The sale of these cartons was tried out chiefly in 
chain stores. A brand name and trade-mark were adopted and 
stamped on the bags and cartons of association peanuts. These 
were advertised and given some publicity by the association, but 
utilized a comparatively small portion of the crop. The larger por- 
tion of the 1922 crop was marketed in the summer and fall of 1923. 

Considerable dissatisfaction was expressed by many members 
because their net returns had not been equal to the return of non- 
members, and in October, 1923, the association authorized its mem- 
bers to market one-half their 1923 crop outside the association if they 
so desired, but asked that the members state definitely how much 
they would deliver to the association. The same policy was followed 
for the 1924 crop. | 

During its early history, poor management and lack of experience 
in marketing peanuts proved severe handicaps to the association. 
Although organized to promote orderly marketing, it acted for several 
years chiefly as a “holding” company. LEach season the growers’ 
peanuts were held off the market in large measure until the close of 
the season in an effort to raise prices to a higher level, with the result 
that the period of active demand passed with many peanuts still 
unsold. Experienced marketing men are agreed that with semi- 
perishables, such as peanuts, orderly marketing involves placing a 
part of the crop on sale at regular intervals, in accordance with the 
demand, and neither rushing it to market all at once at the begin- 
ning of the season, nor withholding it from sale until demand for it 
has largely lessened.. 

THE GEORGIA PEANUT GROWERS COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION 

Early in 1923, some 6,000 peanut growers of Georgia united to 
form the Georgia Peanut Growers’ Cooperative Association, having 
over 100,000 acres in peanut production. The “marketing agree- 
ment”’ signed by the members was based to a considerable extent on 
the contract of the older association in Virginia and North Carolina, 
but covered a period of five instead of seven years. Considerable 
effort was made during the year to induce the planting of good seed, 
proper cultural methods, and better harvesting, curing, and grading 
on the part of the members. 

It was felt that the presence of the Georgia association in the field 
raised the general average of prices received for farmers’ goods in 
Georgia. In 1924 the number of members had reached more than 
8,000, with an acreage of over 150,000. The peanuts produced by 
members were sold to shellers. The first advance to members in 
1924 amounted to 60 per cent or more of the current price, with. the 
remainder to be spread over three other payments. Early in 1925 
the association arranged with established plants to handle the shelling 
of their peanuts, and began offering shelled goods for sale. 
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THE HUMPHREYS COUNTY PEANUT GROWERS ASSOCIATION 

In the fall of 1923 about 140 peanut growers in Humphreys County, 
Tenn., organized to warehouse and sell their peanuts cooperatively. 
Hach carload was considered a pool by itself, and each grower who 
contributed to it received the same price per grade. The overhead 
was taken care of by a deduction of 10 cents per bag. At the close of 
the season all funds in the treasury were prorated according to the 

_ number of bags sold through the association. In 1924 the member- 
ship had increased to 300, and the association handled about 50,000 
bags of peanuts, bringing the growers between $175,000 and $200,000 
in a little over three months. 

Improved seed selection, definite standards of grading for farmers’ 
goods, keeping the trash on the farm, improved warehousing facili- 
ties, ample financial assistance for members, more orderly flow of 
the crop to market, are a few of the ends which cooperative activity 
can be made to serve. 

Whether operating as a cooperative association, or merely acting 
by mutual agreement, peanut producers should obtain a premium 
for their peanuts if a large number of growers in a community raise 
their standards at the same time. A peanut factory can not be 
expected, as a general principle, however, to pay higher prices for well- 
eraded peanuts if they represent but a small part of the total quantity 
handled. Expenses of operation in the plant are not reduced by 
cleaning one or.two small lots of good quality nuts. But if the factory 
can buy enough bright, clean, carefully graded farmers’ goods to 
enable it to handle them exclusively for several days, its expenses of 
operation can be lessened, and a premium can be paid for the better 
product. 3 

SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION 

OPERATION OF CLEANING AND SHELLING PLANTS 

As the Virginia-type peanuts come from the farm, they are of 
various sizes, often partly covered with dirt, and with more or less 
sticks, stones, and other foreign material in the bags. The machinery 
devised to remove the foreign matter and prepare the peanuts for the 
market is seldom exactly alike in any two establishments, partly 
owing to the secrecy which surrounds operations in most peanut 
paps A mill may have machines in operation which have not been 
ully patented, and to prevent the etal of such machinery coming 
to the attention of competitors, visitors are seldom admitted. In 
the better type of factory, much of the machinery is inclosed so far 
as possible to prevent excess dust, but most mills at present do not 
have these dust-eliminating features. The following description of 
the shelling and cleaning methods practiced in modern factories in the 
Virginia-North Carolina territory, written from the observation of 
representatives of the United States Department of Agriculture, 
with the assistance of leading Virginia cleaners, shows in a general 
way how the processes may be accomplished. 

CLEANING PROCESSES 

Peanuts as received from the farm are generally sacked in 4-bushel 
bags. Most cleaners prefer to store the farmers’ goods in sacks 
in warehouses or in spaces not occupied by machinery on the floors 
of their plants; but a few cleaners have erected large elevators, with 
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bins for different varieties and different grades of these varieties, in 
which peanuts are stored in bulk. Outlets under these bins allow 
the peanuts to drop onto a broad belt which conveys them to the 
factory, where they are raised by cup elevators to the top floor of the 
plant. If the peanuts are stored in the factory in ae they are 
elevated to the floor on which the large hoppers are located and 
there begin the rather complicated journey through the cleaning and 
shelling machinery. 

CLEANING OPERATIONS 

From the hopper the peanuts pass into a sand and dirt reel which 
has small openings to allow dirt to drop through. By rubbing 
against each other in the real, some of the soil in the little indenta- 
tions in the hull of the peanuts is rubbed out and the pods acquire 
a slight polish. The reel also breaks off many stems. 

STEMMING OPERATIONS 

In some mills the next step is the stemming process, to remove 
little stems or roots which connected the pods to the vines and were 
not cut off when the plants went through the picking machinery. 
The principle somewhat resembles that nivolvedt in the ginning of 
cotton, and old cotton gins with dull teeth have at times been em- 
ployed for stemming peanuts. Several types of stemmers are used. 
The preferred method employs a cylinder made by stringing iron 
pulleys on a shaft with a small space between each pulley. Below 
the cylinder are two or three rows of small saws so spaced on a shaft 
as to extend up into the spaces between the pulleys. These saws 
catch the stems of the peanuts and pull them off or cut them up so 
that a fan can remove them. 

FANNING OPERATIONS 

Fans and aspirators (fig. 8) are important machines in a cleaning 
lant, and are used all through the cleaning operations. The more 
aang processes the peanuts go through, the less work is left to the 
laborers at the picking table later. A carefully regulated fan removes 
the light stems, chaff, empty pods and other non-edible material. 
This may be sold to euehe farmers for bedding or hog feed, and 

“dairymen sometimes buy it for cattle feed. Light-weight pods, 
containing shriveled kernels, are later blown from the heavier-weight 
stock, because fancy or jumbo grades allow only small percentages 
of them. Some of these blown-out pods may be used in the extra 
or cheapest grade, or all may be shelled 

SEPARATING OR GRADING OPERATIONS 

The grading or separating of peanuts in the shell into various 
sizes is usually done by a series of sloping, revolving cylinders made 
of metal bars fastened together. The spaces between these bars 
are adjusted to make the grades desired, as the peanuts are forced 
along the cylinders by gravity and the pressure of the other goods 
behind. The first operation is to take out the smallest of the nuts, 
which are either shelled or used in the extra grade. In the next 
step, the second size or fancy nuts fall through slightly wider slotted 
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openings, allowing the larger, jumbo peanuts to tail over the end 
of the cylinder. An idea of the relation between the sizes of the 
three grades can be obtained from Figure 9. 

POWDERING OPERATIONS 

The peanuts in a day’s run at any plant may be grown on several 
widely different soils, and the pods often retain the color of the 
soul to a slight extent. Further, some pods become discolored by 
exposure to weather. To give them a clean, uniform appearance, 
the pods are run through polishing drums (fig. 10) containing a 
fine, white, dust-like sane powder. After the pods and powder 
have tumbled around together, enough powder remains on the hulls 
to give them a fairly uniform color. Black or discolored spots on 
the pods are often partially covered by the powder. 

Fic. 8.—A suction fan in a cleaning plant. One of many fans scattered throughout the factory to 
draw out lightweight pods, trash, and dust 

HAND-PICKING 

In most factories, hand-picking is the last step before bagging. 
The ‘picking tables” (fig. 11) consist of large revolving endless 
belts. Negro women are seated on either side to pick out badly 
discolored, misshapen or otherwise defective pods, the best of which 
are used in the extra grade. The final removal of foreign material 
also takes place at this stage, as upon leaving the picking tables the 
nuts drop through a shaft to the floor below for bagging. 

Cleaned peanuts are usually sacked in burlap bags 68 or 70 inches 
in circumference by 40 inches high, and cut from cloth weighing 
71% to 8 ounces to the yard. It is often advised that the larger, 
stronger 70-inch size, of 8-ounce Boy be made the standard. If 
smaller, lighter-weight sacks are used, they may tear in transit. 
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Old, patched, second-hand sacks are never desirable. The bags 
sould be clean and strong, even if not new. The bags are sewed 
across the top (fig. 12) with strong twine, ears being left on either 
end. If the two edges of the bag are rolled over once or twice before 
being sewed, they stay more securely. An average bag of jumbo 
peanuts weighs about 91 pounds; most fancys run 101 to 106 pounds 
Lo ane bag, averaging 104; and extras average around 93 pounds to 
the bag. 

Fic. 9.—Grades of Virginia type peanuts in the shell. Peanuts in left-hand_column are jumbos; 
those in the center, fancys; while those in the right-hand column are extras. (Reduced one-third) 

SHELLING PROCESSES 

VIRGINIA-NORTH CAROLINA SECTION 

Shelled Virginia peanuts are customarily made from the lower 
grades of farmers’ goods. Such ill-shaped, badly discolored pods 
and blow-outs as are not placed in the extra grade, as well as some 
of the smaller-sized pods, are used for shelling. Cleaners who do 
not make an extra grade sometimes shell this class of goods. Oc- 
casionally, as happened during the summer of 1922, shelled Virginias 
may command a sufficient premium over cleaned stock to warrant 
shelling large quantities of farmers’ goods straight. All grades of 
S erent peanuts are shelled, as Spanish peanuts are not sold in 
the shell, 
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Shelling operations are seldom so numerous or so complicated as 
those required to prepare goods in the shell for bagging. The clean- 
ing is often limited to running the pods through a stoner, dirt reel, 
and fan. The stoner is a shaft in which the nuts fall into a strong 
current of air traveling upwards, which lifts the nuts and light trash, 
but allows the stones, pieces of metal, and other heavy substances 
to drop into a receptacle on a lower floor. The stoner is chiefly 
employed in shelling Spanish, and only rarely for peanuts of the 
Virginia type. . 

In the shelling machinery the pods are broken by forcing them 
between two cylinders, the outer one of which is stationary. To 

Fic. 10.—‘ Tumbler” in which peanuts receive a coating of fine white powder before being graded 
and sacked. Peanuts enter revolving cylinder at left-hand portion of picture and leave at right- 
hand end. Surplus powder has fallen through wire mesh to floor in right-hand portion of picture 

the inner, revolving cylinder are attached two steel “beaters,” 
which strike and crack the hulls of the nuts. The broken pods and 
the meats which have fallen out are then carried to a shaft in which 
an upward current of air removes the hulls and light trash. In 
some plants this nonedible material is blown directly into the firebox 
m the engine room. ‘Three tons of hulls and other trash are con- 
sidered equal to 1 ton of coal as a fuel, and hulls are frequently 
disposed of in this way. 

The shelled meats fall through the air suction and are separated 
into several sizes by means of perforated screens. An air current 
blows away most of the small ends of unshelled peanuts, called 
nubs, which have come through the openings in the screen with the 
No. 1 nuts. A few remaining unshelled peanuts, together with badly 
shriveled, broken, or moldy nuts, are picked out by hand as the 
nuts pass in a thin layer over picking tables similar to those employed 
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for unshelled peanuts. The meats then fall over the end of the belt 
conveyor into spouts, ready for bagging. Burlap of 10-ounce grade 
and 44-inch size is sometimes used for the sacks, but cloth 40 by 45 
inches and weighing 10% to 11 ounces to the yard is considered 
preferable. New, clean sacks are even more important than for 
unshelled nuts. When packed in 45-inch bags, shelled Virginias 
average around 113 pounds to the bag for extra large, 115 pounds 
for No. 1, and 107 pounds for No. 2 grade. 

The perfprations in the shelling screens in factories handling 
Virginia-type nuts are of such a size that only No. 1 grade nuts or 
smaller pass through. The extra large grade tails over the end of 
the screen and is carried to another picking table, where even more 

Fic. 11.—Working at picking tables in peanut factory in Virginia. Suction pipes are at end of long 
belts to draw out chaff and dust 

care is taken than with the No. 1 grade to remove undesirable matter 
as the meats pass to the bagging spout. 

Meats screening out as No. 2 grade, when destined for the candy, 
eanut-butter or baking trades, also pass over picking tables to 
fis discolored, moldy, or otherwise imperfect nuts removed by 
hand. Hand picking is unnecessary when the No. 2 meats are 
going into oil stock. The immature nuts, known as pegs or No. 3, 
together with screenings and the small, shriveled, broken, and moldy 
nuts picked from the better grades, and some small sticks, stems, 
and other foreign matter which has been picked or screened out, are 
usually sold to oil mills for crushing. Figure 13 shows samples of 
the oil stock at Virginia plants. The three grades of shelled Virginias 
are pictured in Figure 14. 
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SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST 

Shelling plants in the southern tier of States clean peanuts only 
to prepare them for the sheller, and therefore do not need to size 
the pods as is done with the Virginia-type peanuts. Accordingly, 
factories in the South do not handle their peanuts as many times, 
and less machinery is needed. 
A few plants in the South do not reclean their peanuts before 

shelling. As a consequence their finished products carry a heavier 
percentage of foreign material than is desirable, and their No. 2 
erades are not so bright and clean as they should be, because of the 
sreater quantity of dirt and dust which finds its way into the machin- 
ery and adheres to the faces of the split nuts. 

Fic. 12.—Sewing a filled sack of peanuts in the shell—the last step before the peanuts are ready 
toship. ‘The peanuts come through the bagging spout from a picking table shown in Figure 11 

In the Southeastern States no uniformity exists in the size of the 
bags used in sacking. Most shellers prefer the sack holding about 
120 pounds of shelled Spanish peanuts; some use the 100-pound 
sack; and a number of shellers ship in a bag holding around 125 
pounds. Shippers packing in the 40 by 45 inch, 10'%-ounce sack 
say that the weight of the filled sacks averages 120 to 127 pounds 
for No. 1 Spanish, and 114 to 120 pounds for No. 2 Spanish. 

Oil stock in the Southeast consists mostly of screenings, except 
when farmers’ stock is crushed straight, with none of it shelled. 
Samples of representative oil stock from Georgia shelling plants are 
seen in Figure 15. 

Runners for shelling are handled in much the same way in the 
Southeast as are Spanish. When prices of shelled goods are low, a 
larger proportion of Runners is crushed for oil or fed to hogs than of 
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Spanish, especially when the pods do not fill out well and grading is 
difficult or the stock is otherwise of poor quality. 

GRADES FOR VIRGINIA-TYPE PEANUTS 

Formerly the grades for Virginia-type peanuts were vague and 
indefinite. The grades for cleaned peanuts were especially ill-defined, 
with no uniformity in either count or minimum size specifications. 
Each shipper made his own standards, and there was a wide range 

Fiac. 13.—Different lots of oil stock from plants running Virginia-type peanuts. (Reduced one-third) 

in the same grade as put out by different cleaners. On December 
13, 1921, however, itis National Peanut Cleaners and Shellers 
Association ** adopted grades for use by its members throughout the 
Virginia-North Carolina territory, which specified the varieties to 
be included, the count per eet percentages of unsound nuts and 
foreign matter permitted, and other factors. 

11 National Peanut Cleaners and Shellers Association. Conditions of purchase and sale [effective De- 
cember 13, 1921]. 8pp. Suffolk, Va. 1922. 
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Virginia-type peanuts in the shell are sold as jumbos, fancys, and 
extras. The chief difference between jumbos and fancys is that the 
count per pound for jumbos shall not exceed 200 per pound as against 
240 for fancys. Extras consist pepe of nuts blown out, picked 
out, or screened out when making jumbos and fancys. They are 
not permitted to weigh less than 85 pounds to the 70-inch bag, 
and the count per pound can not be more than 320. 

Fic. 14.—Three grades of shelled Virginia peanuts: Extra large (at the upper left), No. 1 (at the 
upper right), and No. 2 (below). (Reduced one-third) 

Shelled Virginias come on the market as extra large, No. 1 and 
No. 2. According to the rules of the association, extra large must 
not contain less than 528 to the pound, or 33 to the ounce, and the 
count for No. 1 can not exceed 675 to the pound, or slightly more than 
42 to the ounce. The specifications for unsound nuts, foreign matter, 
and splits for the two grades are much the same. No. 2 peanuts 
contain shrivels in addition to splits, although the rules specify that 
not more than 5 per cent of No. 2 peanuts shall pass through a 16/64 
round screen. During the 1924-25 season, No. 2 Virgimias con- 
sisted principally of shrivels. 
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Many members of the trade have felt that the specifications in 
the rules of the National Shellers and Cleaners Association are not 
sufficiently definite, and such liberal tolerances are provided that 
buyers still purchase largely by brand name and on the shipper’s 
reputation rather than by grade. 

Owing to the scarcity of large-sized nuts during recent years, and 
to the increasing demand by salting interests for large shelled Vir- 

Fic. 15.—Different lots of oil stock from De eCayeee shelled Spanish peanuts. (Reduced one- 
' thir 

ginias, some shellers have occasionally lowered the count for their 
extra large Virginia grade, and while some shipments of extra large 
will run 30 to 32 to the ounce, other lots have been seen which graded 
34 to 36 to the ounce instead of 33 as prescribed in the rules. This 
lowering of the standard has been particularly unfortunate because 
of the recent stiff competition which Virginias have had to meet from 
oriental peanuts. Large quantities of the 28 to 30 and 30 to 32 to 
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the ounce sizes have been received in recent years from China. 
They compete with the extra large Virginias, which are slightly 
smaller in size than the orientals even if domestic factories maintain 
the prescribed size minimum. If plants shelling domestic peanuts 
should lower their grades, the salters would no doubt be that much 
more interested in orientals. No. 1 Virginias, which usually count 
out from 40 to 42 to the ounce, but at times run as small as 48 to 
the ounce, must compete with the 38 to 40 size of orientals. The 
present tariff seems to be keeping out the smaller-sized Asiatic pea-. 
nuts to a large extent, but American shellers probably will continue 
to experience competition from the larger sizes of imported nuts. 

FEDERAL GRADES FOR SPANISH AND RUNNER TYPES. OF PEANUTS 

The grades for Spanish-type peanuts were formerly almost as 
indefinite as those for the Virginia-type nut. Increased agitation for 
definite, well-established grades, expecially in the Southeast and 
Southwest, however, resulted in detailed investigations in both 
producing and consuming centers, and in the fall of 1921 the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics of the Department of Agriculture, offered 
carefully considered tentative grades for shelled White Spanish 
peanuts. These grades, revised to September 1, 1925,” follow: 

U. S. No. 1 shall consist of shelled White Spanish peanuts which are whole 
and free from small shriveled, noticeably discolored, unshelled or damaged 
peanuts, and from foreign material. 

In order to allow for variations incident to proper grading and handling, not 
more than 1 per cent, by weight, may consist of other varieties of peanuts; not 
more than 2 per cent, by weight, of split or broken kernels; not more than 2 per 
cent, by weight, of small shriveled peanuts; not more than 34 per cent, by weight, 
of unshelled or damaged peanuts; not more than 14 per cent, by weight, of foreign 
material; not more than 144 per cent, by weight, may consist of peanuts with 
noticeably discolored skins which are otherwise of U. S. No. 1 grade, but of 
this amount not more than ¥ (14 per cent) may be badly discolored. 

U. S. No. 2 shall consist of shelled White Spanish peanuts which may be split 
or broken, but which are free from small shriveled, unshelled or damaged pea- 
nuts, small pieces of peanuts, and from foreign material. 

In order to allow for variations incident to proper grading and handling, not 
more than 1 per cent, by weight, may consist of other varieties of peanuts; not 
more than 6 per cent, by weight, of small pieces of peanuts or small shriveled 
peanuts; not more than 14 per cent, by weight, of unshelled or damaged peanuts; 
and not more than 4 per cent, by weight, of foreign material. 

DEFINITIONS OF GRADE TERMS 

1. “Small shriveled”’ peanuts in U. S. No. 1 means peanuts which are shrivy- 
eled and which will pass through a screen of the type customarily in use, having 
é: inch by % inch perforations; and in U.S. No. 2, peanuts which are shriveled 
and which will pass through a screen of the type customarily in use, having 
4$-inch round perforations. 

2. “Small pieces of peanuts’? means portions of peanuts which will pass 
through a screen of the type customarily in use, having 4%-inch round per- 
forations. 

3. “Foreign material” means sticks, stones, dirt, shells, portions of vines, or 
any material other than peanut kernels. 

4.“Split peanuts”’ means the separated halves of the peanut kernel. 
5. ‘ Damaged peanuts’? means— 

(a) Peanuts which are rancid or decayed to an extent visible externally. 
(b) Moldy peanuts. 
(c) Peanuts showing sprouts over %-inch long. However, all sprouted 

peanuts the separated halves of which show decay shall be classed 
as damaged. 

22 See footnote 9, p. 17. 

75379 °—26+——3 
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(d) Dirty peanuts where the surface is distinctly dirty and the dirt 
ground in. This condition usually results when peanuts are rubbed 
in the machinery in the process of handling. 

(e) Wormy or worm-injured peanuts. Peanuts which show only slight 
and superficial worm injury with no frass around the injury shall not 
be considered as damaged. | 

(f) Peanuts shall not be considered as damaged which show a light yellow 
color or a slight yellow pitting of the flesh. 

6. ‘‘ Noticeably discolored skins.’”’ Peanuts which show dark brown discol- 
oration, usually netted and irregular, affecting more than 25 per cent of the 
skin, shall be classed as noticeably discolored. Peanuts which are paler or 
darker in color than is usually characteristic of the variety, but which are not 
actually discolored, shall not be classed as noticeably discolored. 

7. “Badly discolored skins.” Peanuts which show bluish or black discolora- 
tion, affecting an area in excess of one-half the surface in the aggregate, shall be 
classed as badly discolored. 

Actual screening of numerous samples of peanuts, taken from 
many different shipments, has shown that in years of ordinary crop 
conditions most commercially acceptable lots of Spanish peanuts 
come within the above grades. If reasonable care is exercised in 
running the peanut-shelling and screening machinery at proper speed, 
and in picking out undesirable material as the shelled product passes 
along the picking tables, shellers will have little difficulty in meeting 
the requirements of the Federal grades. Figure 16 shows samples of 
U.S. No. 1 and U.S. No. 2 taken from commercial lots that are 
superior to the minimum requirements of these grades. 

The grades met with immediate commendation from many large 
shelling interests in the Southeast. They have been adopted by the 
Southeastern Peanut Association and the majority of the sales of 
shelled Spanish in the United States are now made on the basis of 
these grades. — 
The increasing use of shelled Runners as a substitute for shelled 

Virginias in making peanut butter and peanut candy resulted in 
many requests for United States grades for Runners. Accordingly, 
after a careful investigation the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
of the Department of Agriculture, offered on January 8, 1925, 
United States grades for shelled Runner peanuts. These grades, 
revised to September 1, 1925, follow: 

U. S. No. 1 shall consist of shelled Runner peanuts which are whole and free 
from small shriveled, unshelled or damaged peanuts and from foreign material. 

In order to allow for variations incident to proper grading and handling, not 
more than 1 per cent, by weight, may consist of other varieties of peanuts; 
not more than 3 per cent, by weight, of split or broken kernels; not more than 2 
per cent, by weight, of small shriveled peanuts; not more than 114 per cent, by 
weight, of unshelled or damaged peanuts; and not more than 14 per cent, by 
weight, of foreign material. 

U. S. No. 2 shall consist of shelled Runner peanuts which may be split or 
broken, but which are free from small shriveled, unshelled, or damaged peanuts, 
small pieces of peanuts, and from foreign material. ; 

In order to allow for variations incident to proper grading and handling, not 
more than 1 per cent, by weight, may consist of other varieties; not more than 6 
per cent, by weight, of small pieces of peanuts or small shriveled peanuts; not 
more than 14% per cent, by weight, of unshelled or damaged: peanuts; and not 
more than 14 per cent, by weight, of foreign material. 

The definitions of grade terms agree exactly with those given for 
shelled Spanish, except that discolored skins are not mentioned. 

Figure 17 shows samples of U. S. No. 1 and U.S. No. 2 grades of 
shelled Runners. 

_— 

13 See footnote 9, p. 17. 
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FEDERAL INSPECTION OF SHELLED SPANISH AND RUNNER PEANUTS 

At the request of the Southeastern Peanut Association, the Federal 
Food Products Inspection Service has been made available to the 
eanut industry for shelled Spanish and Runners. Inspections can 
= obtained at Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleve- 
land, Columbus, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, 
Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New York, Norfolk, Omaha, 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Oreg., St. Louis, San Francisco, 

Fic, 16,—Shelled Spanish—U. 8. No. 1 (upper) and U.S. No. 2 (ower). (Reduced one-third) 

and Washington, where the local inspectors of the fruit and vegetable 
service of the United States Department of Agriculture are equipped 
with peanut screens and scales, and at any point near one of these 
markets to the extent permitted by the time of the nearest inspector. 
Federal inspectors at other points can collect samples, but must 
forward them for inspection to the nearest office equipped with 
screens. , 
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Upon request ** from any interested party, including the shipper, 
the transportation company, or the receiver, a trained Government 
inspector will visit the car of peanuts in question before it has been 
unloaded. Samples are taken from enough different bags to enable 
him to get a number of pounds fairly representative of all the peanuts 
in the car. This composite sample is screened with hand screens, 
and a certificate prepared from the result, stating in detail the per- 
centages of split or broken kernels, smal! shriveled peanuts, un- 

Fic. 17.—Shelled Runners—U. S. No. 1 (upper) and U.S. No.2 (lower). (Reduced one-third) 

shelled, damaged or moldy peanuts, and foreign material, and whether 
the lot comes within the provisions of the United States grade speci- 
fications. A moderate fee is charged for this service. These Federal 
inspection certificates are accepted in all United States courts as 
prima facie evidence of the condition of the goods, and by their 
means many disputes may be settled out of court which might 
otherwise require costly arbitration or lawsuits. 

14 In most cities the Federal inspector will be found in the telephone book listed under “‘U. S. Depart: 
ment of Agriculture—Fruit and Vegetable Inspection”’ or ‘‘ Food Products Inspection,” 
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Inspections are occasionally requested on shelled Virginia-type 
peanuts. As no Federal grades have been formulated for Virginias, 
the certificates covering inspections on them are largely restricted to 
a description of size, maturity, appearance, and percentages of stock 
damaged by mold or weevil injury, of split and broken kernels, 
unshelled peanuts, and foreign material. 

SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 

IN VIRGINIA-NORTH CAROLINA SECTION 

When a dispute arises concerning the quality of Virginia-type 
peanuts, the usual method of settlement is to refer it to an arbitration 
committee. The National Peanut Cleaners and Shellers Associa- 
tion formerly provided in its rules that in the event of disagreement 
between buyer and seller in regard to the quality of peanuts delivered 
on contract, on the request of either party samples should be drawn 
in the presence of representatives of the buyer and the seller and 
forwarded to the secretary of the association. The secretary was 
to transmit the samples promptly to the adjustment committee, con- 
sisting of three members, who were to determine whether or not they 
conformed to the standard of the association. The decision of the 
arbitration, or adjustment committee, was final and binding on both 
buyer and seller. If the committee decided that the peanuts were 
below standard in quality, at the request of either party it might 
determine what allowance per pound should be made.” 

In a decree entered June 15, 1925, however, the Federal court at 
Norfolk enjoined the National Shellers and Cleaners Association 
from settling disputes in this way. The adjustment and arbitration 
of disputes of any character between sellers and purchasers, it stated, 
should be handled by reference to a board of arbitration consisting 
of three members, empowered to promulgate rules of procedure 
and to render final awards. One arbitrator was to be selected by the 
seller, one by the purchaser, and the third, or umpire, was to be 
chosen by the other two. The decision of a majority of the arbi- 
trators was to be binding upon both buyer and seller. Arbitration, 
however, was to be optional with the purchaser." 

IN SOUTHEASTERN SECTION 

Spanish peanuts from the Southeast were formerly arbitrated at 
the receiving rather than at the shipping end, through an arbitration 
committee in each of the principal markets consisting of three mem- 
bers and three alternates, all selected from men in that market familiar 
with peanuts. The rules of the Southeastern Peanut Association, 
adopted August 1, 1923, however, changed this in favor of one arbitra- 
tion committee of five members, appointed by the president, to meet at 
Atlanta, Ga., if needed, to decide questions arising in regard to filling 
contracts, disputed weights, and the like. Questions relating to 
grade are referred to the United States food products inspector at the 
receiving point, whose sampling and grading decisions are binding 
upon both buyer and seller. At points where no inspector is available, 
samples are drawn by representatives of both buyer and seller, and 

15 Paraphrased from National Peanut Cleaners and Shellers Association. Conditions of purchase and 
sale [effective December 13, 1921]. 8 pp. Suffolk, Va. 1922. 

16 Paraphrased from United States of America, petitioner v. the National Peanut Cleaners and Shellers 
Association et al. U.S. District court, Eastern District, of Virginia, final decree (entered June 15, 1925). 
12pp. 1925. (In Equity, No. 109.) 
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may be referred to the arbitration committee in Atlanta but are 
usually sent to the nearest Federal inspector for decision as to grade. 

No. 1 shelled Spanish peanuts shipped by members of the South- 
eastern Peanut Association not coming up to contract quality are still 
considered of good delivery and not rejectable if containing not over 
double the percentages of splits, shrivels, foreign material, damaged, 
moldy, and unshelled nuts and other varieties allowed in the grades. 
But it is agreed that the contract price shall be reduced for each 1 per 
cent, and proportionately for heh fraction of 1 per cent in excess of 
the grades stipulated as follows: One-half per cent for each excess 1 per 
cent in splits; 14 per cent for each excess 1 per cent in foreign mate- 
rial; 14 per cent for each excess 1 per cent in other varieties; 34 per 
cent for each excess 1 per cent inshrivels. Unshelled, damaged, and 
moldy nuts between 34 percent and 1 per cent are subject to a deduc- 
tion in price at the rate of 3 per cent of the contract terms for each 1 
per cent inexcess. For any moldy, damaged, or unshelled nuts above 
1 per cent, however, the contract price is reduced at the rate of 7 per 
cent for each 1 per cent excess. Good delivery of noticeably Be 
colored peanuts is given as 2 per cent, of which 14 per cent may be 
badly discolored. Noticeably discolored peanuts above 114 per cent, 
however, are penalized at the rate of 1 per cent of the contract price 
for each 1 per cent inexcess. Any excess badly discolored peanuts are 
subject to a reduction of 2 per cent of the contract price for each 1 per 
cent of excess. The association rules also provide penalties for ship- 
ments of No. 2 Spanish and shelled Runners which do not come up to 
gerade specifications. 

Should the whole or any portion of a shipment of shelled peanuts 
not equal in quality the contract grade within the variations allowed, 
it may be rejected by the buyer within 48 hours after delivery. The 
seller may replace a rejected shipment within the contract period, or 
if that has expired, within five working days after telegraphic notice 
of rejection. If the seller fails to declare his intention to replace the 
rejected shipment within 48 hours, the buyer may cancel the contract, 
or buy, for the account of the original sheller, stock equivalent to the 
rejected quantity through a broker member of the association between 
24 and 48 hours after the seller has been wired of this intention.” 

Not unnaturally, the shipper often formerly felt that when city 
brokers or receivers served on the arbitration boards of the association 
it was difficult to have an entirely impartial committee; and unpleas- 
antness has at times arisen on this score. The availability of an 
impartial mspection by Government representatives, when disputes 
arise over the grades of shelled Spanish peanuts arriving in the mar- 
ket, has already had a wholesome effect on the peanut industry. 

METHODS OF DISPOSING OF SHELLED AND CLEANED PEANUTS 

Peanuts are usually sold by southern cleaners and shellers in one of 
three ways: (1) Direct to the purchaser, usually by wire; (2) through 
a broker at the shipping point or at the city market, both often being 
employed in one sale; or, more rarely, (3) by a traveling representative 
of theshipper. Occasionally large city brokers make trips through the 
peanut belts of the South, and place orders in person for their clients. 

17 Paraphrased from Southeastern Peanut Association. Rules Southeastern peanut association [effective 
September 1, 1925]. Atlanta, Ga. 1925. 
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Possibly half the peanut sales in larger city markets are made 
through brokers who represent the cleaners and shellers. These repre- 
sentatives may carry the accounts of one or more large cleaners or 
shellers, and supply wholesale confectioners, bakery-supply houses, 
peanut-butter manufacturers, salters, and wholesale grocers, as well 
as jobbers. The purchases may be made direct from the cleaner or 
sheller in the South, or through a broker in one of the more important 
shipping centers, who often represents a considerable number of 
lants. 

- There is no uniformity in the method of purchase. One broker, two, 
or none, may figure in thesale. Insome cities brokers handle the bulk 
of the transactions; in others, the large buyers prefer to purchase 
directly from the southern cleaner or sheller without dealing through a 
middleman. An occasional large shipper in the South deals only with 
the purchaser direct, claiming in this way to curtail expenses. The ~ 
brokerage charge of 2 per cent may be split between the brokerage 

_ firms in the South and at the receiving market if both are involved in a 
transaction. This fee is paid by the offering broker’s principal rather 
than by the receiver. ‘Thus the prices which are quoted to the latter 
are strictly net. 

Formerly the sale of peanuts was largely confined to car-lot quan- 
tities. A car lot of shelled Spanish or Runner peanuts usually weighs 
about 30,000 pounds, a car lot of shelled Virginias about 28,000 
ounds, and a car lot of peanuts in the shell about 25,000 pounds. 
ncreased competition and the tendency of many firms to buy on a 
‘“‘hand-to-mouth” basis, has caused practically all shippers and 
brokers, especially in the Virginia-North Carolina section and the 
Southwest, to accept orders in smaller lots. In Virginia and North 
Carolina, although the bulk of the peanut business continues to be 
handled in car lots, small-lot shipments are numerous and constitute 
a much greater proportion of the total movement than in the past. 
Shipments from most towns in the Southeastern States are still 
almost entirely confined to car-lot quantities. Frequently a city 
broker sells several less-than-car-lot orders for one firm to be shipped 
in what is known asa “‘pool car.” As car-lot freight rates are always 
cheaper than less-car-lot rates, a saving in freight charges is thus 
effected. 

During the spring of 1922 a number of cars of cleaned Virginias 
were sold at auction in New York City. Most of the purchases 
were made by retailers who ordinarily buy from the large receivers. 
The experiment aroused some ill feeling, both among the regular 
receivers in New York and among many Virginia shippers, and no 
further sales of peanuts by auction have been made. 

PEANUTS IN CITY STORAGES 

Peanuts in the shell can be stored for a considerable period of 
time in the dealers’ storerooms or in ordinary dry-storage ware- 
houses, without danger of deterioration or apparent loss of quality, 
except that the skin adheres more tightly and the color grows darker. 
Accordingly, peanuts in the shell are generally stored in common 
storages." 
—____ 

J8 Experiments are now under way by the Department of Agriculture to determine the storage life of 
different varieties of peanuts at various temperatures in cold and common storages. 
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Shelled peanuts, however, are subject to ‘‘weevil” attack when m 
ordinary storage, especially during the warm months, and should be 
kept in cold storage from at least June 1 to late fall. The ‘“‘weevils” 
may be the larve of the Mediterranean flour moth or of the Indian 
meal moth. They not only cause damage by eating the peanuts, 
but the frass is objectionable and the worms of the former moth 
spin quantities of silk which mats the materials together, thus 
making them worthless. Shelled peanuts are usually stored at a 
temperature of 30 to 32°, although some warehouses carry them at 
34 to 36°, or even higher temperatures. | 7 

Chicago is by far the leading cold-storage center and during the 
height of the season from 15 to 20 million pounds of peanuts are kept 
in storages in that city by merchandizing brokers, dealers, and 
peanut-products manufacturers. Boston, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, 
and Cincinnati are among other large centers in which considerable 
quantities of peanuts are often kept in storage. The storage hold- 
ings of local firms in consuming centers are often added to by the 
practice of some southern firms of shipping carloads of peanuts to 
themselves at these points, or to their city brokers, in advance of 
actual orders. Deliveries are then made as the trade calls for them. 

Storage rates vary widely, according to the section of the country. 
In Chicago leading storage concerns have recently charged 10 to 12 
cents per 100 pounds for shelled peanuts for the first month and 
7 to 8 cents per 100 pounds for succeeding months. For peanuts in 
the shell, 12 to 15 cents per 100 pounds has been the usual rate 
for the first month, and 7 to 10 cents per 100 pounds for each month 
thereafter. | 

Loans on peanuts stored with them are made by most storage 
firms. The amount of the advance varies with different storage 
houses. From 60 to 75 per cent of the market value of the peanuts 
at the time stored will usually be granted, and advances up to 80 
to 90 per cent of the value have at times been made. 

BASES OF SALE 

Sales may be made for immediate shipment from the southern 
point, or for shipment at any time during the following 60 days. 
Most sales are for shipment within 30 days of the date of the order. 
Quotations for deferred shipments are occasionally a fraction of a 
cent over the prices quoted for immediate shipment. Most quota- 
tions from southern shippers are on an “‘f. o. b. shipping point” 
basis, but in some producing sections the delivered basis is used when 
quoting to coast cities like Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, 
owing to the competition of low water rates with freight rates. 
Brokers in most consuming centers also quote on an f. o. b. shipping 
point basis, although firms in a few cities sell on a ‘‘delivered”’ basis, 
with transportation charges included. 

To an increasing extent brokers in city markets have become 
merchandizing brokers. Many brokers in the large cities carry 
stocks in warehouses, and are thus able to make immediate deliveries 
of rush orders. For this service the broker will endeavor to get for 
his goods from 4% cent to 44 cent per pound over quotations pre- 

1° For further information concerning the weevils and remedial measures for controlling them see U.S. 
urea of Entomology Circular 142, The Indian-Meal Moth and ‘‘ Weevil-Cut”’ Peanuts, by C. H. 
openoe, 
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vailing in the South on that day, plus freight charges to his city. 
This method of purchasing is more expensive to the consignee than 
buying direct from the mill incar lots; yet when the market appears 
weak the trade is often willing to pay a higher price for a few sacks 
of peanuts, rather than buy heavily on an unsettled market. 

TERMS GOVERNING SALES BY CLEANERS AND SHELLERS 

Peanuts in the Virginia-North Carolina district were formerly sold 
by cleaners and shellers on the basis of cash in 30 days less 1 per cent 
for cash in 10 days from date of invoice. In recent years when, 
because of high prices, a large volume of money would be tied up in 
accounts by the 30-day credit plan, the basis on open billings has been 
changed to net cashin 10 days. Another strong reason for this change 
was that many purchasers would wait the full 30 days and then send 
in the remittance less 1 per cent, causing considerable correspondence 
in straightening out accounts. No discount is now allowed for cash 
by most of the cleaners. : 

Several of the cleaners have endeavored to insist that their bills 
always be honored within 10 days of the date of the invoice, but with 
only partial success. The shipper, having sold the peanuts f. o. b. 
shipping point, disclaims further responsiblity after the transporta- 
tion company has receipted for the shipment, and expects payment 
within the time specified. A long-distance shipment, however, is 
often over 10 days on the road, and the buyer sometimes prefers to 
defer payment until he has an opportunity to inspect the goods. If 
the shipment does not come up to the contract specifications he may 
deduct from his bill the adjustment amount agreed upon before 
remitting payment. This throws upon the shipper the burden of 
collecting any railroad claim that may be filed. 

Fully three-quarters of the shipments from the Virginia-North 
Carolina territory are billed “open,’’ on straight bills of lading, on 
terms of net cash in 10 days. The remainder of the shipments are 
made on order bills of lading, on terms of net cash demand draft with 
bill of lading attached. Im such cases the purchaser must pay the 
draft, which is for the amount of the invoice, at the bank, before he 
can obtain the bill of lading which entitles him to the possession of 
the car. Frequently banks allow the shipper to take credit for all or 
a portion of the invoice value of the shipment against which a draft 
has been drawn, which assists him in financing his business. 
Many shellers in the southeastern and southwestern sections, who 

had become accustomed, through their cottonseed oil activities, to 
sell on the ‘‘ usual terms”’ basis of draft attached to the bill of lading 
and payable on the arrival of the goods, have preferred to sell peanuts 
in the same way. Although their regular credit terms would appear 
less liberal than are those extended by Virginia-North Carolina 
shippers, more lenient terms are sometimes allowed. Few shipments 
from the Southeast are billed ‘‘ open” on straight bills of lading. 

CAR LOADING AND TRANSPORTATION 

The quality of the peanut is not likely to be adversely affected 
while in transit. Its high oil content insures it against freezing 
injury in winter, and its composition is such that it does not readily 
deteriorate in warm weather. Thus the use of box cars instead of 
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refrigerators or ventilated cars is possible and general. Apart from 
the fact that weevils may increase rapidly in shelled peanuts in 
the summer, there is no particular need for fast freight, which is 
another reason why the use of box cars and shipment by boat are 
satisfactory. Cars of new-crop peanuts, improperly cured, which 
have been shelled and rushed to market too quickly, have been 
known to heat and mold badly on the way. Shipment of poorly- 
cured nuts should not be attempted. 

No uniformity exists in the method of loading the cars of peanuts. 
Nearly every shipper seems to have a different way of arranging the 
sacks in the car. Sacks of shelled peanuts are usually loaded flat and 
crosswise of the car, 3 rows wide, but sometimes lengthwise of the 

Fic. 18.—Loading car of cleaned Virginia peanuts. Most cleaners do not stack peanuts in the 
shell more than five layers high 

car, 6 rows wide. Sometimes the sacks between the doors are only 
2 rows wide, crosswise, with the ends of the car loaded 3 rows wide. 
The sacks may be loaded uniformly the entire length of the car, 2 to 
3 layers high; may slope from 1 layer high at the door to 5 or 6 layers 
high in the ends of the car; or may be arranged in a dozen other ways. 
Occasionally the sacks are loaded on end, 6 or 7 rows wide, with 
sacks between the doors 2 layers high, 2 or 3 rows wide, crosswise. 
Some shippers prefer to leave the space between the doors empty, 
but boards are rarely used in this space as a bracing to keep the bags 
from falling down. : 

nds tie 
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Cleaned peanuts are sometimes loaded 5 layers high, 3 sacks wide, 
running crosswise of the car. Other shippers load the sacks length- 
wise, 5 sacks wide, 4 layers high, in the ends of the car, with 50 bags 
between the doors laid crosswise, 3 rows wide. The loading of a car 
of peanuts in the shell is seen in Figure 18. In pool cars containing 
both shelled and unshelled peanuts, the shelled peanuts are loaded in 
the ends of the car and the peanuts in the shell are placed toward 
the center of the car. 

Peanuts are usually loaded in box cars. The doors are generally 
closed, but the doorways may be boarded up to the height of the load. 
When shipped in ventilated cars, the solid doors are closed, and often 
the vents as well. 

In the southeastern section, practically all farmers’ stock peanuts 
moving from country loading points are shipped in bulk, in much 
the same manner as grain. ‘The peanuts are piled to a depth of 4 to 
6 feet with door openings boarded on the inside. 

Careful shippers take pains to remove protruding nails and cleats 
on the floor and sides of the car, which may remain from previous 
loadings, especially near the door. Sacks are often disarranged at 
and close to the doors, and protruding nails are likely to result in 
torn sacks, causing damage claims on the part of the receiver. When 
car bottoms are damp at the time of loading, peanut shells or burlap 
are sometimes placed in the bottom of the car to prevent the bottom 
tier of sacks-from molding. Several years ago an effort was made 
on the part of the railroads to have car walls and floors lined with 
paper, but as the roads did not care to furnish the paper the idea 
was abandoned, and cars are now rarely paper-lined— 

FREIGHT AND STEAMSHIP RATES 

The freight rates on peanuts are the same for shelled and unshelled 
stock. According to tariffs on file with the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, the following rates between representative shipping 
poimts and consuming centers were in effect January 1, 1925 (Table 1). 
They are subject to change at any time. The carload minimum is 
24,000 pounds in all cases except where otherwise specified. “A. R.”’ 
means ‘‘all rail;’’ “‘R. & W.’’ means ‘‘rail and water.”’ 
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TABLE 1.—Freight rates on peanuts, January 1, 1925 

| 

Rate per hundred 
pounds 

From— 'To— Via 

Carloads eens 

Virginia: Cents Cents 
Norfolk, Petersburg, Suffolk. --.._- New ¥ ork, NZ Yo se JA PRR ee ey 40% % 

1D Yo pe sk es Re se RA oe fa he GO See ee Wa eee 38 55% 
ran cline Sees Act oe Senet See ee ee Om Ne eee heed AN eee ee 43 61 

DO oie Be ao ae ae we oes Pe A Bae dos set es et RE éaawWee sees 4014 58 
Norfolk, Petersburg, Suffolk_-_-___- Chicago ils ee ee UNE 5 eee ee 63 91% 
ibrankdin S25. ae 2 oes eee eee ee dO-2 ae aera Foe Meet GN 5 oa es a ee 2 6514 94 
Norfolk, Petersburg, Suffolk_-_-___- Denver; Colo... ver eee ae 178 29614 
rankdine £3 222 Soe ae Re es ares leer Ot oa ae Sen eee IACI Se Seer 180144 299 
Franklin, Norfolk, Petersburg, | San Francisco, Calif_______ AC SIRES ee Biases 180 480 

Suffolk. 
Georgia: F 

PAN Dalmay ees ea ea ie Chicaro sae. Bis ian § eee ape 17914 165 
Donalsonville, Valdosta__----------|----- doe eee if Neeged Sipe Ee 182 173% 
AIPA ys 2 oe Se ee ol Be ee ING wey OER uN Yo = ae a AG Renfree 278 117 

DOES Se ae ws Sean ene eeata B 1G 2 = ene ee RéclWess: 2 274 111 
Donalson villes Sess Ss eee 0 (ses aero NS ee EN Se ARERR Ae ees 280144 161% 

DQ: SE = se eae aes Paes (6 (a Ve eae es 2 ae CS Ria Wes = 277 15544 
Valdosta = 225s. 2 see ae eae. eee (3 Tea saa ee IE Sc NSS Rag er SS 2 80 126 

DO cs See aa eee opr GO sae t pee eee Redes Weeeeaet 277 120 
IAD any 228 see Ee SE ee eee Cleveland, Ohio_____-----_| £ A MR pera ae 18714 163 
Donalsonville, Valdosta____________]____- (0 Wie aie ee eet eS Valea Re nan ae hae e 17144 

= Albany, Donalsonville, Valdosta___| San Francisco, Calif______- Ios Soper ae 23214 465 
exas: 

Horthsworth, Denison, Delueon |" Chicaro, Milas ss. ee Aree seen ene 79 176% 
IDOSSS. S22 ee eae See Denver, -Colos= === alee An RSs ee 69 213 
IDOe2= 2 SET eae Ee ee Wachita Kans se ety ASN Se eee Lk 69 146 
DD) 022s Meee a nae San Francisco, Calif_______] / AS Res reo 3 125 363 

San Francisco, Calif., and other Pacific | New York, N. Y. (do- | A. R_________- Ti5ga| aaa 
coast ports. mestic). R. & W. (via 5 + |= ee 

Galveston). 
D022 ets ee ee er ee eee INews YOrk; YN2SYs23 Gm -s| TAS Ree ae 75 5*| SSS 

ports). Ts Roe) Ses £1002 | Sa e 
EI) a ae a pee 2, ch oe en Chicago, Hl. (domestic)__} A. R-_-.__-__- Sis 3| eee ee 
DOS eRe Bae ee eee Sa) es Chicago. ls Gm ports) ===) eA. Re “100 25| 2S 

1 Carload minimum weight to Ohio River 30,000 pounds, beyond 24,000 pounds. 
2? Carload minimum weight 30,000 pounds. 
3 Rate $1.25 with carload minimum 30,000 pounds; rate $1.45 with carload minimum 24,000 pounds. 
4 Rate $1 with carload minimum 50,000 pounds; rate $1.25 with carload minimum 28,000 pounds. 

Steamship rates are more flexible than railroad rates and change 
more frequently. Even between the same cities, two lines may have 
different rates prevailing. The following rates (Table 2) were in 
effect January 1, 1925, but are subject to changes at any time by the 
usual procedure. 
cases except where otherwise specified. 

The carload minimum is 24,000 pounds in all 

aa eS ee ee lO 
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TABLE 2.—Steamship rates on peanuts January 1, 1925, except where otherwise 
specified 

Rate per hundred 
pounds 

From— To— Shellea or unshelled -|————-_— "> > 

Car- | Less 
loads carloads 

: Cents | Cents 
Norfol ke Viateees 22 Ee ars ees New pYiOnK, Nip gv lenen eens ee Dy Bee arenes 3314 45 

Paereted mj SEER LO AES 38 | 48 
: Shelled. = 3235 Seen 39 49 

Do-_--------------------- Boston, Mass. -..--.-------- {Fehetica = (RS 4114) 51% 
dD Yayo» MA tg pe a le Houston; Pex a0: 3 Se Eee Shelled or unshelled___ ? 102% 124 

ID Yi\as Wee. eper BE hae SALES Pacific coast. ports_______-__- ee acain IRL he ris 

Shyalie nC Geen ee eee IBostonsViasse ss.) seer eee Shelled (oso ie. p eae 30 30 
DOLE E eee Ee Newey OrkeeNi Years fhe fee OR eens. ee 27 27 
iD) OER sk aAb Ge LT SLES iPaeHielcoast POntsts 355 |e C6 Ke a Gap es BL oe ie 8014) 114 

@harleston: S: C=.52 2 IN@ wa Y- On ke Nisg Yoo eck soe (6) Ona eee 27 27 
1D Fo Bh See PS 5 Gi, EI Boston; Massis 2 ae GOs ese Fae 30 30 
Oe ea ee Raciic- coast; Ports 229522 |e ATO aS 2 eS: 85 120 

San Francisco and other Pa- | New York, N. Y.,and other { Shelledss ates 2 60 60 
cific coast ports. Atlantic coast ports. WnShelle dia aye 3 100 100 

In addition to these rates, wharfage and handling charges of varying amounts are often charged at the 
port of shipment. 

1 Effective July 15, 1925. 
2 Carload minimum weight, 30,000 pounds 
3 No carload minimum weight specified. 

LEADING CENTERS OF PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENT 

Peanuts are grown throughout all the Southern States but com- 
mercial production is chiefly confined to rather limited areas. Clean- 
ing and shelling plants and crushing mills have sprung up where 
production was heavy, but often farmers’ stock peanuts are pur- 
chased at a considerable distance from the factory and shipped to it 
in carload lots. Sometimes these shipments travel several hundreds 
of miles. The leading shipping States for shelled peanuts do not 
coincide with the leading States of production, as will be seen by a 
comparison of Tables 3 and 4: 

TaBLeE 3.—Leading producing States for peanuts—average of 1920-1923 crops 

State Pounds State Pounds 

Nore ni ARON 5 ¢ oo eres 13856912000) | exash esse ee 158 er ee Sorte | 105, 266, 000 
Alabama ges! So eS & Sone See ees Ree 1363187000) |v: Pl oridalt 224052 22 et ee hee 50, 812, 000 
“CrP Ogi =a eek eee a eee TL 074; 0005||. South: Carolina. 122 nse 29, 227, 000 
“ATRL ta ee eS eee TOSSES 250000) Whennesseee = ea ae z 9, 296, 000 

1 Compiled from Weekly Report—Peanuts, No. 292, Jan. 28, 1925, issued by the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture. Mimeographed. Basis: Unshelled farmers’ goods. 

TABLE 4.—Leading shipping States for shelled and cleaned peanuts—average 
of 1920-21 to 1923-24 seasons ? 

State Pounds State Pounds 

LSE eS eee 1665011 O00) ||/MRexas assis e572 bs, os Ge 22, 851, 000 
RIPON ee kt Ee ROE eS S42262000) || South’ Carolina- === Se 8, 424, 000 
PeEMREMIN a eee arte wo SI Se ee AG G00) |b loridsaes a ea ee ee 5, 124, 000 
orm isesrolina 9 2t Ziel GosOO0N | bennessee. see ane ae eS 1, 264, 000 

* Reduced to unshelled figures on arbitrary basis of 2 pounds shelled being equivalent to 3, pounds un- 
shelled. Figures do not include shipments to points having shelling or crushing mills. 
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Figure 19 shows graphically the leading areas of production based 
on figures in the 1920 census. The sections of heaviest production 
centered around southeastern Virginia and northeastern North 
Carolina, and southwestern Georgia and southeastern Alabama. 

These are also the States which ship cleaned and shelled peanuts 
most heavily, although not in the same proportions as they produce 
them. In addition, peanut plants are located in Texas, Florida, 
South Carolina, and Tennessee; but none are to be found at ra 
in Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Oklahoma, although all of 
these States produce peanuts. Tabulations of the movement of 
the 1920 to 1923 crops te States of shipment will be found in Table 
11 on page 92. Says 
An inexact picture of the relationship between production and 

shipments would be presented if no mention were made of the move- 

Lach dot represents 

10,000 Bushels 

PRODUCTION OF PEANUTS 
1919 

DATA BY COUNTIES FROM CENSUS STATISTICS 

Fic. 19.—The production of peanuts centers largely in southeastern Virginia, northeastern North 
Carolina, southwestern Georgia, and southeastern Alabama : 

ment of peanut oil. For the year 1920-21, in addition to shipments 
of about 2,000,000 pounds from Texas and Virginia, a total of nearly 
19,000,000 pounds of crude peanut oil was shipped from the South- 
east alone. Even more peanut oil moved the following season. 
For the past two or three years, the high price of shelled peanuts has 
been effective in confining crushing very largely to factory screenings, 
No. 3 shelled peanuts, and farmers’ stock too poor in quality and 
‘condition to warrant shelling, although in 1925 many cars of low- 
grade No. 2 peanuts were crushed. 

Peanut shipments from the Southeast move chiefly from points 
in Georgia; southeastern peanut oil, on the contrary, is largely 
shipped from mills in Alabama towns. Tabulations of the ship- 
ments of domestic crude peanut oil from October 25, 1920, to October 
26, 1924, by States of origin and destination, appear in Table 14 
on page 97, 
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HOW PEANUTS REACH THE CONSUMER 

PEANUTS IN THE SHELL 

Not many years ago the only way the public came in contact with 
peanuts was in the shell, and the word “‘peanut”’ was associated 
almost exclusively in most minds with the street vender who had a 
small, whistling peanut stand, heated by gas or charcoal, where the 
raw peanuts were roasted slowly and irregularly. Now the small, 
whistling stand is becoming gradually less conspicuous, and is used 
more as a place to keep peanuts warm than for roasting. Street 
venders (fig. 20) or retail grocers, who sell peanuts in 5 and 10 cent 
bags, now usually buy them of the jobbers or wholesale grocers 
already roasted. A more uniform degree of brownness and an 
improved flavor are assured by the use of large-scale roasters. 

Fic. 20.—Street vender selling roasted peanuts. Often, as in this case, peanuts have to meet 
competition from pop corn, candy, and raisins 

Venders at circuses, fairs, ball games, and summer resorts, as well 
as street venders and grocers still sell large quantities of roasted 
peanuts. Dealers look forward hopefully to the opening of the 
-““summer season,” which usually occurs in early spring, as an oppor- 
tunity for increasing their sales. The litter caused by purchasers 
throwing around peanut shells, however, has been so undesirable 
that many cities, some parks, and other places of amusement, have 
prohibited the sale of peanuts in the shell, and for several years 
interest in cleaned peanuts among the trade grew constantly less. 
This tendency was encouraged by the high prices charged by venders, 
many of whom have not appreciably increased the number of peanuts 
they sell for 5 cents since the war, although wholesale prices have 
fluctuated greatly since then and have at times fallen to one-third 
the war prices. During the past two or three years, sales of peanuts 
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in the shell have again increased, indicating that both shippers and 
receivers are actively endeavoring to push the sale of this type of 
goods. 

SHELLED PEANUTS 

Shelled peanuts reach the public through a wide variety of channels. 
The introduction of peanut butter and penny vending machines for 
salted peanuts some 20 years ago, provided new outlets for peanuts, 
which have steadily been expanded. Candy manufacturers have 
found that shelled peanuts can be combined with chocolate and 
sugar in a wide variety of forms, and new kinds of candy in which 
the peanut is a principal ingredient are constantly placed on the 
market. These important uses for peanuts are discussed in more 
detail later. In addition to salters, candy manufacturers and 
peanut butter concerns, wholesale grocers, large bakers, large retailers, 
and chain stores buy shelled peanuts heavily, through jobbers, 
brokers, or direct from the South. 

PEANUT OIL 

Indirectly, manufacturers of shortening, oleomargarine, nut mar- 
garine, salad oil, and soap, and other users of vegetable oils have 
during some years used large quantities of peanuts in the form of 
peanut oil. | 

PEANUT-FED HAMS 

Even more indirectly, people consume thousands of tons of peanuts 
in the form of pork. Large areas of peanuts are raised especially for 
hogging-off, and during years of low prices or poor quality the hogs 
are fed very large quantities of peanuts which would otherwise have 
been shelled. ‘‘Peanut-fed hams’’ from several sections have 
obtained a considerable reputation. 

SPECIAL METHODS OF DISTRIBUTION 

There is perhaps no important article of food of such high food 
value as the peanut, of which so little is known by the general public. 
Little attempt has been made to advertise the peanut, or to bring it 
directly to the attention of the housewife. any leaders in the 
peanut industry feel that if the industry is to expand, a campaign of 
education is essential, and that housewives must be told how easily 
raw peanuts can be prepared for use, and in how many foods and con- 
fections they can be employed.” 

Marketing by parcel post has been tried out in a small way by 
shippers of Virginia-type peanuts. A circular giving various recipes 
was often inclosed with the individual lots of peanuts, which usually 
ranged from 1 to 5 pounds in weight. The success of parcel-post 
marketing lies in “‘repeat”’ orders, as advertising and other initial 
costs often more than absorb the profit on the first order. 

For disposing of large quantities of raw peanuts other channels 
of distribution must be sought. At the present time it is difficult 
to obtain raw peanuts, and especially raw shelled peanuiys through 
ordinary retail channels. Yet recent experiments have shown that 
there is a definite demand for raw shelled peanuts on the part of the 
housekeeper if they are made available. 

20 Recipes for the use of peanuts in the home can be found in U. 8. Department of Agriculture Yearbook 
Separate 746, The Peanut, A Great American Food, by H. S, Bailey and J. A. LeClere; also in U. S. De- 
partment of Agriculture Yearbook, 1917, pp. 289-301, 
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During 1923 a cooperative association in Virginia experimented 
with putting up No. 1 shelled Virginia peanuts in lithographed 
cartons holding 1 pound and shipped in cases of 24 cartons. A 
booklet of recipes and instructions for roasting and salting at home 
was inclosed in each carton. They were advertised only slightly 
in a few cities, where they were sold to some extent through grocers 
and 5-and-10-cent stores. It was felt by close observers of the 
situation that with more extensive advertising and distribution, and 
a more reasonable price, the cartons might have moved readily. 

In an experiment carried on in an important southern city a few 
years ago, shelled Spanish peanuts were placed in some 25 of the 
more important grocery stores. The sheller induced the grocers to 
take the peanuts on condition that if they did not sell in 30 days the 
goods would be taken off their hands. For the peanuts sold, the 

grocers agreed to pay a price one-third higher than prevailing carlot 
quotations. Each grocer was furnished with a white porcelain pan 
about 2 inches deep, in which the peanuts were displayed on a promi- 
nent counter in the store. In the pan was placed a white placard 
calling the attention of the customers to the fact that raw peanuts 
could now be purchased in small quantities, shelled and ready for 
use. Printed faetetins for preparing the nuts were given with each 
sale. As a result of this campaign every store placed repeat orders, 
and the store managers were optimistic over the future for the sale 
of raw Spanish peanuts in small lots. 

It is important that the peanuts be on the shelves of the retailers 
before any large amount of advertising is undertaken, so that they 
will be available to the housekeeper when demand for them is created. 

Two possible methods of packing raw peanuts for the retail trade 
have been mentioned more often than any others. The lithographed 
cartons, already tried out in a limited way for No. 1 Virginia pea- 
nuts, are also suitable, in 1 and 2-pound sizes for both jumbo and 
fancy peanuts in the shell and for extra large shelled Virginias, and 
for No. 1 shelled Spanish. The lithographed labels might bear the 
name of one shipper or a group of shippers. The cartons could be 
packed at the mills, and shipped in solid cars or in small quantities 
in cars of sacked peanuts. In the consuming markets they would 
be sold through wholesalers and chain stores by the grocery trade. 
It has been suggested that many people, accustomed to buying an 
occasional small bag of roasted peanuts from a street vender, would 
welcome the opportunity of buying a pound or two of jumbos in 
the shell and roasting the peanuts themselves. 

Another plan that ee been suggested is for the shipper to include 
2-pound paper sacks with each order, 60 with 120-pound bags of 
shelled peanuts and 45 to 55 with bags of peanuts in the shell, de- 
pending on the weight of the nuts. These sacks should bear neat 
lithographed labels. They could be filled with peanuts either by 
the city jobber or wholesale grocer, or by the retailer. A circular 
giving brief descriptions of how to prepare raw peanuts could be 
given with each order or might be supped free by the shipper upon 
receipt of a lithographed label taken from one of his cartons or bags. 

At first, peanuts would need to be given special display in the 
retailer’s store like any other new article, to bring them to the at- 
tention of the shopper. The old merchandizing axiom, “Goods 

15379° —26}——4 
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well displayed are half sold’”’ should be heeded. The success of the 
5 and 10 cent stores in selling large quantities of salted peanuts is 
due to two factors: (1) Low prices and (2) placimg the nuts where 
the public can not help seeing them. 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PEANUTS 

Although peanuts are distributed widely over the country, a very 
large proportion of the domestic production’is consumed east of the’ 
Mississippi and north of the Ohio Rivers. West of the Mississippi 
and especially west of the Rocky Mountains, oriental peanuts are 
a heavy competitor of the American product. Large shipments 
have gone to Canadian cities, and Cuba and other foreign countries 
have taken small quantities. Figures 21 to 24 show the distribution 
by States of shelled and cleaned peanuts, by sections and total, for 
the crop year 1923-24. The heaviest user of peanuts is Chicago, 

DISTRIBUTION OF PEANUT SHIPMENTS FROM VIRGINIA-N. CAROLINA 
A SECTION BY CARLOT EQUIVALENTS. 
cent CROP YEAR, 1923-24 

l2 Ga F 

le Z) i 

i 8 

Ce yn 

Tota/ circle represents carlot 
eguivalents.of peanuts received. 

® Shelled peanuts 
Unshelled peanuts 

- g, 

2 Figures in States represent * 
number of carloads received 

by each State. 
® . 

Fic. 21.—Southern and western purchasers usually buy Virginias in the shell; northeastern buyers 
take more shelled goods 

the chief manufacturing center for both salted peanuts and peanut 
butter. New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Cleveland follow in 
rank. Tabulations of the distribution of the 1920 to 1923 crops of 
peanuts by States of destination, are found on pages 94.and 95. 

CHARACTER OF RECEIPTS IN PRINCIPAL MARKETS 

A wide variation is found in the relative proportion of shelled and 
cleaned peanuts absorbed by different large cities. Inquiries of 
leading members of the trade in several large receiving centers a few 
years ago resulted in the following data, which have been revised 
in the light of recent tabulations and which can be considered as 
approximately accurate only over a series of years. 

The proportion of goods in the shell to the total peanut receipts 
of a city varies from 10 per cent at Chicago to 65 per cent at Balti- 
more. About one-fifth of the peanuts coming into Boston are in 
the shell, and one-third of the receipts at New York are in that class. 
Peanuts in the shell predominate in the arrivals at Minneapolis and 
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St. Paul, which are heavy distributing points to towns in the North- 
west. Shelled peanuts constitute four-fifths of the arrivals at Cin- 
cinnati and Kansas City and fully 85 per cent of the receipts at 
Cleveland. 

The greater part of the heavy shelled receipts at Chicago are 
salted, although a large volume goes into the manufacture of peanut 
butter and peanut candy. At New York and Cincinnati, peanut- 
butter concerns take more shelled goods than any other class of 
trade. At Boston candy manufacturers are the chief receivers. 

Receipts of southern Runners are probably heavier in Chicago and 
Cincinnati than in any other consuming center and are often sub- 
stituted there for No. 1 and No. 2 shelled Virginias. 

Most cities prefer jumbos or large-size peanuts in the shell to the 
fancy or second size but Cincinnati definitely demands the fancy 
size and Baltimore has a distinct preference for the extra grade. 

es ~ DISTRIBUTION GF PEANUT SHIPMENTS FROM SOUTHEASTERN SECTION 
> ; BY CARLOT EQUIVALENTS. CROP YEAR, 1923-1924 > 

Pile =| @ ». 

Wi 
Figures in States represent 

number of carloads of shelled 
peanuts received within each State 

ae 
a f 

\) 

Fic. 22.—Southeastern shelled peanuts go principally to States in the North and East 

Chicago is the heaviest receiver of oriental shelled peanuts. New 
York, St. Louis, Cleveland and other large cities also receive large 
quantities of oriental shelled, and west of the Plains area they can be 
found in all large markets. 

FEDERAL MARKET NEWS REPORTS 

The market news reports on peanuts issued weekly by the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics of the United States Department of Agri- 
culture, are well known in all sections of the country where peanuts 
are grown in any quantity, and’in many of the consuming markets. 
This service to peanut growers and shippers was established in the 
fall of 1919 at the earnest solicitation of prominent factors in the 
peanut industry m Virginia, and has since been expanded and im- 
proved. These reports contain news from both producing sections 
and the leading consuming centers. 
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PRICE QUOTATIONS . 

The record of current prices and conditions prevailing in the 
peanut belt is based on telegrams received from leading cleaners, 
shellers, crushers, and brokers in the Virginia-North Carolina section, 
the Southeast, and the Southwest, giving the prices paid growers 
for farmers’ grade peanuts, and quotations and selling prices f. o. b. 
shipping points for the shelled or cleaned product. City brokers 
in the North cooperate in the furnishing of southern quotations. 
F. o. b. prices of crude peanut oil, and of peanut meal and cake, are 
frequently obtained and published. In the larger city markets, 
salaried representatives of the Bureau of Agricultural Kconomics, 
without any financial interest in the goods involved, visit each week 
the leading brokers and handlers of peanuts and obtain a record of 
current prices and market conditions. Composite telegrams covering 
the situation in each market are forwarded promptly to Washington | 

DISTRIBUTION OF PEANUT SHIPMENTS FROM SOUTHWESTERN SECTION 
WR BY CARLOT EQUIVALENTS. CROP YEAR, 1923-24 

Figures in States represent \, 
number of carloads of shelled 

\ peanuts received by each State 

Fig, 23.—Illinois takes more southwestern peanuts than any other one State 

to be edited and included in the news sheet. Prices of Chinese and 
other peanuts in British markets are taken from commercial sources 
and appear almost weekly in the report. Occasionally prices of pea- 
nuts and peanut oil f. o. b. Chinese ports are obtained and published. 

REPORTS OF MOVEMENT 

Arrangements are in effect whereby the local agents of the different 
railroads and boat lines at points in the peanut belt at which cleaning, 
shelling, or crushing plants are located, report each week the number 
of pounds of shelled and unshelled peanuts and peanut oil moving 
out of their stations. These shipment statistics, which are tabulated 
and published each week, form the basis for the tabulated destinations 
by States beginning on page 94. A graphic summary of the average 
monthly movement of cleaned and shelled peanuts is seen in Figure 25. 
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 

Telegrams are received from bureau representatives in Seattle 
and San Francisco, recording market prices and conditions of Asiatic 
goods f. o. b. the Pacific coast; and the importations of oriental 
peanuts and peanut oil at those points when any take place. Imports 

- at New York, Boston, and Norfolk are also obtained and published. . 
- Detailed import and export figures for peanuts, peanut oil, and 

cottonseed oil, covering all ports, are obtained from the Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce and published each month. Com- 
plete summaries of import and export statistics are issued at the 
close of each calendar and fiscal year. Occasionally articles dealing 
with the peanut industry in other countries, as reported by American 
consular agents, are included. These weekly market reports are 
mailed without expense to anyone showing need for them, upon ap- 
plication to the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Washington, D. C. 

CROP PRODUCTION STATISTICS 

Through a system of voluntary crop reporters, supervised by 
State or district statisticians, a record of the estimated production 
of peanuts is obtained from the entire peanut belt. These figures, 
revised monthly during the later growing and harvesting seasons, 
are of interest to everyone in the industry as the best available 
estimate of the quantity of peanuts produced in the United States. 

ROASTED PEANUTS IN THE SHELL 

Peanuts in the shell are sold to the public in roasted form. If the 
peanuts are to have a uniformly brown color they must be turned 
occasionally during the roasting process, and this is usually done in 
perforated revolving cylinders over heat of some kind. Gas is 
usually employed for the roasting, two or three lines of flame running 
the length of the cylinder underneath. Coal is sometimes used, and 
occasionally electricity is used with small roasters. The number of 
revolutions of the cylinder varies from 6 or 7 to the minute in a small 
cylinder holding 10 pounds of pods to 40 or 50 a minute in larger 
outfits holding from 60 to 200 pounds. 

The length of time required for roasting peanuts varies with the 
degree of heat, moisture content of the pods, size of the cylinder and 
quantity roasted. With small roasters and only moderate heat, an 
hour is often necessary, but with large cylinders and a higher temper- 
ature the roasting may be accomplished in 15 to 20 minutes. Scorch- 
ing is likely to result if the roasting is hurried too much. 

In commercial practice a thermometer is never used. The exact 
time required for roasting is left to the judgment of the operator of 
the machine. When the kernels have reached a golden-brown color, 
the pods are poured out for cooling onto a truck with a perforated 
bottom, and then are rebagged. The shrinkage in weight of peanuts 
in the shell during roasting may run from 7 to 10 per cent. 

The machinery for roasting peanuts on a large scale is similar to 
that used for roasting coffee. In fact, coffee roasters are using their 
equipment increasingly for roasting peanuts as a sideline. Some 
coffee roasters make a practice of keeping 1, 2, and 5 pound bags of 
roasted peanuts constantly on their counters, as well as smaller 
sacks, to attract the attention of people coming in to buy coffee. 
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Some coffee roasters get good results by having a special sale of 
roasted peanuts one day a week at reduced prices. 

In some large cities commercial peanut roasting is concentrated 
in the hands of a very few firms. In others practically all of the 
large wholesalers do their own roasting. The charge for roasting 
varies tremendously, from 50 cents to $1.25 per bag of about 100 
pounds, and occasionally even higher. The usual charge in a large 
city may be expected to be between 75 cents and $1.10 per bag. 
This includes calling for and delivering the peanuts, if desired. 

There is a considerable demand on the part of street venders and 
small storekeepers for roasted peanuts in small bags. Paper bags 
holding 5 or 10 pounds of roasted peanuts have an especially large 

. sale in some cities; other dealers put roasted stock out in bags con- 
taining 20 to 50 pounds. | 
A machine which has recently attained considerable popularity 

roasts the peanuts in a small cylinder operated by electricity and 
heated either by electricity or by gas, and often sold as an adjunct 
to a pop-corn stand. This small cylinder will roast the peanuts in 
about an hour, and the peanuts are kept hot in the compartment 
with the pop corn. 3 

Several experiments with a view to preparing roasted salted pea- 
nuts in the shell have been made, and the finished products have been 
placed on the market in a limited way. 

PEANUT PRODUCTS 

For many years peanuts reached the consuming public only in 
the form of roasted nuts in the shell. The introduction, over 20 
years ago, of the penny vending machine for the sale of salted shelled 
Spanish peanuts, gave an impetus to the salting industry. Peanut 
candies of various kinds and peanut butter have also greatly in- 
creased in popularity, until shipments of shelled raw peanuts from 
the South during the past few seasons have been twice those of 
cleaned peanuts in the shell. 

If to the raw shelled domestic peanuts used outside the peanut 
belt are added the shelled stocks used by peanut-products manufac- 
turers in the South, and imported shelled peanuts, and if all are 
reduced to unshelled equivalents, it is probable that the total weight 
of the peanuts used in the shelled form in the country would be 
found to be between four and five times the weight of the peanuts, 
domestic and imported, consumed in the shell. 

SALTED PEANUTS 

Perhaps more peanuts pass into consumption as salted peanuts 
than in any other way. Enormous quantities of domestic Spanish 
and Virginias are salted, and salting interests have been among the 
heaviest buyers of imported peanuts from China. 

Spanish peanuts are customarily salted without removing the thin 
brown skins. First the nuts are gone over to remove foreign ma- 
terial. Usually they pass along an endless belt, enabling workers 
on either side to detect undesirable substances. In numerous fac- 
tories, a stoner, employing suction, is also used to remove the 
stones or other heavy foreign matter from the peanuts. The nuts 
are then boiled in oil, in a vat or peanut cooker containing a woven 
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SHIPMENTS OF CLEANED AND SHELLED PEANUTS, BY SECTIONS 
MONTHLY AVERAGE, NOV., 1920-OCT., 1924 
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Fic. 25.—Unshelled peanuts and shelled Virginias move in fairly uniform volume throughout the 
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Shipments of other shelled peanuts fall off heavily during the summer year. 
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are delivered into the cooker in a small continuous stream which does 
not cool the oil appreciably, and the kernels are cooked in a very 
few minutes. 
When the nuts reach the proper color they are promptly lifted out 

of the cooker, and the oil is drained off before salting. Usually the 
salt is shaken over the nuts with a sieve or is sprinkled on by hand, 
and then the peanuts are stirred or raked so that the salt is evenly 
distributed. Some manufacturers prefer to apply the salt before 
cooking the peanuts; others reverse the process. The proportion 
used by some salters is about 3 pounds of salt to 100 pounds of pea- 
nuts. Peanuts which are cooled immedieately are often sprayed 
lightly with oil before salting, or occasionally with glucose or gum 
arabic and water, so the salt will stick better. Shriveled peanuts, if 
not too badly shriveled, are not considered unfit for salting as they 
tend to plump out after being subjected to the oil. Even if they 
do not completely fill out, a small percentage of shriveled kernels 
is not particularly objectionable. 7 

In some large salting plants the cooked peanuts are emptied from 
the vats into large flat tanks or bins (fig. 27), where the oil is drained 
off by a suction pipe running under the tanks. These tanks are so 
large that after salt is scattered over the peanuts they are turned 
over with a shovel to mix in the salt thoroughly. 

Salted Spanish peanuts are sold in various ways. Many reach the 
consumer in small envelope sacks retailing for 5 or 10 cents. Pas- 
senger trains, railroad stations, drug stores, and delicatessen stores 
furnish a considerable outlet for these goods. In some instances the 
firms putting out the envelope sacks are not large enough to do 
their own salting, and they purchase the finished product from 
salters, often in boxes having a paraffined-paper liming. Many large 
salters employ machinery for filling the sacks with peanuts; smaller 
firms fill the envelopes by hand, using a measuring cup to determine 
the quantity going into each sack. 
Enormous quantities of bulk salted Spanish are shipped in barrels 

to 5 and 10 cent stores and others which use them as “‘leaders.”’” A 
certain number of ounces may be sold for 10 cents, or the peanuts 
may be sold at so much per pound. Im the Pacific coast group of 
one chain of 5 and 10 cent stores, it is said that 90 stores sold over 
950,000 pounds of salted peanuts, both Spanish and Virginia types, in 
six months. 
A few southern concerns are now putting out blanched salted 

Spanish (peanuts with the skins removed, salted) in 10-pound tins 
and smaller containers, prepared in much the same way as are 
salted Virginias, described on page 59 and 60. These blanched 
salted Spanish have met with favor. 

VENDING MACHINES 

In some cities enormous quantities of salted Spanish peanuts are 
disposed of through penny-in-the-slot vending machines. These 
machines are often loaned to merchants, drug stores, city transpor- 
tation systems, etc., on a plan which allows the owner a certain 
percentage of the sales, usually 25 per cent, as a commission in lieu 
of rent. Vending machines are now widely distributed throughout 
the United States. They operate solely with Spanish peanuts, as 
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the Virginia type nut is too irregular in size and shape to fit the 
mechanism of the machine. A vending machine has recently been 
placed on the market which is heated by electricity. The peanuts 
‘are thus kept dry, crisp, and somewhat warm. An electric bulb on 
top of the glass bowl automatically flashes a light off and on, attract- 
ing the eye to the machine. 

Fic. 26.—Cooking extra large shelled Virginia peanuts in vegetable oil preparatory to salting 

SALTED VIRGINIAS 

The Virginia extra large salted peanut industry is of comparatively 
recent introduction, but has now become firmly established. Many 
large factories have been erected, notably in cities In southeastern 
Virginia and in Chicago, especially equipped to handle the salting of 
large-size nuts, and aided by extensive advertising a lively demand 
has been developed for the product. 

—— 
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As arule, only the large-size Virginia-type peanuts, both domestic 
and imported, running 28 to 34 to the ounce, are salted. After 
being cleaned, the kernels are roasted just enough (fig. 28) so that the 
thin red skins can be removed, either by hand or with blanching 
machinery. ‘The whole-nut blancher consists essentially of a box 
containing two fine brushes revolving in opposite directions. The 
peanuts are poured into the top, the brushes remove the skins without 

Fic. 27.—Salted peanuts. Mixing salt with the peanuts preparatory to packing. The vegetable 
oil in which the peanuts were cooked has been drained off by a suction pipe 

splitting the kernel, and the nuts emerge onto a picking table, where 
foreign matter is removed by hand. Dust and skins not already 
blown away are drawn off by a suction pipe. They are then cooked 
in oil and salted in much the same way as are Spanish peanuts. 
Slightly less time is required, for during the cooking process _1n 
reparation for blanching some of the moisture is removed. The 

Petter erades are salted whole, but a large business is done in salted 
split kernels. 
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Salted Virginias are often packed in 10-pound tins, which are 
equipped with a friction top and contain, in addition, small glassine 
bags in which to retail the peanuts. The can is also accompanied 
by a little measuring cup, thus enabling the grocer, druggist, or other 
retailer to measure out the contents of the can accurately into the 
glassine bags, which are then displayed on the counter. Many salted 
Virginias are shipped in glassine bags packed in cardboard boxes 
lined with paraffined paper. A 5-cent sack may contain from 114 to 
2 ounces, depending on the market and the profit expected and on 
whether the kernels are whole or split. Considerable quantities are 
packed in friction-top glass jars of 3, 6, and 12 ounce capacity. 
Peanuts in air-tight glass containers have been opened six years 

FIG. 28.—Roasting shelled Virginia-type peanuts in a Virginia factory. The revolving cylinders 
are heated in this instance by coal fires, but usually gas is employed. ‘The operator is testing 
the peanuts to see if the roasting has been completed 

after they were packed and found to be as fresh and with as good 
flavor as newly-packed stock. 

A number of concerns furnish salted peanuts in glassine bags which 
are already attached to large cardboards, making an attractive 
display. This method of distribution is popular with dealers as it 
requires little labor on their part. 

Chicago is easily the outstanding market for salted peanuts, and 
especially for salted Spanish. The vast vending-machine system on 
the streets, on elevated station platforms, in stores, and various 
public places is the strongest factor in producing this situation. 
Theaters are also responsible for the sale of many peanuts, and the 
majority of the candy stores in Chicago and many other cities carry 
salted peanuts. 

en 
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PEANUT BUTTER 

Peanut butter first came into use a little over 20 years ago as a 
food for invalids. Now it is recognized as a staple article of food, and 
an increasingly large number of factories are necessary to supply the 
demand. The food value of peanut butter is very high.”! 

Peanut butter contains only the ground kernels of roasted, blanched 
peanuts, with the addition of 1 to 4 per cent of salt. High-grade 
peanut butter retains its sweetness and flavor many months in an 
air-tight package. Large quantities are used in the manufacture of 
sandwiches, candy, and bakery products, but its chief use is probably 
in the home.” 

To obtain a smooth, fine-flavored peanut butter, a blend of the 
Spanish and Virginia types is employed. Spanish peanuts contain 
an average of 50 per cent oil; the Virginia type peanuts possess only 

_42 per cent of oil.” Virginia peanuts alone make a butter that is too 
dry, and a butter made from Spanish alone is too oily. Used in com- 
bination, the drier Virginias absorb the excess oil of the Spanish. 

| There is no uniformity in the proportions used of the two varieties. 
| Some manufacturers employ a 50-50 combination, others prefer one- 
third Spanish to two-thirds Virginias, or vice versa, depending upon 
| whether they want a dry or oily product. Some manufacturers 
substitute shelled Runners for shelled Virginias in their peanut- 
butter formulas. 

The peanut-butter factories buy shelled goods only, usually raw, 
of the grades necessary to produce the quality of peanut butter 
that they manufacture. Some peanut-butter manufacturers pur- 
chase shelled peanuts which have already been roasted and blanched. 
The same thing is true of some salters and candy manufacturers, 
except that the latter firms buy ‘‘white roast’? peanuts, whereas 
concerns wanting them for butter usually. get ‘‘brown roast’’. goods. 

_ When bought in the raw state, efforts are made in the better class 
of factories to remove all foreign material from the peanuts by means 

of an automatic cleaner or stoner, after which they are roasted in 
_ cylindrical roasters and cooled. When used exclusively for shelled 
| peanuts, manufacturers prefer an unperforated cylinder, with a 
very smooth interior surface. The peanuts are then ready for 
blanching in split-nut blanchers, in which the revolving brushes are 
placed against corrugated plates, thus splitting the peanuts in half 
and removing the seed-germs or hearts, as well as the thin skins. 
_ The presence of any considerable quantity of hearts in peanut butter 
is believed to promote premature rancidity. A specky appearance 
_ results if the skins are ground with the meats, and they give a slightly 
bitter taste to the butter. Badly shriveled peanuts will not blanch 
open consequently a butter containing many bad shrivels will 

_be both bitter and spotted in color. The skins, which contain from 
20 to 30 per cent of oil,24 and the germs may be sold for stock food, 
for oil, or for soap stock. In the better class of factories, before 
being ground, the peanuts pass over an endless-belt picking table 

*1 For calorie value of peanuts and other foods, see U.S. Office of Experiment Stations Bulletin 28, revised, 
The Chemical Composition of American Food Materials, by W. O. Atwater/and A. P. Bryant. ~ 

22 Recipes for the use of peanut butter in the home can be found in U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Circular 128, The Manufacture and Use of Peanut Butter, by H. C. Thompson, pp. 14-16. _ 

23 Thompson, H. C., and H.S. Bailey. Peanut oil. Jn U.S. Dept. Agr. Farmers’ Bul. 751,p.10. 1920. . 
 (Revised.) 

*4 Reed, J. B. By-products from crushing peanuts. U.S, Dept. Agr. Bul, 1096, p. 4, 1922. 
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(fig. 29) and workers on either side remove the stones and other 
remaining foreign material, moldy, burnt and off-color kernels, and 
imperfectly-blanched nuts to which bits of skin still adhere, while 
the loose, light material or chaff is drawn off by a suction pipe. 

The two varieties of peanuts are mixed in the desired proportion 
before being fed into the hopper of the mill for grinding or crushing 
into butter. In large plants the two varieties are often fed into the 
hopper in a steady stream, in the desired proportion, through chutes 
from the floor above. An automatic salt feeder allows a definite 
proportion of salt to be fed into the mill along with the peanut 
kernels. The crushing is done by a revolving screw, which forces 
along the peanut mass through a pair of ribbed, grinding disks into 

Fic. 29.—Picking table in a peanut-butter plant. Burnt peanuts and foreign matter are removed 
by hand, and light material by suction, before the peanuts pass to the peanut-butter mill 

a discharge spout. The container for the butter is usually filled 
directly from this spout, although a few plants have separate filling 
machines. The whole operation is illustrated in figure 30. 3 

The better grades of peanut butter, made from No. 1 Spanish and 
No. 1 Virginias, are usually packed in glass jars holding from 3/4 to 
16 ounces. Occasionally glass jars of as large as 29-ounce capacity 
are used. When the jars are filled, covers are added by a capping- 
aE under a heavy vacuum pressure, and the glasses are labeled 
(fig. 31). 
rants butter is used as a filler in several kinds of candy. One 

popular style has a jacket of molasses or sirup over the butter, sur- 
rounded by a thin coating of chocolate or with a so-called satin finish. 
Long, straw-shaped candies with peanut butter centers are featured, 
‘especially for children. Sandwiches made of crackers with a peanut- 
butter fillmg are put up in parchment-paper cartons and have a 
ready sale at delicatessen and other shops: 

OS i a isa series ln all, Silence atin lil £5 ares Posies Wa ak Ses iit 

Sa esi ik dh Se 
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PEANUT BUTTER IN BULK 

Bulk peanut butter, often prepared from inferior grades of peanuts, 
is sold in enormous quantities in tins of 8 ounces to 50 pounds capac- 
ity. Considerable demand has also developed for tubs. barrels, and 
tierces of bulk peanut butter. 

The sale of bulk peanut butter, as conducted at present, is open 
to several serious objections. Retailers frequently do not take 

Fic. 30.— Filling glass jars with peanut butter. The peanuts drop into the hopper at the top of 
the mill, are ground up, nothing but salt is added, and the completed product, peanut butter, 
comes from the spout 

proper care in dispensing the product, and the tin or tub is often 
uninviting in appearance. Further, as bulk butter is often made 
from No. 2 peanuts, it necessarily contains more or less dirt, grit, and 
hearts and skins of shriveled peanuts. 
A few factories even use No. 3 peanuts in making butter, sometimes 

called “‘confectioners’ peanut butter.”” As they come from the clean- 
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ing plant the sacks contain hulls and other refuse, in addition to pea- 
nuts, and sometimes factory sweepings. The contents are dumped 
into casks of water; sticks and other hght matter rise to the top and 
are scooped off; stones and some of the dirt sink to the bottom; and 
the peanuts in between are slightly picked over before grinding. 

Fia. 31.—Filling, capping, and labeling glass jars of peanut butter. An endless belt carries 
the jars from one machine to another 

It is impossible for a factory to turn out a high grade of peanut 
butter from cheap, low-grade peanuts, improperly cleaned. Some of 
the best manufacturers feel that if all No. 2 and No. 3 grade peanuts 
were kept in the South and crushed for oil or used for stock food, the 
demand for bulk peanut butter would be stimulated, and repeat 
orders would be more general and more frequent. Retail sales of 
bulk peanut butter of good quality, handled with due regard for 
cleanliness and sanitation, can be made a profitable part of the gro- 
cer’s business. : 
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The National Peanut Butter Manufacturers’ Association, formed 
in 1922, is the trade association of the industry. Its chief objects 
are to increase the consumption of peanut butter and to standardize 
its quality. The association has sicoted the following standards: 

Fancy peanut butter is made from none other than clean, sweet No. 1 peanuts, 
properly picked ,with hearts and all foreign matter removed. Standard peanut 
butter is made from nothing less than clean, sweet No. 2 peanuts, properly picked, 
with hearts and foreign matter removed. 

PEANUT CANDY 

Peanut candies of various kinds furnish an outlet for shelled pea- 
nuts that is hardly less important than that supplied by salters and 
peanut-butter manufacturers. Both Spanish ing Virginia type pea- 
nuts are used for candies. No. 2 grades are in heavy demand for the 

Fic. 32.—Rolling out peanut candy, preparatory to cutting it up into 5-cent bars. The iron 
“rails” at the sides of the table keep the candy to a uniform thickness 

cheaper types of candy, such as peanut squares and peanut bars 
retailing for a cent, and for some of the 5-cent bars. No. 1 grade 
nuts are used for the 5 and 10 cent bars, as well as for peanut brittle 
and othercandies. Virginia type peanuts of No. 1 orextra large grade 
are used as a substitute for almonds in chocolate bars. They are in 
considerable demand for making sugar-coated peanuts. Shelled 
Runners are sometimes substituted for elle Virginias in the cheaper 
grades of candy. 

PEANUT BARS 

The following formula is sometimes used commercially in making 
candy for peanut bars: Five pounds glucose, 6 pounds sugar, 25 
pounds blanched Virginia-type peanuts, and enough water to dissolve 
the sugar. When the sirup of sugar and water comes to a boil, 10 

75379 °—267 s) 
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pounds of peanuts are added to the pan and the mixture cooked to 
265° F. or until it breaks crisply, which will take about 15 minutes. 
The pan is then removed from the fire and the remainder of the pea- 
nuts stirred in. When thoroughly mixed the candy is poured onto 
the ‘‘cooler’’—a metal slab which has had a coating of sugar to keep 
the candy from sticking—and rolled out. Steel bars of the thickness 
desired—about 11% inches high for 5-cent bars—at either side of the 
table keep the sticky mass from running over and provide a base 
along which a heavy roller is run (fig. 32) to give the candy a uniform 
thickness, much as the housewife rolls out dough. As peanut bars 
are sold by count rather than by weight it is important that they be 
cut to a definite size. The cutter (fig. 33) consists of a hand roller 
with sharp metal disks strung along it at definite intervals. A 

Fic. 33.—Cutting peanut candy into 5-cent bars. As the candy hardens quickly, the cutting 
must immediately follow the rolling to a uniform thickness seen in Figure 32 

typical 5-cent bar will measure 334 by 234 inches. Some manufac- 
turers pack 30 bars in a paraffine-lined cardboard box, weighing about 
4 pounds; others pack 24 bars together. The smaller, penny bars are 
packed 100 or 120 in a box. Figure 34 shows peanut bars being 
packed in 4-pound boxes. 

PEANUT BRITTLE 

Proportionately more sirup is needed when peanut brittle is pre 
pared. One manufacturer uses the following formula: Twelve 
pounds glucose, 18 pounds white sugar, 2 pounds brown sugar, 16 
ounds No. 1 raw Spanish peanuts, 2 ounces salt, 3 ounces bicar- 

benate of soda. The glucose and sugar are placed in a pan with 
enough water to dissolve the sugar. When the sirup boils, the pea- 
nuts are added and the mixture cooked to 290° F. A longer time 
is required in cooking brittle, as the peanuts have had no previous 
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heating. All peanut candy must be stirred continually when on the 
fire to prevent sticking. The exact time to stop the cooking is deter- 
mined by dipping a spoonful of the mixture into cold water. If the 
brittle is done, it will harden at once. After it is removed from the 
fire, the salt is added and stirred in well. The soda is then added 
and the mixture stirred thoroughly. When the batch has risen, it is 
poured onto a marble slab. Brittle is not rolled out, but is spread 
with a spatula to a rather uniform thickness, and cut while still 
warm. The exact thickness is not important, as peanut brittle is 
sold by weight, in cartons lined with paraffined paper and holding 
Srey pound, 5 pounds, 10 pounds, or sometimes 25 pounds of the 
candy. 

SUGAR-COATED PEANUTS 

The preparation of “sugar-coated peanuts’’ is an industry of 
increasing importance in some cities. These are often made in small 

Fig. 34.— Packing peanut candy in cardboard boxes lined with paraffined paper. These are the bars 
that were rolled and cut in Figures 32 and 33 

“candy kitchens” with inadequate equipment, but when prepared 
commercially large revolving pans, with steam coils on the outside 
(fig. 35), are employed. Extra large shelled Virginia-type peanuts, 
fully roasted and blanched, are turned for three hours in the pan, 
while small quantities of a sirup made half of glucose and half of 
sugar are poured in at intervals. The sirup is taken on by the pea- 
nuts, and the rubbing of the kernels against each other as they revolve 
gives them the desired roughened appearance. A little coloring 
matter is often included in the last sirup mixture. They are then 
slightly gummed with gum arabic and allowed to stand over night, 
when they are returned to the pan and a thin coating of lac is applied. 
When dry they are packed in small cardboard packages, retailing for 
5 cents, or they may be sold in bulk. Sugar-coated peanuts are 
called “burnt peanuts’ by the trade. 
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Candy manufacturers are constantly finding new uses for peanuts, 
and new kinds of peanut candy are frequently offered for sale. One 
of the more recent developments in the candy industry is a peanut bar, 
in which the center, consisting of either nougat or a heavy cream 
dipped in caramel, is covered with roasted shelled Virginia peanuts and 
then dipped in rich chocolate. Each bar is then wrapped in glassine 
paper, and 24 bars are packed in a carton. 

BAKERY PRODUCTS 
, 

In a few cities a considereble and increasing volume of shelled 
Virginia and Spanish-type pe nuts is absorbed by large bakeries and 
makers of confections. Peanut cookies and peanut jumbles, packed 

Fic, 35.—Making ‘‘ sugar-coated peanuts,” known as “‘ burnt peanuts”’ by the trade. Note the 
steam coils around the outside of the revolving pans 

in parchment paper and tightly sealed in small cardboard boxes or 
cartons, are sold in all parts of the country, at groceries and general 
stores. Confections of the pop corn and peanut type, in small 
cardboard cartons, are widely popular, and are to be seen on fruit 
stands and grocers’ shelves generally. Finally, granulated Virginia- 
type peanuts are sprinkled on the top of German coffee cake and 
other bakery products. 

; PEANUT OIL 

Before the World War comparatively little American peanut oil 
was produced, but during the war, the tremendous demand for 
vegetable oils to supply glycerin for munitions purposes and to meet 
the growing call for margarines and lard substitutes, served as a power- 
ful stimulus to increased crushing. By 1918 a production of 95,934,- 
000 pounds of peanut oil was reached % and imports were heavy. 

28 Bailey, H.S.and B. E. Reuter. The production and conservation of fats and oils in the United States. 
U.5. Dept. Agr. Bul. 769 (sup.), p.1. 1919. 
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The year following, production had fallen slightly to 87,606,844 
pounds * but net imports for the fiscal year 1919-20 had increased to 
165,390,713 pounds. This was the peak of the movement. During 
the 1921—22 season, shipment reports from freight agents at crushing 
points indicate that only 25,500,000 pounds of domestic crude peanut ~ 
oil were shipped, and the total for the two following seasons was less 
than 5,000,000 pounds. Im the fiscal year 1922-23, net imports of 
peanut oil had jumped to 7,500,000 pounds from 2,650,000 the year 
before; and net imports for the fiscal year 1923-24 totaled over 
10,000,000 pounds, adding materially to the domestic supply. 

OIL MILLS 

Many peanut mills in the Southeastern and Southwestern States 
are equipped with both shelling and crushing machinery, and handle 
their purchases of farmers’ goods in accordance with the variety and 
gerade of the nuts and the trend of the market. During the fall of 
1921, for example, the relationship between the prices of farmers’ 
goods, shelled peanuts, and peanut oil, was such that the bulk of the 

_ Runner crop and a large amount of Spanish peanuts were crushed for 
oil. The two years following, however, both farmers’ goods and 
shelled stock were selling higher in proportion to the price of oil, and 
it was profitable to crush, in addition to table pickings and screenings, 
only such farmers’ goods as were not suitable for shelling. As little 
additional machinery is needed to enable a cotton-oil mill to operate 
on peanuts, many mills in the Cotton Belt crush peanuts when they 
are not busy with cottonseed and peanuts are available. 

Plants which do not sell shelled goods, but crush exclusively, have 
no need for elaborate cleaning machinery. Running the peanuts 
through a sand reel, shaker, and stoner before they pass into the 
huller, is considered enough. But often the peanuts pass over 
a magnet just before going into the machine that crushes them to 
draw out pieces of iron. 

PRESSES 

Both hydraulic (fig. 36) and expeller types of presses are employed 
in crushing peanuts. For details of the processes of operation of 
these presses see United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin 
1096.7" 
Few mills in the South now crush unshelled peanuts. Not only 

is the oul produced of a lower grade than when shelled peanuts are 
used, but the shells absorb oil, which adds nothing to the fertilizing 
value of the meal. The cost of cleaning and diel is more than 
taken care of by the increased value of the oil obtained from the 
shelled peanuts. 

HANDLING CRUDE PEANUT OIL 

As it comes from the press, the dark yellow crude peanut oil 
contains some fine meal, which is either filtered out or allowed 
to settle out before the oil can be called prime crude. Crushing 
mills are usually located beside railroad tracks, so that the oil can 
be pumped directly into tank cars. Large buyers usually furnish 
tank cars for transporting the oil they purchase. Eight thousand 

* United States Department of Commerce. Bureau ofthe Census. Animal and vegetable fats and oils. 
Production, consumption, imports, exports and stocks . . . 1919to 1923. p.4. 24. 

47 Reed, J. B. By-products from crushing peanuts. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 1096, 12 pp., illus. 1922. 
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gallons, or 60,000 pounds, is considered a carload unless otherwise 
specified. For all practical purposes, a gallon of peanut oil can be 
considered as weighing 714 pounds. orenon the small lots of 
crude peanut oil are shipped in iron-bound barrels or drums holding 

. about 400 pounds net. 

YIELDS OF PEANUT OIL 

The quantity of peanut oil obtained from a ton of crushing stock | 
depends upon the variety, the quantity of trash in the lot, the mois- 
ture content, and, primarily, upon whether it is straight farmers’ 
goods or so-called “mill stock”’ or “oil stock.”? In 1922 and 1923 
the bulk of the peanut crushing in the Southeast, which turns out. 

Fic. 36.—Hydraulic presses used for crushing oil from peanuts 

most of the crude peanut oil made in the United States, was from 
mill stock, or No. 3 peanuts. This includes shelled peanuts picked 
out by the operators at the belts in the shelling ihe as being 
below grade, broken pieces of nuts, and undersized kernels which 
assed through the screens during the shelling operations. Crushers 
ae that No. 3 Spanish peanuts should turn out about 700 pounds 
of prime crude peanut oil and 1,200 pounds of peanut cake or meal, 
allowing 100 pounds of manufacturing loss per ton of mill stock, 
chiefly in the form of moisture. In commercial practice, Spanish 
and Runner mill stock are usually not kept separate, but are crushed 
together. 

decebedling to southern crushers, a ton of farmers’ stock Spanish 
peanuts yields, if shelled before crushing, about 575-600 pounds of 
prime crude oil and about 770 to 800 pounds of cake of about 46 
per cent protein content. If crushed straight, with shells, a ton of 
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farmers’ stock Spanish will crush out about 560 pounds of prime 
crude oil and 1,300 pounds of cake of about 30 per cent protein 
content. About 525 to 560 pounds of crude oil and about 1,300 
pounds of cake of 28 per cent protein content can be obtained from a 
ton of Georgia or Alabama Runners. No. 3 Virginias will yield 
about 560 pounds of oil and 1,340 pounds of peanut cake to the ton, 
allowing 100 pounds of manufacturing loss. 

“Oil stock,’’ when composed chiefly of peanut stems and shriveled 
shelled Virginia peanuts, may yield only 50 pounds of oil to the ton. 
On the other hand, when consisting of shghtly damaged shelled 
Spanish, it has yielded as high as 860 pounds of crude oil to the ton. 

The refining loss of crude peanut oil will range from 4 to 9 per 
cent, depending upon the quality of the peanuts crushed. Prime 
crude Tee usually sold on the basis of 5 per cent refining loss, and 
for each 1 per cent of loss above 5, 1 per cent of the contract price is 
customarily deducted. 

VIRGIN OIL 

The crushing of oil from peanuts is an industry of long standing 
around Bordeaux and Marseille, France, and in certain other sections 
of Europe. There it is a major business, and not a by-product of the 
shelling industry, as in this country during recent years. 

Peanuts coming from Senegal and other countries in West Africa, 
and known as “‘ Rufisque,’’ from the chief port of shipment, arrive 
in the shell and are chiefly crushed at Marseille. Nearly al’ of the 
oil obtained from Rufisque nuts can be made edible. The shells 
and skins are removed before pressing, and the first crushing is done 
without heat. The resultant oil, called “virgin oil,” has a charac- 
teristic nutty flavor, and can be used for salad or cooking purposes 
without refining.” Virgin peanut oil is more extensively used in 
France than is olive oil. ter the first cold pressing, the cakes are 
reground and heated and again pressed, sometimes the operation 
being repeated three times with profit. The first crushing after 
cold pressing produces a low-grade edible oil; succeeding pressings 
furnish inedible oil, used for mdustrial purposes. 

Shelled peanuts from India, known as “ordinary Coromandels,”’ 
from the Cacomandel coast, where many are grown, are often damp 
when shipped, because the hulls are soaked to facilitate shelling, and 
frequently arrive in a rancid condition.?® About half of the oil 
crushed from Coromandel nuts is used for soap-making and other 
industrial purposes and the remainder is refined and made edible. 

REFINING 

Hot-pressed peanut oil does not require refining when the product 
is satisfactory in a crude state, as for oil in miners’ lamps and for soap 
stock. For most purposes, however, the deep coloring and the 
flavoring matter in the crude oil must be removed before the product 
can be used. In refining, the warm oil is treated with a solution of 
sodium hydroxide, which neutralizes the free fatty acids and pre- 
cipitates the undesirable coloring matter. The alkali combines with 
the free acids and part of the oil to form a soap stock called ‘‘foots,”’ 
which settles to the bottom of the refining kettle. 

(Re er mee H. C., and H.S. Bailey. Peanut oil. In U.S. Dept. Agr. Farmers’ Bul. 751, p. 5. 1920 
evised). 

** Jones, C. L., and W. Frost. The vegetable oil industry of France. In U.S. Dept. Com.Bur. Foreign 
and Dom. Com., Trade Inform. Bul. 322, p. 6. 1925. 
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Attempts were made by several American firms a few years ago to 
place cold-pressed or virgin peanut oil on the market in tins and bot- 
tles, but it is not produced commercially in the United States at 
present. The lack of permanent success for these undertakings does 
not necessarily indicate that cold-pressed (virgin) oil can not be suc- 
cessfully marketed. Some people prefer virgin peanut oil to olive 
oil, and peanut oil is considered the more easily digested of the two. 

BLEACHING 

Bleaching is accomplished by mixing the hot refined oil with a small 
quantity of fuller’s earth which takes up a large part of the remaining 
color and is then filtered out. The refining and bleaching gives an 
undesirable odor; so the oil is next subjected to a deodorizing process, 
in which superheated steam is blown through the oil, which is heated 
ina vacuum kettle. The odors are thus carried away. ‘The resulting 
product is a bland, tasteless oil. 

USE IN OLEOMARGARINE AND SHORTENING 

The chief use of peanut oil at present is in the manufacture of 
oleomargarine. Formerly millions of pounds of peanut oil, chiefly 
imported stock, were employed in the manufacture of shortening or 
lard substitutes (sometimes called lard compounds) to lighten the 
darker-colored cottonseed oil. Since the passage of the tariff act, 
effective September 21, 1922, however, the use of peanut oil in 
shortening has greatly decreased. 

Oleomargarine.—Oleomargarine is composed of various mixtures of 
some of the following: Cottonseed oil, peanut oil, neutral lard, oleo 
oil, coconut oil, and in the better grades, butterfat or cream, churned 
in milk, and with salt added. 

Nut Margarine.—‘‘ Nut margarine” is a white product, in which 
only true nut oils can form the base. Although not a nut botanically, 
the peanut has been grouped with the coconut and palm nut for this 
purpose. In commercial practice, comparatively few palm nuts are 
used in making nut margarine, leaving the field to the coconut and 
peanut. 

To comply with the law, nut margarines must be iabeled ‘‘oleo- 
margarine,’ although they contain no oleo. As colored margarines 
are subjected to an Internal Revenue tax of 10 cents per pound, 
most manufacturers place their product on the market in the white 
form, which is taxed only one-fourth cent per pound.” 

Use wn shortening.—Shortening, or lard compound, is made from a 
mixture of cottonseed oil, peanut oil, coconut oil, soybean oil, and 
corn oil, or from any one or any combination of these oils, blended 
with enough oleostearin from beef fat, neutral lard, or artificial 
stearin (hardened vegetable oils) to give the final product sufficient 
firmness when passed over a refrigerated ‘‘lard roll.” Hardened 
vegetable oils, including peanut oil, are white, tastless, and odorless. 

OTHER USES OF PEANUT OIL 

The better grades of refined peanut oil are used to a considerable 
extent in salad-oil blends. Large quantities have been employed in 

* Mallory, J, A., Compiled statutes of the United States, 1913, vol. 3, p. 2701, sec. 6220, St. Paul, 1914. 
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making table dressings. The preparation of canned sardines has 
sometimes taken a considerable quantity of refined oil. As peanut 
oil does not absorb odors and will stand a higher temperature than 
olive oil, the sardines may be cooked in peanut oil, which is drained 
off and the fish then packed in olive oil. 

The manufacture of toilet soaps utilizes some of the lower grades 
of peanut oil, and the ‘‘foots” or residue from the refining processes 
are used in soaps and lubricating oils. To a slight extent peanut oil 
has been used for miners’ lamps, for candles, and as a substitute for 
olive oil in textile work. 

IMPORTED PEANUT OIL 

In the fiscal year 1923-24 nearly 14,000,000 pounds of peanut oil 
were brought into this country from China, including Kwantung 
(leased territory). and Hongkong, and more than 1,000,000 pounds 
came in from France, besides smaller quantities from Belgium and 
other countries. Peanut oil shipped from Kuropean countries is 
produced from peanuts grown in India, Africa, and China, and is 
usually refined before shipment to the United States; the oil brought 
directly from China is usually in the crude state (fig. 37). Imported 

Fic. 37.—Imported peanut oil being loaded into tank cars from storage tanks on Pacific coast 

peanut oil is used by manufacturers of oleomargarine and other 
preducts, the same as the domestic article. Large quantities of 
peanut oil from China are purchased by the Chinese along the 
Pacific coast and around New York City for cooking and soap-making. 
Small lots of peanut oil from China are usually shipped in 5-gallon 
cans, two cans packed in a wooden case; large shipments come in 
bulk. Wooden barrels holding 380 to 400 pounds of oil, and casks 
holding around 800 pounds, are the containers for peanut oil coming 
from Europe. 

PEANUT CAKE AND PEANUT MEAL 

Peanut cake is the flat, solid residue from the crushing of peanuts 
into oil in the hydraulic press. These slabs of cake (fig. 38) range 
from 30 to 33 inches long and are 14 inches wide and about 38% 
inch thick. The term ‘‘cake’’ is also applied to the large ‘‘flakes”’ 
resulting from running peanuts through the expeller press. For 
exporting, the product is left in cake form, but for sale in this 
country it is generally run through a breaker and then ground into 
meal of about the consistency of corn meal. 
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Peanut meal is now sold chiefly to manufacturers of stock feeds. 
When the price was cheaper it was used to a considerable extent as a 
fertilizer. 

Both as a stock feed and as a fertilizer, peanut meal is considered 
to have more value than cottonseed meal; but farmers in the South 

have not generally recognized this fact. One of the factors limiting 
the growth of the peanut-oil industry in the United States a few 
years ago was the difficulty experienced by mills in disposing of their 
peanut cake and meal. Frequently during the early years of the 
peanut-oil industry, an increased demand for these products on the 

art. of the Southern farmer would have reduced the supplies in the 
dads of the mills and raised the price the plants were willing to 
pay the grower for his peanuts. 

The past two or three years have witnessed a greatly increased 
interest In peanut meal on the part of manufacturers of stock feeds 
in this country. As the stocks of domestic meal were gradually 
cut down by the small amount of crushing being done, it became 
necessary to get goods from abroad to supply the demand, and in 
1924 over 4,000,000 pounds of peanut meal were brought to America 
from China, France, and England. Further imports may be expected 
whenever the demand exceeds domestic production. 

Fic. 38.—Loading a car with slabs of peanut cake 

For feeding purposes peanut meal is usually sold on the basis of 
45 or 46 per cent protem content, although some manufacturers sell 
on the basis of 41 or 43 per cent protem. A meal containing 48 to 
51 per cent protein can be obtained by grinding pressed No. 1 Spanish 
peanut kernels alone; but, commercially, enough hulls are left with 
the kernels to reduce the protein content of the meal to 45 or 46 per 
cent and sometimes to a smaller proportion. Meal made from No. 3 
Virginias will not average over 41 per cent protein content. 

Peanut meal can be fed to cattle in small quantities after milking 
without fear of giving the milk any peculiar flavor. As hog feed, 
peanut meal is superior to whole peanuts, because it does not cause 
soft pork. The addition of peanut meal to poultry feed stimulates 
egg-laying and aids in bringing chickens rapidly to marketable size. 
As peanut meal is highly concentrated, it should be mixed with other 
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feeds to form a balanced ration. Experiments by the United States 
Department of Agriculture near Middlebury, Vt., have shown #! 
that peanut meal, mixed with coconut meal, can replace oats in the 
ration of young horses, and may be found advantageous to work 
horses after they have become accustomed to the mixture. 

Peanut cake is sometimes cracked into particles ranging in size 
from a pea to a hickory nut, and sold for feeding animals on open 
ranges. This cracked cake can be thrown on the ground without 
danger of serious trampling, whereas fine meal would have to be 
fed in a container. 

The percentage of peanut oil in peanut cake depends on the amount 
of pressure exerted and on the length of time the cake remains in 
the press. Proper cooking is also necessary if a low oil content is 
to be obtained. Commercially, the oil content usually runs 6 to 8 
per cent, averaging around 7 per cent. 

As a fertilizer, the value of peanut cake is based on the quantity 
of nitrogen it contains. A high-grade cake contains sufficient nitrogen 
to yield 9 per cent of ammonia by analysis, and transactions are 
usually made on that basis. Peanut meal not only ranks above 
cottonseed meal in ammonia and nitrogen content, but contains a 
small percentage each of available phosphoric acid and soluble 
potash. Peanut meal has such high food value, however, that 
feeding it first, and then spreading the resultant manure on the 
ground is far more economical than applying it directly to the ground 
as a fertilizer. 

PEANUT FLOUR 

The manufacture of peanut flour from the finer grades of peanut 
meal, ground from pressed kernels only, was given encouragement 
during the war as it afforded a very satisfactory supplement to 
wheat flour. Peanut flour is wholesome, palatable, and nutritious. 
It contains over 4 times as much protein, 8 times as much fat, and 
9 times as much mineral ingredients as white flour.*? 

In making bread with peanut flour it is customary to mix it with 
the wheat flour in the proportion of 2 or 3 to 10. The peanut oil 
in the flour lessens the quantity of shortening necessary and gives 
the bread a rich, nutty flavor. The chief objection to peanut flour 
is that it is liable to become weevily. Peanut flour is not manu- 
factured commercially at present to any extent. | 

PEANUT HULLS 

As the presence of large quantities of peanut hulls in or around 
shelling plants adds materially to the fire hazards, shellers are careful 
to avoid any accumulation of these stocks. Formerly peanut hulls 
were a waste product and used chiefly for fuel, often being blown 
out of the shelling plant directly into the firebox of the mill, and 
most hulls are still burned. Three tons of peanut hulls are estimated 
to equal 1 ton of coal in fuel value. 

During the war several new uses were found for the hulls which 
increased their selling value. The most important was in connection 
with cleaning tin plate, and large quantities of ground hulls were 

31 Rommel G. M. and W. F. Hammond. A note on the feeding value of coconut and peanut meals for 
horses. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Anim. Indus. Cire. 168,2 pp. 1911. 

2 Bailey H. S. and J. A. Le Clere. The peanut, a great American food. Jn U.S. Dept. Agr. Year- 
book 1917, pp. 289-301, illus. 1918. (Yearbook separate 746), 
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sold to tin-plate manufacturers. After the sheets of steel are immersed 
in the molten tin which forms the plate, they are dipped in palm 
oil to prevent oxidation. Then finely ground peanut hulls were 
formerly dusted onto the plate to absorb the palm oil. Owing to the 
tendency of peanut hulls to scratch the tin surface, and also because 
of the fire risk, tin plate manufacturers now generally use wheat 
and rye middlings to absorb the oil instead of peanut hulls. 

As peanut hulls consist chiefly of crude dpar they have little 
feeding value in themselves, but frequently serve as a filler in stock 
feeds. Blackstrap molasses is added to finely ground peanut hulls 
to form a cattle feed called ‘‘molasses meal.’’ This product is 
sacked in 100-pound burlap bags and sold to stock feeders. Some 
oultry feeds are partly composed of ground peanut hulls. Peanut 
ulls are sometimes fed back into the crusher to lower the protein 

content of peanut meal. Large quantities are used as a filler in 
fertilizer. Gasund peanut hulls are also shipped to Denmark, the 
Netherlands, and other European countries. 

Experiments have been under way looking to the utilization of 
peanut hulls in floor-sweeping compounds, in dynamite, and in the 
manufacture of lnoleum. 

In 1917 the Forest Products Laboratory of the Forest Service 
of the United States Department of Agriculture, located at Madison, 
Wis., carried on a number of experiments to determine the suitability 
of peanut hulls for use in the manufacture of paper board. In the 
most satisfactory tests that were run the board was composed of 
equal quantities by weight of disintegrated pean hulls and old 
newspapers. The laboratory states that the board produced as a 
result of the experiments was practically as good as many samples 
of chip board or wall board stock on the market. If the supply 
of peanut hulls is adequate and very close to a mill that manufactures 
cheap pulp products, investigators of the Forest Products Laboratory 
believe that the manufacture of a cheap grade of board offers a 
favorable opportunity for the disposal of the hulls. 

OTHER BY-PRODUCTS 

Any peanut by-product for which a more valuable use can not be 
devised, can be used in the preparation of stock feed. Shriveled, 
broken, undersized peanuts rejected from cleaning mills are excellent 
for chicken feed. The seed germs removed in the process of blanching 
peanuts for peanut butter, and broken pieces of nuts, have been 
used in the manufacture of pigeon or squab feed. 

During recent years chemists have developed a large number 
of products from peanuts, that have not reached the commercial 
stage. Peanut milk, peanut cream, peanut quinine, and peanut 
dyes are among the most commonly mentioned of these products. 

PEANUT AS A FEED FOR HOGS 

It is only since the advent of the boll weevil forced the southern 
farmers to look for other crops to supplement or take the place of 
cotton that peanuts have been planted commercially to any extent 
outside the States of Virginia, North Carolia, and Tennessee for 
other purposes than grazing or hogging-off. A large acreage is still 
planted in the Gulf States which farmers never expect to dig for the 
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nuts. When the price of peanuts is low in the fall and hogs are com- 
paratively high, many other growers harvest their crop by hogging-off 
the nuts and either marketing the vines as hay or grazing them off 
with cattle. 

In sections where peanuts are intended for forage purposes they 
are usually planted between rows of corn. When the corn has been 
harvested cattle are turned in to eat the fodder and vines while hogs 
fatten on the peanuts. The combination of cattle and hogs is also 
the best method for disposing of the crop when peanuts are planted 
alone for fodder. This method of harvesting is practicable only when 
the farms are properly fenced. When peanuts are hogged-off, most 
of the nitrogen that is stored in nodules on the roots remains in the 
soil. : 
By comparing the relative prices paid for peanuts and hogs and 

taking into consideration the cost of harvesting and picking the pea- 
nuts, a farmer can readily determine at the beginning of the season 
whether or not it will pay him to dig his crop for the nuts. 

Hogs are often turned into the peanut fields after harvesting to 
clean up the pods left in the ground. When the Spanish variety is 
dug at the proper time the quantity of pods to be secured in this way 
is so small as to render the practice unprofitable. If Spanish peanuts 
are left too long before harvesting, however, many pods will break 
off and remain in the ground. ogs can obtain considerable feed 
from fields where Virginia-type peanuts have been grown; and so 
many Georgia Runner peanuts pull free from the vines when they 
are being dug that hogs can be turned with profit into the fields after 
the Runner crop has been harvested. 

Peanut-fed pork and pork products are usually of a softer texture 
than corn-fed pork, and for this reason hogs fed chiefly on peanuts 
usually sell for a somewhat lower price. Nevertheless, hams from 
hogs fed mainly on peanuts have become popular in several sections 
where many consider that they have a better flavor than hams from 
hogs fed strictly on corn. Although the demand for peanut-fed hams 
is hmited, some advertised brands command a substantial premium 
over the corn-fed product. 

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 

Although the average consumer, buying his small sack of peanuts 
from a street vender or at a drug-store counter, thinks of peanuts, if 
he thinks of the matter at all, as being strictly a domestic product, 

_ the American peanut market has been materially influenced for rere 
years by the importation of foreign-grown nuts.** Even as far bac 
as the year ended June 30, 1910, a net total of 28,496,672 pounds of 
pee were brought into the United States, chiefly from Spain, 
rance, and Japan. Receipts reached their highest point during the 

12 months ended June 30, 1920, when 131,724,212 pounds were 
imported, most of them grown in China, although many were reex- 
ported through Japan. Of this quantity 119,817,160 pounds were 

38 Data obtained from consular reports to the State Department; from reports by foreign representa- 
tives to the U.S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and from import and export statistics issued 
by that bureau; from investigators of the U.S. Tariff Commission; from leading importers on the Pacific 
coast, and by reading their files of correspondence; from The China Year Book, printed and published 
for H.G. W. Woodhead and H. T. M. Bell, at Tientsin, China; Trade Returns, issued by the Inspectorate 
General of Customs, Shanghai, China; statistical reports of the Japan Department of Agriculture and 
Commerce, etc. 
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shelled and 11,907,052 pounds were unshelled. A complete tabula- 
tion of imports and exports of peanuts and peanut oil for the fiscal 
years 1913 through 1924 begins on page 88. The sharp variation in 
peanut imports from year to year is shown graphically in Figure 39. 

ASIATIC IMPORTS 

The increasing demand for shelled peanuts of large sizes, which was 
not met by American growers as it developed, was responsible for 
part of the activity in imported goods, and shelled peanuts haye con- 
stituted the greater part of the imports during recent years. The 
high prices for peanuts prevailing in this country during and following 
the recent war, together with the high prices and exceptional demand 
for vegetable oils at that time, offered strong inducements both to 
the importers on this side of the Pacific and to the exporters in the 
Orient to ship peanuts and peanut oil to the United States. 

Asiatic exports are of the Virginia type. The United States 
Department of Agriculture, in figuring domestic peanut production, 
has considered that a bushel of unshelled Virginias, weighing 22 

NET IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF PEANUTS 
FISGAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1913-1924. 
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Fic. 39.—Imports reached their peak during the World War; exports, just before our entrance 
into the war 

pounds, would shell out 1424 pounds, or 6624 per cent of the unshelled 
weight. The meats in Spanish-type peanuts represent a slightly 
larger percentage of the unshelled weight. Using that basis of com- 
parison for all imports, however, and converting all shelled figures 
to unshelled equivalents, our total net imports during the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 1920, the year of heaviest receipts, was equivalent 
to 191,632,792 pounds of peanuts in the shell, a figure only a few 
million pounds in excess of that which would have been obtained if 
the non-Virginia type peanuts from Spain, Java, and other countries 
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had been converted on other bases. This compares with a domestic 
production during the 1919 season of 783,273,000 pounds. In addi- 
tion to the peanuts, 165,390,713 pounds of peanut oil were imported 
during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1920. This called for the 
crushing abroad of between three and four times as many peanuts as 
were actually shipped here, assuming that a ton of Virginia-type 
eanuts will crush out 500 pounds of peanut oil. Although imports 
ae not since reached the high figures just given, they have been 
sufficiently ample so that the effect of foreign peanuts on the domestic 
peanut industry has continued to be of distinct importance. 

For a number of years China has produced the bulk of the peanuts 
imported into the United States, although many of the foreign peanuts 
appearing in our western markets in the shell are grown in Japan. 
The soil in which peanuts are grown in Japan often stains the pods, 
and to improve the external appearance and increase the market value 
of their goods, Japanese exporters not only wash the pods but bleach 
them. 
Chinese peanuts are grown in a soil containing little coloring 
matter. Neither washing nor bleaching is therefore necessary to 
make the peanuts salable, but Chinese peanuts in the shell do not 
possess the attractive appearance of the bleached Japanese nuts. 
They are known as “‘naturals” on the Pacific coast. 

PRINCIPAL AREAS OF PRODUCTION IN CHINA 

The Province of Shantung, which has a soil particularly adapted 
to the growing of peanuts, is the leading peanut-producing region in 
China, and the Provinces of Honan and Chihli are said to rank next 
in importance. Some of the southern provinces also produce a con- 
siderable volume; in fact, the growing of peanuts is scattered over 
almost all of China. The peanuts grown in the Luanchou district, 
near the Luan River, are said to be superior in quality to any grown 
elsewhere in the Far East. The chief export towns in China are 
Tsingtau and Tientsin. 

As China maintains no census, exact statistics of production in 
that country can not be given. It has been estimated by the assist- 
ant trade commissioner at Shanghai, however, that about 900,000 tons 
(1,800,000,000 pounds) are produced in the entire country, of which 
about one-third is available for export. Both peanuts and peanut 
oil are said to be staple articles of diet among the Chinese, and over 
Sins areas practically every farmer raises peanuts on a small 
scale. 

HARVESTING AND GRADING METHODS IN CHINA 

The soil in which peanuts are planted in China is generally sandy, 
and the first step in harvesting is pulling up the vines by hand. 
Then the whole field is shoveled over and the dirt screened in a kind 
of rocking cradle screen to get out every pod remaining in the ground. 
This operation is shown in Figure 40. The vines are not cured, 
as in this country, but the pods are removed at once and shelled, 
usually by hand. 

The grading of peanuts in China is a hand-picking operation, or a 
combination of hand-screening and hand-picking. Small hand 
screens are suspended from the rafters of the picking house by a rope 
and are operated by coolies, who give the screens a shaking motion, 
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Then the nuts are poured onto a picking table, where women grade 
them and pick the bad kernels from the good by hand. Chinese 
shelled nuts are noted for their uniformity of size. Baskets of the 
good nuts are then inspected and poured into a pile, from which they 
are scooped into bags. Peanuts for export from China are usually 
packed in 100-pound sacks. The customary Chinese unit of 
measure is the picul, 13314 pounds, and when peanuts are put up 
for sale in China, straw bags holding a picul, which may already 
have been used for rice, are employed. 

Japanese peanuts also are carefully hand picked before bagging 
and are remarkably uniform and attractive in appearance. , 

In addition to the Virginia-type peanut, which is exported and 
which is called by the Chinese “the foreign peanut,” a considerable 
acreage in China is planted to a smaller variety, closely resembling 
our Spanish-type peanut, which was introduced into the country 
long before the Virginia-type nut. In addition to being eaten 
roasted or raw, it is steamed with salt water and kept in weak brine 

Fic. 40.—Harvesting peanuts in China. The vines have been pulled from the sandy soil, and 
coolies are shoveling over the entire field, screening out every pod not removed with the vines. 
Note the piles of dirt remaining from the screening operations 

until used. Only occasional shipments of these Spanish-type peanuts 
from China have been made to America. For local use the Virginia- 
type peanuts are either roasted or salted, and large quantities are 
crushed for oil. 

CHINESE PEANUT OIL 

Peanut oil is said to be one of the necessities of Chinese life. It 
is used both as a cooking fat and for lighting. At times it is mixed 
with bean oil for lighting. Occasionally it serves as a lubricant. 
A little modern oil-crushing machinery has been introduced at large 
centers of export, but the bulk of the oil is still obtained by the use 
of crude native presses. Peanut oil is frequently pressed out in the 
interior of China and brought to the shipping port in woven wicker 
baskets lined with many coats of paper, made waterproof by smearing 
with pigs’ blood. The size containing 160 pounds of oil is a popular 
one, but many other sizes, both larger and smaller, are used. Figure 
+1 shows a large number of baskets of crude peanut oil waiting to 
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be carried, on the backs of mules by two-wheeled carts, or on bamboo 
poles placed on the shoulders of coolies, to the port of export or to 
a collection center. During the period of heavy movement to the 
United States a large volume of peanut oil left the country in ship’s 
ballast and other tanks. Small shipments are usually exported in 
second-hand kerosene cans. Two cans of 3714 pounds each are 
shipped in a case. The oil-cake residue is used both for fertilizer 
and for feeding to domestic animals. 

The local Chinese demand for peanut oil is most accommodating 
innature. The course of world prices, rather than the actual shortage 
or HO lat, of oil and oil materials in China, is said to govern the 
attitude of the trade. If prices elsewhere are perceptibly higher 
than they are in China, exchange, tariff rates, and other things 
considered, peanuts and peanut oil are exported and the Chinese 

Fic. 41.—Peanut oil in native wicker, paper-lined baskets, awaiting shipment from crushing point 
in interior of China 

turn to other oils or other food products as substitutes. On the 
_ other hand, if prices abroad are not favorable to export, the Chinese 
population uses practically all the peanut oil that can be had. Nor- 
mally, at least half the Chinese peanut crop is available for export, 
either as peanuts or as peanut oil. 

IMPORTANCE OF JAPANESE TRADERS IN ORIENTAL PEANUT MARKETING 

The yield in Japan, where rather exact statistics of production are 
maintained, has ranged between 60,000,000 and 30,000,000 pounds 
during the past six years. The acreage planted to peanuts in Japan 
has decreased steadily during recent years, as many farmers are 
inclined to plant their land to other crops which promise a greater 
profit. About 80 per cent of the crop is grown in prefectures in the 
immediate vicinity of the city of Tokyo. Exports leave Japan 
chiefly from the port of Kobe. 

75379°—26}——6 
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The Japanese are shrewd business men, and directly following the 
war handled a considerable share of the export traffic in Chinese 
peanuts, as well as the trade in Japanese-grown stock. Much of 
the peanut and peanut oil business in Shantung fell into the hands 
of Japanese traders as the successors of the Germans at Tsingtau, 
and large quantities of both oil and nuts were exported to the United 
States by way of Kobe, Japan. As a result, Kobe became one of 
the leadimg oriental peanut and peanut-oil markets, and the center 
in Japan of the importation, shelling, grading; and reexportation of 
Chinese goods. During the past few years, however, a great increase 
has been noted in the shipments made direct from Chinese ports, | 
notably Tsingtau, and Kobe has been much less prominent in the 
peanut industry than formerly. 

ASIATIC PEANUTS IN THE UNITED STATES 

Following the armistice, high prices prevailing in American 
markets brought in a heavy influx of Asiatic goods. The low prices 
at which they were sold made the use of shelled oriental peanuts 
general west of the Mississippi. In addition, oriental peanuts were 
found in many of the leading consuming markets of the country and 
sold for the same purposes as Virginias—to be used in the manufacture 
of peanut candy, peanut butter, salted peanuts, and the like. Not 
only were unshelled oriental peanuts domimant in the vending trade 
west of the Continental Divide, but some importers are reported to 
have treated bleached Japanese peanuts with marble dust and chalk 
and sold them in eastern markets. Even before the war the peanut 
needs of the West for Virginia-type stock were very largely taken 
care of by oriental goods. 

The tremendous receipts of Asiatic peanuts and peanut oil caused 
widespread alarm among the southern peanut growers and shippers. 
At their insistence, a tax of 3 cents per pound on peanuts, both shelled 
and unshelled, and 26 cents per gallon on peanut oil, was included in 
the emergency tariff act, ae on May 27, 1921. The previous 
import duty had been three-eighths cent per pound on unshelled and 
three-fourths cent per pound on shelled peanuts, and 6 cents per 
gallon on peanut oil. The importation of oriental peanuts and 
especially of peanut oil was greatly restricted by the imposition of 
this duty. 

The duties prescribed by the emergency bill contmued until 
September 21, 1922, when the present tariff act became effective. 
As provided in this bill, peanuts coming into the country now carry 
a duty of 3 cents per pound on unshelled and 4 cents per pound on 
shelled peanuts. The peanut oil duty is now 4 cents per pound. 

Compared with net imports, mostly shelled, of 131,724,212 pounds 
for the fiscal year 1920, net imports of peanuts had fallen to 10,616,864 
pounds by the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, although the following 
fiscal year they advanced to over 45,000,000 pounds, and during — 
fiscal year 1924 to over 50,000,000 pounds. In the same way, ne 
imports of peanut oil, which had reached a total of 165,390,713 
pounds (equal to 2,757 carloads of 60,000 pounds each) in the fiscal 
year 1920, had fallen to 2,650,278 pounds (about 44 carloads) during 
the year ended June 30, 1922. In the following fiscal year they 
increased to 7,500,000 pounds, and in the year ended June 30, 1924, 
to more than 10,000,000 pounds. 
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GRADES FOR SHELLED ASIATIC PEANUTS 

Oriental peanuts are graded on the basis of the number of kernels 
of a given size in an ounce. ‘The largest nuts commonly imported 
are called 28/30s, meaning 28 to 30 to the ounce. Next smaller in 
size are the 30/32s, which together with the 28/30s are used by 
salters. These large sizes constitute the bulk of the imports. The 
oriental size comparable to and competing with our No. 1 Virginia 
and No. 1 Runner peanuts is called 38/40s. These smaller peanuts 
are kept out, to a considerable extent, at present market quotations 
by the 4-cents per pound tariff. 

GRADES FOR UNSHELLED ASIATIC PEANUTS 

Cleaned Asiatic peanuts have been sold in this country under 
various designations. At present the usual method is by the count 
per ounce, as with shelled goods. Most sales are made on the 12/13 
to the ounce grade, corresponding in size to the domestic jumbo, 
and on 11/12s, which are slightly larger. 

BASIS OF SALE FOR ORIENTAL PEANUTS 

Formerly a majority of the Asiatic receipts were brought to this 
country by importers and sold either ec. i. f. (cost, including insurance 
and freight to) or f. 0. b. a Pacific coast port. Recently an increasing 
tendency has been observed for the larger users of imported peanuts 
to buy directly from dealers in the Orient. In either case, the goods 
are bought subject to inspection upon arrival, for experience has. 
shown that mold may develop in transit and that nuts occasionally 
heat while on the way. | 
When American users purchase Asiatic peanuts of brokers. on the 

Pacific coast the terms may be net cash, with inspection at the coast 
port, or credit may be allowed. ‘Trade acceptances are usually 
issued in the latter event. Cash in 30 days is the credit basis gen- 
erally extended, although terms of 60 or 90 days have occasionally been 
allowed. A few large importers who regrade and recondition their 
shipments, sell on a straight ‘‘usual terms”’ basis, allowing inspection 
at destination. Reserve stocks of oriental peanuts are usually main- 
tained on the Pacific coast, and goods are even carried in bond for 
Canadian or other foreign trade. Seattle and San Francisco are the 
centers of activity in oriental peanuts on the Pacific coast, 

INSPECTION OF {MPORTED STOCK 

Inspection of oriental peanuts may be made for any or all of the 
following points: Count, rancidity, vermin, mold, splits, uniformity 
of size, and general condition (flavor, moisture, etc.) The samples on 
which the inspection is based may be obtained from 5 to 10 per cent 
of the bags scattered among the various layers or stacks throughout 
the lot, peanuts being taken from the centers as well as the sides of 
the bags. The percentages for count, rancidity, and splits are 
determined by actual count. Mold and vermin are usually detected 
by casual examination. 

At times oriental peanuts, which have been subjected to heat or 
moisture, do not blanch properly but develop spotting during the 
roasting process. In consequence, dealers who purchase oriental 
peanuts for salting and confectionery purposes often make a ‘“‘spot 
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test’? before accepting the goods. This is accomplished by cooking 
the peanuts in vegetable oil at about 275° F., removing the skins by 
hand, and counting the spotted nuts. 

IMPORTS FROM SPAIN 

Spain was formerly an important source of unshelled peanuts, 
shipping nuts with long, jointed pods, which resemble our domestic 
Valencias or Tennessee Red Skins. The nuts are cleaned, graded, 
and packed in burlap bags containing about 110 pounds. The grades 
are based on the number of Kernels in the shell, and the 3 to 4 grade, 
the largest size, brings the highest price. During the latter part of 
the war, the necessity for conservation of fats and oils caused the 
Spanish Government to place an embargo on the exportation of 
peanuts from that country, but light receipts have since come in at 
Boston, which is the chief port of entry in the United States for 
Spanish-grown peanuts in the shell. 

Shortage of our domestic crop of shelled Spanish, and accompanying 
high prices, brought from Spain, during 1924, shipments totaling over 
1,000,000 pounds of shelled peanuts closely resembling the Spanish 
peanut grown in this country. Practically all of these shelled peanuts 
from Spain were imported at New York City. 

OTHER SOURCES OF SUPPLY 

During the year ended June 30, 1920, 5,892,519 pounds of peanuts 
were imported from the Dutch East Indies, which produce a heavier 
more oily nut than that grown in China; and some other years in the 
past have also shown sizeable receipts from Java. During the year 
ended June 30, 1924, 1,939,211 pounds of peanuts were brought in 
from Java and Madura. Shipments from British Africa came to the 
United States during several of the war years. 

India, Senegal, Nigeria, and Gambia are among the world’s 
heaviest peanut-producing countries, but few nuts from these sources 
have been marketed in the United States. 

FOREIGN OUTLETS FOR AMERICAN PEANUTS 

The export trade has never claimed a very large proportion of the 
shipments of American peanuts, and for several years the total 
exports have steadily lessened. In 1924, less than 2 per cent of the 
total shipments of cleaned and shelled peanuts were exported, and in 
very few years have the exports amounted to as much as 6 per cent 
of the domestic movement. 

Canada is by far the largest receiver of peanuts going out of the 
United States, taking some 85 per cent of our exports. Both Virginia 
and Spanish peanuts formerly went in large volume to Canadian 
cities, especially in the eastern half of the country, to be salted, 
made into peanut butter and candy, and to be sold in the shell, 
roasted; but recently Canada has taken principally unshelled 
Virginias. High prices of American peanuts in 1923 and 1924 caused 
Canadian importers to substitute Chinese and Jaya peanuts for 
them to a considerable extent. 

During the past four years Cuba has generally ranked next in 
volume to Canada as an importer of American peanuts, and occasional 
shipments have been made to Jamaica, Bermuda, and several Latin- 
American countries. Practically all of these are said to be peanuts 
in the shell, for roasting. 
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The United Kingdom takes more of our peanuts than any other 
European country, and during the fiscal year 1919 received over 
5% million pounds; but during the fiscal year 1922 only 12 carloads 
were shipped there; during the followmg year little more than 1 
carload, and for the year ended June 30, 1924, less than 1,000 pounds. 

Although the colonial possessions of Great Britain in India and 
Africa produce large quantities of peanuts, several factors in the 
peanut industry have felt that the British Isles offer a worth-while 
opportunity to push the sale of American-grown peanuts and espe- 
cially peanut products. Considerable advertising would doubtless 
be necessary, however, to arouse the interest of the English public. 
Until recently the street vender of peanuts was practically unknown 
in the British Isles and peanuts could be obtained only in the lower- 
class grocery stores; but now a fair-sized and increasing business is 
being done by London street peddlers in roasted peanuts, using 
mostly Chinese goods. The peanut is often called the ‘monkey 
nut” in England, from the fact that one of the chief uses for peanuts 
in the shell has been for feeding monkeys in the zoological gardens. 
It is generally sold to the poorer classes, and the English people gen- 
erally, especially outside of London, have not learned to eat peanuts. 
A considerable quantity of foreign-grown peanuts are sold in Belgium, 
Holland, and other Kuropean countries. 

Well-made American peanut butter, freshly salted peanuts, and 
the better grades of peanut candy deserye to be better known to the 
European public. Of the three, perhaps salted peanuts offer the best 
opportunity for the prospective exporter. For any of them, sufhi- 
cient advertising to bring the product to the knowledge of the con- 
sumer would be essential for success. 

SUGGESTIONS 

Increasing demand for peanuts by making them more readily avaal- 
able to the housewrfe.-—It is believed that the-sale of peanuts would 
be greatly stimulated if raw peanuts were made more readily avail- 
able to the housewife. Attractively lithographed cartons of 1, 2, 
and 5 pounds of raw peanuts, both in the shell and shelled goods, 
placed on the grocers’ shelves and counters, should find a ready sale, 
after suitable advertising, among those who want peanuts in greater 
quantities and at less expense than they can buy from street venders 
or small stores. The cartons should contain a circular telling how 
the peanuts can be prepared at home. The expenses of a national 
advertising campaign might be divided by a group of shellers or 
cleaners who would form, for the purpose of handling this portion 
of their output, an association shipping under one uniform label 
except that the name of each individual shipper could appear in one 
corner. These cartons could reach the retail grocer through the same 
channels by which he obtains other package goods. As shelled 
eanuts are liable to rancidity and weevil attack in hot weather, 

fear lers should keep them under refrigeration during the summer 
months. 

Use of No. 2 and No. 3 shelled peanuts wn butter or candy.—The 
peanut-candy and peanut-butter industries have suffered in the 
ast from the fact that manufacturers have used so many shelled 
o. 2 peanuts in their products. If the raw materials are not of 

first quality, it is certain that the finished product can not be of the 
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highest class. As No. 2 split peanuts are often dirty and undesirable 
for use in a food product, it is recommended that No. 2 shelled 
peanuts be not used at all in the preparation of peanut butter or 
peanut candy, and that this grade be used only for stock food or for 
crushing into oil. No. 3 stock or culls should most certainly not be 
used in products sold for human consumption. 

Need for seed selection.—The need for careful selection of seed is of 
paramount importance to the peanut industry, especially in the 
Virginia-North Carolina section. The selection of seed from varie- 
ties and strains yielding maximum quantities of well-filled, large- 
podded nuts, adapted to the purpose for which they are to be used, 
is advocated. As Spanish and Georgia Runner farmers’ stock are 
not graded by sizes, large-podded nuts of these varieties are less 
important than with the Virginia type. 

Careful picking.—Increased care on the part of the operator of the 
picker in keeping out trash and dirt is desirable. Every one except 
the operator loses when the machine is not carefully run. In addition 
to paying for picking dirt, the grower must assume the cost of the 
extra bags necessary to sack this material. The cleaner must pay 
for cleaning out the extra dirt, and often pays peanut prices for it. 

Need of improved ventilation and lighting in many peanut fac- 
tories—Many of the older peanut factories in the South are poorly 
lighted and poorly ventilated. The installation of suitable ventila- 
tion, and painting the interior of the picking rooms with a white 
paint or enamel, should improve the grades put out, increase the 
output of the plants, and reduce the expense of lighting. 

Farmers’ goods shipped in bulk should have doorway space-—When 
farmers’ grade peanuts are shipped in bulk, space should be left 
in the doorway, by suitable bracing, so that the condition and grade 
of the entire load can be readily determined. If loaded solid the 
entire length of the car, it is difficult to estimate the amount of dirt 
in the lower portion of the car. 

Possibility of export trade in peanut products and raw peanuts.— 
Manufacturers of peanut products might do well to consider the 
possibility of exporting freshly salted peanuts, well-made peanut 
butter, and the better grades of peanut candy. It is believed that 
with proper advertising, foreign outlets might be found for these 
products. Similarly, a well-planned advertising campaign in Canada 
and other foreign countries would expand the demand for raw pea- 
nuts, whether in large bags or in the cartons referred to in the first 
paragraph of these suggestions. 

SUMMARY 

Three types of peanuts are commercially important in the United 
States: The large-podded Virginia, the large-podded Runner, and 
the small-podded Spanish. 

Virginias in the shell reach the consumer in roasted form. Shelled 
Virginias and shelled Spanish peanuts appear on the market as salted 
peanuts, peanut candy, and peanut butter. Shelled Runners are 
used by some peanut butter and candy manufacturers as a substitute 
for shelled Virginias, and when prices do not justify shelling, Runners 
are bought by crushing mills. In years when the relative market 
prices of crude peanut oil and shelled stock warrant the practice, 
some farmers’ stock Spanish peanuts are crushed, Peanut oil is 
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used chiefly in the manufacture of nut margarine and salad oils. 
Peanut meal, a by-product of the crushing mill, is valuable as stock 
feed. 
A leading obstacle to increased distribution of raw peanuts has 

been that the public has had little opportunity to purchase them in 
any but small quantities. It is believed that many housewives will 
buy peanuts in the raw state, if the peanuts are brought to their 
attention and are available in 1 or 2 pound packages. 

Grades have been recommended by the Department of Agriculture 
for shelled Spanish and Runner peanuts, and for farmers’ Spanish 
stock. The feod products inspection service of the department 
renders available to any interested party an impartial inspection 
when the grade of a shipment of shelled Spanish is questioned by the 
receiver. : 

The Market News Service of the Department of Agriculture issues 
a weekly report showimg te market prices and market conditions 
of peanuts, and shipments of peanuts and peanut oil. These reports 
can be obtained without expense by anyone interested upon applica- 
tion to the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

> STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

TaBLE 5.—Acreage, yield per acre, and production of peanuts harvested for nuts, 
1920-1924 

Acreage ! Yield per acre 

State eS 

1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1920 | 1921 | 1922 | 1923 | 1924 

te SANE + | 

|s -Aicres Acres Acres Acres Acres Ebs,.|-bs-\ bbs. | Ebs® |-bbs: 
North Carolina. --____ | 126,000 | 141, 000 145, 000 | 160,000 | 210,000 |1,011 | 919) 840 |1, 100 845 
(Geuncia= ees ee 224,000 | 202, 000 160, 000 | 152,000 | 399,000 | 718 | 660! 602] 512 600 
eA Tabane. wise Seg oe | 334,000 | 330,000 | 205,000 | 142,000 | 270,000 | 550) 550) 550) 469 500 
Wancini ae sees e | 133,000 | 158,000 | 130,000 | 124,000 | 120,000 | 830) 820) 600! 990 650 
Pe logie aya eess Geass oe ~ 90, 000 80, 000 72,000 | 80, 000 47,000) 625 | 675} 6251! 600 710 
ORCAS iit Sok Meces memes | 174,000 | 195,000 | 172,000 | 122, 000 75, 0CO | 720 | 635 | 560] 620 450 
South Carolina______-_ 31, 000 36, 000 36,000 | 38, 000 22,000 | $50] 825); 760]! 800 700 
Mississippi______-___- 17, 000 19, 000 18, 000 | 15, 000 14,000 | 600 | 650} 675! 600 480 
Okjahoma: <3 =). | 12,000 15, 000 17,000 | 15, 000 8,000 | 840} 720; 620] 650 700 
Tennessee: 22. 23-_-- 6, 000 9, 000 14,000 | 14, 000 23,000 | 851 | 943) 750} 9385 730 
PTIAISAS = Semin Soo = 16, 000 16, 000 18,000 | 17,000 10,000 | 750} 720| 643) 650 535 
Hbomisian ase =e 185000 | 18,000} 18,0001 17,000 9,000 | 600 | 487) 600) 450 355 

Total United States__j1, 181, 000 li, 214, 090 |1, 005, 000 | 896, 000 |1, 207, 800 |712. 5 1683.1 |630.0 1722.9 | 624.9 

| | | 

Production 

State 

1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
mNorineGaroluna ss So). 5.- 2.2 127, 386, 000 | 129, 579, G00 121, 800, 000 | 176,000, 000 177, 450, 000 
ERG ORET eet ete see aR BT 160, 832,000 | 133, 320, 000 96, 320, 000 77, 824, 000 239, 400, 000 
ee RUS CUEL AE = Soren eBoy Ceo oo ge 183, 700, 000 | 181, 500, 0CO 112, 750, 000 66, 598, 000 135, 000, 000 
“SELLE V2 oe ee 110, 390,000 | 125, 460, 000 78, 000,000 | 122, 760, 000 78, 000, 000 
TEU iG ES ne Sp 56, 250,000 | 54,000,000 | 45,000,000 | 48, 000, 000 33, 370, 000 
URTOENGSS = Se a el | 125, 280, 000 123, 825, 000 96, 320, 000 75, 640, 000 33, 750, 0GO 
South Manglinace. = sees = Loa | 29, 450, 000 29, 700, 000 27, 360, 000 30, 400, 000 14, 300, 000 
BVETSSISSII ime emt te me CE a oa 10, 200, 000 12, 350, 000 12, 150, 000 9, 000, 000 6, 720, 000 
WRISNO THAR Ie peters ci FS bo 10, 080, 060 10, 800, 000 10, 540, 000 9, 750, 000 5, 600, 000 
PD ONTICSSEGL Sete Seek ase 5, 106, 000 8, 487, 000 10, 500, 000 13, 090, 000 16, 790, 000 
ar heavisns se eee OP cs 12,000,000 | 11,520,000 | 11, 574,000 | — 11, 050, 000 5, 350, 000 
Wouisiimamee ete ert 10, 800, 000 8, 766,000 | 10, 800, 000 7, 650, 000 3, 195, 000 

Total United States ______-_ 841, 474,000 | 829, 307,000 | 633,114,000 | 647, 762, 000 748, 925, 000 

——_, 

1 Represents the acreage harvested for nuts. Acreage interplanted with corn or other crops when included 
in this table is reduced to equivalent solid acres, 
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TABLE 6.—Production and acreage in leading peanut-growing countries 

Country 

Bombay (including Indian 
Hyderabad 

China 
UES ov hale a tear Sede wee eee ne ep Rae es Tes ete ee eS SPARE Bad oe 

French Sudan 
Gambia 
French Guinea 

Argentina 
IPATA SUB Vcc eee ae ech See ps Ee Spee Se NOUR A ee oh Ee 

States) 

VND be See ei 2s sa a ate A ee ikea pe een ok oe Beas ac 

Year | Production 

Pounds 
1924 3, 151, 680, 000 
1924 2, 027, 200, 000 
1924 369, 600, 000 
1924 _730, 240, 000 
1924 24, 640, 000 
1924 1, 800, 000, 000 
1922 36, 440, 000 
1924 316, 608, 000 
1924 47, 120, 000 
1921 764, 512, 000 
1924 224, 000, 000 
1918 224, 000, 000 
1923 | 4 140, 143, 360 
1920 22, 400, 000 
1924 4 60, 000, 000 
1923 29, 762, 000 
1923 81, 140, 000 
1923 21, 450, 000 
1924 748, 925, 000 

Figures taken chiefly from official sources or reports by consular agents. 

1 Covering 94 per cent of peanut area in British India. 
2 1922. 
3 1921. 
4 Exports only. 

Acreage 

Acres 

TABLE 7.—Imports of peanuts into the United States, by countries of origin, for 
years ended June 30, 1913 to 1924 

Country 

Tapani ee, ere. ier eee 
ROME KOM Ge Seen epee Sr 
Kwantung (leased territory) __| 
Canada (oriental imports) 
Javarand. MiaGumnaseeeds see ee 
Spain 

Germany |) 28 UAC 

Total 

Total net imports 
shelled and unshelled_ 

1913 1914 1915 

Shelled Unshelled Shelled Unshelled Shelled Unshelled 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
455, 197 351, 170 } 3,589, 879 | 2,132,338 | 3, 958, 412 1, 945, 942 

1, 141, 869 | 8, 250, 150 583, 236 | 10, 432, 527 1, 878, 675 7, 640, 585 
101, 286 65, 897 2, 975, O91 1, 622, 148 , 623 538, 784 

480 210 GAG 2b eh: tail an! 638,-400;|2 See eee 
ea OD 10, 0090 52, 197 40 17, 946} ont ae 

768, 724 35, 483 | 3, 048, 600 318, 218 1, 595, 059 672, 367 
2,591,157 | 3,477,497 | 5,689, 238 | 2, 195, 106 167, 977 2, 696, 567 

230, 771 87, 112 1, 475, 278 161, 3960|-2 22 See 201, 741 
13 324 OTT aes e 7, 337, 923 154, 343 397, 339 106, 040 

Yap SO S| ee eas ee 656, 765 330, 827 20, 073 184, 997 
SH OPH Ro SO ASSA880\.| Saar L0;-080 | eis 

70 ASO61s (Ges eee 15, 206 397 87, 187 
Be yeeros aN ae ce 3h 107/3353)| 22 tee ee el ee 
Bae Sa ee aepestenl aaa 123, 506 110, 482 58, 710 466, 772 

6, 801, 415 | 12, 281, 580 | 27,077, 158 | 17, 472, 631 9, 648, 691 14, 540, 982 
170, 503 126, 120 555, 327 243, 905 1, 153, 168 34, 836 

_.6, 630, 912 | 12, 155, 460 | 26, 521, 831 | 17, 228,726 | 8, 490, 523 14, 506, 146 

18, 786, 372 43, 750, 557 22, 996, 669 
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TaBLE 7.—Imports of peanuts into the United States, by countries of origin, for 
years ended June 30, 1913 to 1924—Continued 

1916 1917 1918 

Country 

Shelled | Unshelled Shelled Unshelled Shelled Unshelled 

1 

; Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
COR rar ee eee eens See 3, 842, 292 | 833, 847 5, 757, 958 191, 239 9, 219, 420 210, 812 
SUERTE oye ts ester a ee gee od } il, 992, 113 | 6, 738, 948 | 15, 102, 833 6, 593, 453 | 54, 394, 163 2, 514, 183 
le iGyiV id oj ate = Re aor ee a ae | 1, 664, 583 8, 873 6, 201, 755 195, 946 | 7, 910, 520 113, 042 
Kwantung (leased territory) _- TTD, OOO} | 2 Se a ee hat 100, 000 290; O00 siica oe) 252 ee 
Canada (oriental imports) ___- 20, 378 12, 500 TOSOO0 lege 2 Ley basic | Ee en 2 
Java and Madura____- eae Set Been Eeeaeee iy ee ee aT PR Oy ft |e me 708, 237 77, 395 
Syostin eee et ee eee ee Ab ee 5, 280 1, 405, 310 36, 960 6672525 aloes ee 162, 865 
LD ECA Wag Tee pace Ne ak ae oe eg i | | ae lee 100"). 1680) j[e ee ees ae Ce 
Hrancessass3 eis ea Se one ae na EN a RS 8, 580 HO eTTH = |! Ree S| ste ee eee 
HVRCRICO Se tae esa ee ne Ee 502 1b 8 (8) IRE sai = Eo | NS A ek Se ep 2) ape eee eee 72 
British West Africa___________ TOS 25S lees ae 4 oan all Rgenge a Nenana ee eee Se Se pe he 
Other-countries_= -2 == 2. 72, 796 2, 300 51, 188 1, 104 785, 120 72, 378 

ANOS) Ee 2 eae eee ee 19, 392, 832 9, 020, 848 | 27, 180, 748 7, 806, 012 13, 0022215 3, 150, 747 

Reerports- 9.020 27. 1, 230,080 | 343, 541 | 285, 973 52, 660 | 328, 363 55, 811 
“aoe ep tn ati (Ses in Re een Peg ae Sw eee eS WANES MOE as 

Wet im ports=se9 == 2) eS 18, 162 752 8, 677, 307 | 26, 894, 775 (ETS ROB) |) (65 RBH Hy 3, 094, 936 

Total net imports | te: 
shelled and unshelled_ 26, 840, 059 34, 648, 127 76, 128, 788 

1919 19206 1921 

Country Sarai eal aac = 

Shelled Unshelled Shelled Unshelled Shelled Unshelled 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
@ hia Sec ee ee eee 428, 996 114, 818 | 12, 329, 271 848, 580 | 5, 190, 220 1, 642, 077 
ADA: aoe sie ees a Sab ae 7, 287, 554 862, 737 | 89, 739, 388 8, 399, 690 | 35, 895, 990 2, 434, 963 
Hongkonpetis . ee Cree | 1, 007, 068 5, 596 6, 951, 545 1, 774, 415 | 360, 248 609, 678 
Kwantung (leased territory) _- OOZ000: pee see ae 3; Cova iO; eee 316, 700 304, 635 
Canada (oriental imports)____| 1, 884, 830 10, 265 | 1, 252, 388 123, 900 3, 750 246, 601 
Javasand. Madura) = se pice Nal nese meee 5, 420, 830 471, 689 520, 914 422 
IBEIpisi An G@ia-= § ties oF oe Me GOS 200k maser tease | Rear eS IE ag: eS ee ee re 2 Eee 
TOYS Gg asehSe atl YEE S04 dete a sey. | eee eat 385, 098 88, 069 35s O18) |eoseon se 109, 375 

i DP 1G Ee eS See Le Soee el es Sees ee ae ee 746, 157 DOO Es Aero ae 8 ER er A ee 
BAN CC ate sae ere ere [ieee ees Sd nL ee 10 Oy | epee eae oy | ee a a 2, 387 
INS BRERA Smouete ones or cecrenine ue Ee ee 8 el S8ORO2E) [aS ee ADR GO Gl ae aaa 
VEG RICO Meese ere wea py | ee Rs eS Se Re ee a ae SOA GAT. | es ee SF Ean eee 
BTbish-WastpAimiCi==oo— ==. = hOORG23in eeee meaee ens te 1G: Sisy (oye cea el Soe > Seem t| ae eee ee es) eye 
QT nereCouUntnles so= | est eas |e eee ey 65, 707 226, 507 29, 352 97, 215 11, 058 

AO Vall eens eee = od a 19, 462, 080 1, 444, 221 |120, 344, 425 | 12, 067,998 | 42,628,034 | 5,361, 196 
Reexportss 222 28 90, 943 35, 965 527, 265 160, 946 190, 020 | 444, 116 

Netaim POris=s=- f= 19, 371, 137 | 1, 408, 256 |119, 817, 160 | 11, 907, 052 42, 438,014 | 4, 917, 080 

Total net imports 
shelled and unshelled 20, 779, 393 131, 724, 212 47, 355, 094 

1922 1923 1924 

Country Pe ee 
Shelled Unshelled Shelled Unshelled Shelled Unshelled 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Ghia Soe a= Siete 505, 685 1, 435, 320 | 28, 350, 727 2, 462, 095 | 42, 043, 532 3, 055, 120 
Repth Sere eee ee he) Dn Oe 6, 658, 036 | 1, 833, 183 | 12, 102, 549 999, 204 | 2, 358, 318 409, 590 
Eiaekonges oe. be OE a 44, 622 55, 234 127, 601 47, 607 60, 522 66, 589 
Kwantung (leased territory) __ TORO Ree ates AT OOO M | peeeress eae 536, 156 50 
Canada (oriental imports) ____ Te OOO A Stam = ea 477, 438 20, 000 160, 400 10, 500 
Java SUC P ENG (OUTTA 2 aE ig eens a ok ree ea ieee 6925389 e eae eae ae 1, 936, 457 2, 754 

ob ee ee ca on eee eee 54, 725 22, 000 594, 219 303, 593 1, 146, 638 11, 110 
CELT eee Ss edn tee aL. 8 HO 229 at ae oes SVS URN eee Sas ee ee | oo ee eee 

PNBENCE Ra Ss serrate eo reas) ee Ae VE Bas SNe icengee EY DOP AGE pee oc ene en a 
De Rat Se fh SSR ae a eee [Sy (Ua ee eee eae DOr ieee aes: 60 

Other countries = 222-2220 S 110, 850 16, 787 15, 766 7, 574 67, 723 4, 851 

WWocabe see met Ve 7, 427, 127 3, 376, 094 | 42, 438, 725 3, 862, 139 | 48, 309, 746 3, 560, 624 

Reexports=s 225 tens. = 139, 665 46, 692 | 787, 964 | 1, 803, 026 

INE imipoEts* se bY Us Pe Ae. | BESTA TVA atl ea hla Sa sae Sale| Nall ie a ee ee 

Total net imports 
shelled and unshelled_ 10, 616, 864 45, 512, 900 50, 067, 344 

| 
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TABLE 8.—Exporis of peanuts from the United States, by countries of destination, 
for years ended June 30, 19138 to 1924. Shelled and unshelled grouped together 

1917 

Pounds 
12, 459, 970 

359, 376 
106, 729 
102, 421 
126, 103 
186, 143 
594, 504 
243, 291 

7, 797, 682 

1918 

Pounds 
10, 907, 816 

_ §24, 929 
18, 377 
45, 087 
50, 132 

110, 368 
179, 226 
28,178 © 

350, 979 

437, 078 

22, 413, 297 

1923 

Pounds 
7, 253, 542 

513, 767 
116, 472 
69, O77 
38, 849 

113, 594 
196, 459 
115, 107 
28, 777 
5, 500 

265, 145 

a 

2738, 117 

12, 488, 209 

Country 1913 1914 1915 1916 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Canadas tee seas 5, 367, 717 | 6,194,621 | 4,499, 418 7, 259, 040 
Cuba t ad ae an ai ees 108, 402 59, 264 54, 693 151, 677 
JOTTVAL CO ee Be Saye ee ear 101, 443 87, 090 88, 699 83, 410 
Bermudas es ee 70, 824 87, 514 72, 908 70, 456 
MVECRI COM so ik Sa Cee ee ae aye Reem a 87, 779 80, 775 7, 643 19, 425 
AINA ee Se eee 98, 026 102, 608 70, 256 105, 742 
IBTiGishs Guanine oe eee 403, 301 278, 734 179, 463 384, 185 
Dutch: Giulandsseees ee 127, 740 163, 138 153, 966 157, 889 
Brag an see ee ag oe 632, 595 156, 624 224, 870 40, 917 
IAT COs = Se in et 40, 954 602, 375 303, O71 
iNetherlandss == 42 Sean te Nees 77 OR Yo | teupece naire feo | Lael ce a 2, 015 
Genmanyes te teste ees BOs 334 200 
Other‘countries! =) =! tees S 238, 225 241, 874 220, 089 394, 674 

ol BC) 2) Ce ee ee ee ee ee 7, 301, 381 | 8,054,817 | 5,875,076 | 8, 669, 430 

Country 1919 1920 192i 1922 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Canadaacst teas Se ee 6, 611,829 | 7, 557, 636 | 10, 555, 932 | 10, 958, 523 
GoTo yee ee Sn Me I ek mca ee 685, 426 839, 348 | 1, 455, 524 588, 078 
aV A All Coleen Ste pe ae Baty 53, 165 146, 174 167, 882 
JB YeT OCOD KG Bae te Be es ee Se Ses 41, 953 59, 738 82, 246 67, 856 
Vem CO zm nates sreron. * reratnaerenn ns Eee D2, 022 29, 304 54, 462 -49, 070 
TEShoe hooks meas eat eee gee ares 96, 499 93, 022 113, 838 78, 883 
Bibs ne Gauri at ee ee 144, 120 209, 978 246, 954 299, 648 
Dutch Guiana ee 84, 469 12, 883 6, 715 97, 871 
1B paved en aK VR eee le ee ee ie oi 5, 687,487 | 3, 723, 667 86, 274 330, 183 
INetherlandst. _ sien Si se Sere 24, 085 1, 145, 514 Oo; CUO ese eee 
Ophericountries. =e yee aes 135, 113 413, 701 348, 298 224, 728 

SIRO ball es eee es ea 13, 596, 660 | 14, 1387, 956 | 18, 149, 417 | 12, 857, 722 8, 716, 289 3, 993, 914 

TABLE 9.—I mports of peanut oil into the United States by countries of origin, for 
years ended June 30, 1913 to 1924 

INefamporis=e ss a 85, 388, 670 |165, 390, 713 

1915 

Pounds 
1, 081, 972 

4 88 
634, 868 

6, 396, 788 
102, 810 

6, 293, 978 

1921 

Pounds 
3, 274, 800 

11, 256, 503 
2, 355, 764 

675, 000 
59, 130 

418, 770 
119, 003 

18, 162, 780 
238, 305 

17, 924, 475 

Country 1913 1914 

Pounds Pounds 
@Win asso. 2 Rohe ee ee 83, 183 756, 120 
A ices ee Winn ae Nae ye 450 750 
EROngkong = 2-5 ae eee 511, 815 698, 438 
Kewantune (eased territory) = =| =~ sss ae Ee ee ee ee ee 
Canada (oriental imports) --__- SIO 5 | 2 ne 4 5 

PA COM aoe eee ey ae 3, 958, 110 4, 296, 487 
Netherlands: 2840s ee 1, 801, 260 | 1, 447, 515 
Bia yed bay av0 teens wee OP Ree aes tea 48, 293 29, 542 
Germanys ee eee 2,496, 277 | 2, 752, 522 
Belome 2A) se ee 55, 320 1, 928 
DU ECH BAS Halles ase eee al | aes sees 
Othercountricss ese | 12, 915 45, 218 

‘Ro talee ees ee 8, 967, 623 |} 10, 028, 520 
RIGexpPOnise- wate se Wet es 11, 272 65, 835 

INIGIG MTR OIMR 8, 956, 351 | 9, 962, 685 

Country 1919 1920 

Pounds Pounds 
(Cina elegance eee rr cate ee 21, 936, 142 | 41, 648, 303 

peli Od eae = Soe RL eae ger Oa ees 47, 904, 225 |108, 581, 729 
NOMS KOM Gens sn ee yee eee el 1, 404, 442 | 12, 840, 000 
Kwantung (leased territory) --| 13, 437, 941 486, 735 
Canada (oriental imports) -_____ 530, 000 661, 605 
FATT COR LS 25 ok IS 1 apie eel ee Se ae ea een re 
iNet erlan dS: cesstee ay Sch ee ee Ces ee | Wel See ea 
VB 50423 (2) 006 eae pes Beyeae yeas eaten ENGEL cose es my amet 156, 803 
(Germanys Sere ee es see oes See aE ae | eas 
182) Fea h ad eh SS are See eet Coola! ei teres Ae, cl 214, 598 
DutehvEast Indress 2 ses 232) GSU) |e 
Ophertcounbresee. ote toes ee ea eee 892, 950 

MOU Renae et tae cae eee | 85, 445, 480 |165, 482, 723 
IRCexportss eee eee! 56, 760 92, 010 

1916 1917 1918 

Pounds Pounds Pounds 
2, 076, 233 4, 434, 555 24, 930, 788 
5, 307, 570 | 14, 284, 163 34, 732, 455 

812, 932 1, 654, 395 685, 155 
Santee. ey 738, 750 1, 384, 530 
ob Sie he es eee ee 94, 027 

1, 757, 4380 ST hal IY fA fe ome eS 
767, 640 134, 220 11, 250 
318, 795 E59 51| Stabe eee 

Reees &: 450 | 108,840 | 325, 440 
22, 373 11, 715 2, 025 

11, 063, 423 | 22, 696, 410 62, 165, 670 
130, 065 165, 292 128, 610 

10, 933, 358 | 22, 531, 118 62, 037, 060 

1922 1923 1924 

Pounds Pounds Pounds 
1, 710 2, 905, 486 11, 774, 839 
6, 248 64, 292 4, 800 

1, 342, 921 | 1, 661, 838 1, 810, 892 
tel as See Cael 623, 200 154, 735 

SONS eee 45 
1, 093, 718 768, 878 1, 169, 758 

38, 731 276, 672 65, 687 
394, 718: | - 1,240, 624.)\2- 2-2 eee 

6, 2oGle* ee ee 
5, 265 77, 109 

2, 878, 076 (, 551, 51 15, 057, 865 
227, 798 36, 494 4, 878, 355 

2, 650, 278 | 7,515,017 | 10,179, 510 
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TasieE 10.— Lxports of peanut oil from the United States by countries of destination 
for years ended June 30, 1920 to 1924 

Countries 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Canada Sarre PEs RIL RA be bly AN od A 51, 187 200, 892 276, 993 113, 762 135, 589 
IVC SI COs senate RE agg! eee FL eee 1, 368 310, 970 142, 995 5, 283 1, 095 
(CAH OYE FE ee Ties ee SIE EPS ee ees eee eee 321 27, 006 120, 003 1, 750 2, 532 
INV OEE ny ea ee es oe ee A 835, 001 134, 289 959, 884 UA a dat Os eet ate) hee aac 
SiWVeCGenae me” atesre tee Sear ae ease B88 162, 750 275, 792 PACH Sar AY 6) WEL E22) Betas EADY aR ee oe 
Denmarkasee 725 2S Se] tba Sr sare ee! 61, 625 18, 750 SOND iver sera pel S| She Se 
WininedeKtine domi 25-- Ahe se Se ee 1, 559, 873 bs gy ere | ek rete fal = Se A ee ee | en ee a 
Wan CO ee te 2 te ee BS Fa 1, 946, 981 BY POL} || Ste pees ree Sat al hy SE aye) MORAN WE she oe 
Netherlands__...._...- Seg oe ies Ee ee es 80, 000 GP aera es Be, | erie Sb eee Mee Spee a 
VERDUN See ee ee eres eee ork, Eee 12S, 1A) | SNe eR Ss SRR RS RR ATES RP ASP IN fe 
O@phete COWMBEIES Sok ters. 5) pers) Cab ee 95, 090 5, 207 6, 578 49,011 28, 313 

FR OL Ae SSS a PoE EP ELT he bas 4, 922,286 | 1,594,643 | 1, 802, 221 189, 308 167, 529 

DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICAN-GROWN PEANUTS 

Table 11 shows the shipments of cleaned (unshelled) and shelled 
peanuts from October 25, 1920, to October 26, 1924, by sections 
and States; and Table 12 shows the original destinations of these 
shipments, by sections of origin, and States of destination. These 
tables are based upon weekly shipment records received from over 
200 freight agents and steamship officials, covering all points in 
the South where cleaning or shelling plants are located, and edited 
and tabulated by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. As a 
very large volume of peanuts move in less than car lots, the figures 
were reduced to approximate car-lot equivalents, on the basis of 
25,000 pounds for a car of cleaned peanuts, 28,000 pounds for a 
car of shelled peanuts from the Virginia-North Carolina section, 
and 30,000 pounds for cars of shelled peanuts from the other two 

‘sections. The grouping of the shipments from the Virginia-North 
Carolina section into shelled and unshelled is subject to errors. 
The last week in October was arbitrarily taken as the break between 
the old and new seasons; it is fairly correct for the Virginia-North 
Carolina section and Texas, but new peanuts are often shipped from 
the Southeast more than a month earlier than that date. 

During the 1923-24 season, shipments of cleaned and _ shelled 
peanuts were made from the following points, in descending order 
of importance within each State. 

VIRGINIA-NORTH CAROLINA SECTION 

Virginia.—Suffolk, Petersburg, Franklin, Wakefield, Boykins, Stony Creek, 
Waverly, Zuni, Disputanta, and Emporia. 

North Carolina.—Edenton, Enfield, Plymouth, Ahoskie, Tarboro, and Lewis- 
ton. 

Tennessee.—Nashville. 
SOUTHEASTERN STATES 

Georgia.—Albany, Cordele, Savannah, Donalsonville, Valdosta, Arlington, 
Fort Gaines, Edison, Newnan, Dawson, Greensboro, Camilla, Sylvester, Coleman, 
and Bainbridge. 
Alabama.—Dothan, Enterprise, Troy, Montgomery, Samson, Eufaula, Brun- 

didge, Abbeville, Midland City, and Andalusia. 
South Carolina.—Allendale, Charleston, and Denmark. 
Florida.— Malone, Greenwood, and Campbellton. 

SOUTHWESTERN STATES 

Texas.—Fort Worth, DeLeon, Denison, Tyler, Abilene, and Houston. 
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In one or more of the three preceding seasons, shipments of cleaned 
or shelled peanuts were made from the following points from which 
they was no movement during the 1923-24 season: 

Virginia.—Smithfield. 
North Carolina.—Hertford, Scotland Neck, and Weldon. 
Georgia.—Blakely, Columbus, Dublin, Quitman, Richland, and Sandersville. 
Alabama.—Birmingham, Headland, Mobile, and Tuscaloosa. 
South Carolina.—Columbia. 
Florida.—Madison. 
Texas.—Cleburne, Granbury, Henderson, Texarkana, and Weatherford. 
California.—Fontana. 

Destinations of the shipments of peanuts from plants in Philadel- 
phia and St. Louis are unavailable; these shipments have also been 
omitted from the record of movement by shipping points. The 
shipments to certain States on the seaboard include some peanuts 
destined for export or for shipment elsewhere in this country. Pea- 
nuts going to places in which shelling or cleaning plants are located 
have been eliminated when from other points in the same section or 
from the Southeastern States to Virginia and North Carolina, be- 
cause of the possibility of duplication in the movement from those 
points. However, Suffolk, Petersburg, Norfolk, and other places 
in the peanut belt probably utilize 1,500 carloads of farmers’ goods 
and many cars of dalled stock from other points, in manufacturing 
salted peanuts, peanut candy, and peanut butter. 

TABLE 11.—Shipmenis of cleaned and shelled peanuts, by States, for seasons 1920-21 
to 1923-24, expressed in car-lot equivalents 

[‘‘Sh.” refers to ‘‘shelled,”’ and ‘‘unsh.’’ refers to ‘‘unshelled”’] 

VIRGINIA-NORTH CAROLINA SECTION 
—— eS > —— 

1920-21 1921-22 1922-23 1923-24 

State eh a a Erle a 

Sh. | Unsh.| Total | Sh. | Unsh.| Total | Sh. | Unsh.| Total! Sh. | Unsh.! Total 

Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars 
Warginita== ee 1, 855 | 3,792 | 5,647 | 2,573 | 2,823 | 5,396 | 1,831 | 2,433 | 4, 264 | 2,392 | 2,981 | 5,373 
North Carolina - 183 606 789 317 579 896 370 371 741 547 450 997 
Tennessee_-_-____- 3 48 {oy a iia Siac 37 37 4 42 46 2 59 61 

Motaless=4 2,041 | 4,446 | 6,487 | 2,890 | 3, 439 | 6,329 | 2,205 | 2,846 | 5,051 | 2,941 | 3,490 | 6, 431 

SOUTHEASTERN STATES 

State 1920-21 1921-22 1922-23 | 1923-24 

Cars Cars Cars Cars 
(CY) fats ag ae ee peer a tlhe ee nel eee ets ee etae ah Aine aay e Nas LS 2, 483 1, 985 1, 643 1, 380 
PAN OND ATI A oe pene RE Be Se I Se ae ee ee eae 579 751 783 981 
SOU ten] Stn ra Bayes est Fs ee ecg 178 202 175 192 
PL OY Ca eer ete ae macs Ne Ree rl Le WY eee ic) ci ay ee 127 104 143 77 

No) 2) cae gee BI = SERCO comenienraen Gem Eis ape, TS 3, 367 3, 042 2, 744 2, 630 

SOUTHWESTERN STATES 

PRON AS ore eh os ee MS RU Oe Ra ne ee es ee 447 757 443 383 
Waliformia. seo 2 nO OES tee een ee Paar UO eee 6 0 0 esn0 

GMO Gea espe iyo ce ee ea Ed ae SR oe Ee ea 453 757 443 383 

Grand votal es Wmibead sS tales ease eee ene ree 10, 307 10, 128 8, 238 9, 444 
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DISTRIBUTION OF DOMESTIC CRUDE PEANUT OIL 

Table 14 shows the original destinations by States, of the ship- 
ments of crude peanut oil from October 25, 1920 to October 26, 
1924. This table is based upon weekly shipment records received 
from over 50 freight agents and steamship officials, covering all points 
in the South where crushing plants are located, edited and tabulated 
by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. The last week in Octo- 
ber was arbitrarily taken as the break between the old and new 
seasons. The figures are all reduced from pounds to tank-car equiv- 
alents on the basis of 60,000 pounds of peanut oil equalling one tank 
car. It should be remembered that in addition to the movement of 
domestic peanut oil, a very large volume was imported, for which 
destinations are not available. Therefore, the figures given here 
can not be considered as representing the total consumption of 
crude peanut oil by the States listed. 

During the 1923-24 season, shipments of crude peanut oil were 
made from the following points, in descending order of importance 
within each State. 

VIRGINIA-NORTH CAROLINA SECTION 

Virginia.—Suffolk. 
SOUTHEASTERN STATES 

Alabama.—Dothan, Eufaula, Ozark, Enterprise, and Luverne. 
Georgia.—Cordele, Albany, and Donalsonville. _ 

SOUTHWESTERN STATES 

Texas.—DeLeon and Denison. 

In one or more of the three preceding seasons, shipments of crude 
peanut oil were made from the following points, from which there 
was no movement during the 1923-24 season: 
North Carolina.—Hertford. 
Alabama.—Andalusia, Brundidge, Headland, Midland City, Mobile, Mont- 

gomery, and Selma. 
Georgia.— Arlington, Bainbridge, Camilla, Coleman, Meigs, Pelham, Richland, 

Savannah, and Valdosta. 
Florida.—Gainesville, Greenwood, Madison, and Malone. 
South Carolina.—Charleston. . 
Texas.—Cleburne, Houston, Pearsall, Weatherford, and Wills Point. 
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TABLE 12.—Distribution by States of shipments of cleaned and shelled peanuts, 
from each producing section, as shown by original billings, expressed in car-lot 
equiralen ts 

(Va.-N. C. means Virginia-North Carolina section; 5. EK. means Southeastern States; S. W. means South- 
western States; ‘‘Sh.’’, ‘“Unsh.’”’, and ‘‘Sh.Unsh.”’ refer to ‘‘shelled,” ‘‘unshelled,’ and ‘‘shelled and 
unshelled,’’ respectively) 

1920-21 1921-22 

State Va.-N.C S: E. |S. W. |'fotal.| Va.-N.G; S. E. |S. W.| Total 

& Sh- 7 Sh- 
Sh. | Unsh.| Sh Sh. rich Sh. | Unsh.| Sh. Sh. Unsh 

Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars 
INEM ORIG ee oe ee ee ee 9 CONT + el tines 86 3 AS aie pdb | tee 47 
INA OMA = seem ee ee oe ee gS eg BS Ss, a heen te eee oS SR 1 eal ee eS De | ae etsen ies Se oe 2 
PAP KANSASS 3°. 2 ore Sos bee ea 4 53 | 3 3 | 63 1 22 4 3 30 
G@aliformig gis tee ee Lace 4 25 27 33 89 11 15 2 63 9] 
Coloradotets So) taker. ara i 21 | 18 32 78 9 Ais | Beene a 34 90 
Conuneecticit seer sis ee 5 TBs) 22. eee lees 23 1 28 Dalia ae EPs a1 
SD SLEW aCe eo eee Se es oN | ae OIG FS ars oh Ne nk 2 eee A aaa eka ages ee 1 
Districhiof Colhumbiae= sees. = 11 AN | ees ee [hon genase 45 5s A oth Le et Se | se MS 33 
ENO) FIG Gp Rees speed on eee Hee ang 6 91 | faleeen ws 101 9 69 Giese ees 84 
GeOutiat as aot are oe ees 14 108 | AG. | 523 2EN 3 171 4 7 (a) st] en ee 140 
TRG aYo) 3 enemas ine Gece ae era | | PN Sans |e tek | Uk By el 4 | 4 1 Sister hs 4 
Ria OTS as Re ee aie 210 297 | 841 143 | 1,491 446 285 720 Di Ane t25 
nichianae see eee es See a 4] 81 | 6 ay Posten barat 214 42 62 98 5 207 
oN ds sete eee eteans ud HO a ever acre Rs 30 102 | 26 27 185 28 82 33 36 179 
IGATSASL ey nuk ae a ee 3 38 | 16 14 Ou 6 28 12 D5 71 
KCenbuck ya SoG eee oy hacen eg 13 58 pa | (ed ee 106 10 37 Bie ee 85 
NS OUISTATIA® soe ee at sabe hie 16 118) 6 i 136 14 67 ti 2 90 
INL Seer Se ee ek ee 13 aap espe ese tania to eee 28 10 20 DG | on an oe 32 
Winnylanidacas 2 sae ee wy ee 44 14 if 4] ie ore ee 157 44 89 | | (eae eS 134 
IWiaSSAChUSEEIS= 22s ane eee 246 DO bch D8 7 ales eee, 764 341 149 2625) oe eee 752 
SINT @ tt Gear sep ets =e ee 64 128 | 71 1 264 104 101 (Bat bg 279 
Winn eSOtae as ene ene 40 207 | 59 4 306 64 141 61 2 268 
IMPISSISSI lee aoe see eee 2 58 | Dep eee ees 65 2 32 Di (eee a9 
INAISSOUPIS 2: cel pins cay ee A 24 98 315 42 479 78 110 209 108 HOS 
INF OM pan areeter elit ate a e Aa nee 2 10. |-2 = == 2 14 1 Qs ie eee es 1 HE: 
BNeuraska: 0111 PSTN een 6 40 | 29 12 87 13 33 24 31 191 
New Hampshire. 22S e | oe see es | Se EE hd trey pees PEt # ew se ap ce eee oe | Reaper 
ING Walensey eae = ha oe ae 6 21 (Gai bs Sree 33 It 23 ae hele are, 39 
TIGRE ACO ee oar eae ee ae 415 ADO eed Ge |= 1, 190 454 367 By eoht ea ee oe i, 199 
INorihbs@arolimaasas | oo aaeeees 27 143 | | eigen S 177 15 104 1 eh eta So 133 
North Dakota 2.122 Si 3 20 Df chess sage 25 5 Il ig gee manages et 16 
QT OR es mae a oh eee arid iva 301 584 2 1,058 506 244 493!) 2 fee 1, 243 
CUR ae vane. Seis ey BAe ee 6 Beye ees 32 71 2, DO sleet beet 31 53 
OVES OMe nett erties fey ere A re eaaeee ep een ean Heed 19 19 1 STitsiewe ts 22 28 
IREGMTSVLVania == ee 299 GEV AS| in SH Gye ear or 1, 152 319 410 FAS al apes J 1,011 
EVO Meus am dees == oe ee 7 26 (ia ae ORS 41 6 ae (NG eee 35 
NoubhiCarclinass= sas 6 127 £2) Berean 145 6 90 | 13)|s es 109 
SOuGhaDaik@ tae as lee ee 8 D6. |e ell ea mee 34 4 18 ie gel NS, ae 22 
AOMMESSCOu: © Sau eae ee Ene Oe! 26 130 Lipase A 298 21 48 BO eee oe 128 
WNCNAS Her SEE ack benno ee 11 to fo eer 40 149 5 157s Wal eee 54 118 
ROU Gear ees ae re ee St RO Swe tee ae 2, iy 2 18 3 3 25 1 22 51 
Mermon t= 4522 ae aeer eee san 8 Wy, On Seen 22 12 1 jul eae i8 
Ware in aes 2S ie eee Se ane 69 113 |e ee 182 81 (Ae ee 152 
\Wesinubaparoma 2 Bee 2 13 it 11 27 19 28 3 33 83 
AVeStAV in Cin aenernceteeee  a 20 40 [et See ae 61 8 27 ba) eke 37 
AWHSCOMSIME reese eee eel 47 183 37 G 274 59 141 59 8 267 

Total United States____- 1, 948 | 4,272 | 3,270 447 | 9,987 | 2,784 | 3, 283 | 2, 947 754 | 9, 768 
aad aS ai ye ep ae ae 87 170} | 95 | 3 355 101 157 GON es 348 

Grandtotals ee 2, 035 | 4, 442 | 3, 365 | 450 |10, 292 | 2,885 | 3, 440 | 3, 037 754 | 10, 116 

rd 
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Taste 12.—Distribution by States of shipments of cleaned and shelled peanuts, 
from each producing section, as shown by original billings, expressed in car-lot 
equi alents—Continued 

1922-23 1923-24 

| ! 

State Va-NsC, S. E. |S. W.| Lotal| Va.-N. C. S. E. |S. W.| Total 

Sh- a Sh,- 

Sh | Unsh.| Sh Sh Were Sh. | Unsh.| Sh Sh rach 

Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars 
INGOs 2 ee ee Bn i (GY fall omen HD | tes Sete aes 7 1 91 16 ee 102 
iArizOna= 2 Se Ss ee ee ae ee SH ieee = i | cece A 2 1 Bye eee ee ee We ee 4 
ATGATI SASH ok ee Serge he Te 6 22 1 1 30 8 28 3 3 42 
AAali fons ee ea ae 21 7 69 15 12 5 4 29 23 61 
Golorido2=s ae oe 6 18 1 18 43 16 36 2 25 79 
@onnech cuba ee a TFs eae Ie MSR 15 1 25 SF jee 29 
iaclawaraa. eit 2 8a Cite oe {Ohi (eee | 2a as fee ae fi] oe a ae 1 
District of Columbia_________- 11 5 A eed en es ee 36 18 DAE || eS. Teme 42 
TEICOy eK £2 Fea O° a NO a ee 8 88 Salen = 99 6 100 Gal 2 2 eae 112 
CG COnmitie 2 aOR a2 eR 9 104 Gish se 174 i 107 eee 165 
LGA AYD) eee et Ee ee BS eee 11S ee 1S SS Se | See Shea Ok 2 5 
IMU bwavoyis: See ones ee oe eS 288 159 737 124 | 1,308 429 196 838 HEA [ra Re 
ayia etek to PERE 42 38 Sele e 158 50 61 60r aS eae | 17 

5 RO Wes ee Bole ee ree eS 23 65 26 33 147 39 76 38 22 175 
ReansaScserarerres {2 Abe: be 3 25 12 15 55 5 32 9 8 54 

A KRentticky= = ee 13 31 Bool aes 77 15 49 290 Ea TIE 93 
Mouistinne. -2 = ae eee 10 SO 5 6 iu 13 8i 4 ‘33 103 

A Maines. Ot. ee ke 6 ite oe Se | Bere Se i8 ll Lee oe ewes 26 
- Miary lamina: sees al ear ei 50 72 1s Seated 123 22 1i8- 1 pa Lage 141 
ee WMassachusetis...--. RE 2 280 126 AGOMIE SE. ea 575 348 129 pas ees 631 
; Nichiganiz: 5 en Se 2S 59 81 58 1 199 98 114 38452) 250 
B. Minnesota es-me = oer 40 127 46 6 219 53 167 48 3 271 

[INTISSISSIP Plesetsk 1 41 PN Sage 53 6 Hii lal ee ag 70 
BVRisspmrive sos 05 al See 2 67 | 56| 186 99 | 408 82 09 | 217 63 461 
Montana fete es Pi eel Seam S TK OLN Sees Se Jets s 8 10 1 TEL | (ees 1 13 
INGhras ka es 22 oa oe ot eee 3 29 18 29 79 22 33 30 20 105 
ING Wa EPAnInS Digs cm, eee ee 10 | (Seis Se pen ee S| See ee ool tee 
INeweJersey.0-8 2. es | 24 8 Ii | Eiaeiame ae 33 49 11 epee Seo 65 
INGWew On Kes is on aes as 464 323 391 TEN ais Vane) 527 373 SAGs es ees 1, 276 
North Carolina=—= = s=-- === 16 110 dll mena 139 22 119 TOW eee sae 151 
Worth Dakaths =. Se a 4 135 OS rien 19 3 16 {hr ieed saad 20 
(0) Ob aS ie iti ot at een Did ety Te S424 ya Sint Sob o PIONS Sade | eee ee 870 
(CN el En nV arate ee os ea 8 22 1 24 55 10 82 ii 16 65 
Oreqonesas > tae eats ea saz 4 li 2 [Su Says see 4 7 2 13 
IPEnNSViVaniay se 522 333 BZA Beso ees 890 508 390 EOE Ee 1, 092 
Rhode islangh S25 sto" Je 3 19 P22 23 10 18 oc Seen 3 
DOUG Carolinas) een os A 85 (23g) eee ees 100 6 g9 (ih 4 See 111 
DOWEH Dakota se se ae es 2 5s | esie ele 17 6 24 1 1 32 
Bei CSSEE a ee ee 21 64 | - 66 | aaah: De 151 24 73 62 1 160 
PRExAS= eee teen OE eI eee 8 LNG ee 42 127 16 111 7 38 172 
iia hie ae Se Oe ee 4 ait weeps 16 28 1 Os | Ee 14 36 
MiONINOTE ses go esse ee es SS 6 2 | Dales sot = 13 7 1 fhe eee 9 
Miitcitiapg Se eee igloo Ouse les oak 3 Tea he 784-2491 |e ee 159 
Wias Him cons stees  ees t a 3 13 15 8 39 5 f+ 12 2 17 36 
AWeST MIRON aera Oe 9 26 Te See ae 35 10 D5 [ees bel aaa be 35 
WISCONSIN S = Se fee ie 34 76 | 4G 1 160 51 LT 43 3 214 

Total United States_____ 2,179 | 2,748 | 2, 737 441 | 8,105 | 2,925 | 3,407 | 2,628 381 9, 341 
CANA CaSe oe ey See Se 20 94 | (fe eee ee HDA 9 7a) ene 2 | eee 88 

Grand totale =" = = = 2,199 | 2, 842 | 2, 744 441 | 8, 226 | 2, 934 | 3,486 | 2, 628 381 9, 429 
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TaB.e 13. —Shipments of cleaned and shelled peanuts, from each producing sec- 
tion, to 25 leading destinations (based on 1923-24 movement), as shown by original 
billings, for seasons 1920-21 to 1923-24, expressed in car-lot equivalents 

(Va.-N. C. means Virginia-North Carolina section; S. E. means Southeastern States; S. W. means South- 
western States; “Sho*, “Unshe2s and <"Sh: -Unsh.” refer to ‘‘shelled,’* “unshelled, ” and ‘‘shelled and 
unshelled,’ ’ respectively) 

1920-21 1921-22 

ns | 
City Va.-N. C. S. E. | S. W.} Total | Va.-N. C. S. E. | S. W. | Total 

Sh- | Sh- Sh. |Unsh.| sh. | sh. | 5 | sh. |Unsh.| Sb. | Sh. 

Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars 
@hitacosMiss se: See 198 261 833 142 | 1,484} 432 248 698 274 1, 652 
New YOrk=Ni ty 5 2. = ee ee 224 320 FANG ee ees 750 303 261 203:|2=2- 8 767 
Philadelphia, Pa2............- 66:| 207:|~. Saar leaned 6E7.| 142 |. 25 b= 200 |e eaten 5AT 
IEXOSH Ona Vas See =. eon eae 204 205 DAR = leer cee 647 | 270 113 PA ba ya Rome TE 598 
Cleveland, Ohios<~ ssw: 2 aase 53 87 206 1 347 254 63 187s see 504 
Teruel Op ored Ue ER Le ee a 111 69 pth [areas 214 117 53 AQ See 210 
KCATISASEC Gye VOM = eens w 18 56 134 30 238 31 44 87 61 223 
‘(Cringe iit, Ono 9 65 Wie jaca ene 199 52 56 PAS eee 261 
Stslouisy Wiese i sips 5 Labi +96 134 8 169 40 51 104 31 226 
Minneapolis, Minn__________- 12 106 22 1 141 30 69 42 141 
Miliwatikee. sWilSss 9 - Saen ee 33 15 26 5 177 47 | 76 51 4 178 
Roledo<O hig es 2 5 ews es 44 44 103 1 192 125 34 Us (al Ee a 206 
IBalhimores IVs = ae es 43 O47 ees wretae jae 137 42 75 i ie a 118 
Richmond eVak = eae 49 SAS es ee Se ee 103 73 SOs] See sep eee 103 
Wetroies hich Se ee ee 23 57 uy (a ees 97 38 42 Ogi ro re 99 
Memphis) Renta. sees ae 10 90 29n\fe ee 129 15 28 AA -| 2 eee 87 
indianapolis. inide = 1 yes 23 33 GORpSe Scans 116 25 18 73 5 121 
Atlanta: Gaoae <n lees ee 9 31 AQ Sia caee 80 2 15 4G 0\2 tee 63 
NOMS VIG: key see ec es 7 43 Son |e 83 8 25 38.2 ae 71 
ColumbussOhig“n= == ee ee 11 33 Goa|eeaee 109 22 30 48. | aetre 100 
Jacksonville, Was]. 222222205 2 55 Solek cs oe 60 4 47 ANe gaa 55 
Denver; Colos= = 22 nee 7 17 18 30 72 9 AN) ene 32 81 
INew, Orleans, a: 2 ees 22-Ss 15 79 Gules Bee 100 12 52 i Ge) eee 71 
OmahasNebre ss. ee ees 6 | 24 13 4 47 11 21- 15 5 52 
ISTE ONS Yo wa ee ed | 22 | 23 61 ie | eee eee 56 15 24 qa ya Nes 2 a 54 

| 

1922-23 | 1923-24 

| | 

City Va-N.C. | 8. BE. }S.-W. | Total| Va-N.C. | S.E. |S. W.| Total 

a Sh.- Sh.- 
Sh. |Unsh.| Sh. Sh. Unsh. Sh. | Unsh. | Sh. Sh. Uneh 

Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars | Cars 
Whicscoslll= sae Veber ceekre 283 136 720 119 | 1, 258 421 167 812 109 | 1,509 
New York, N. oe Sega So eee |} 304 239 JAD a =e 785 321 276 265" |= sae 862 
Philadelphia, Pa ee See 162 175 194-|= 26S 531 234 230 1642S 631 
Boston, Mass____- epee i ee a 214 102 134A) Soa 450 258 104 iA 479 
Cleveland;-Ohio=<5-2==2 73 37 GY roll hee es 267 133 44 IESE SS (Ses ees 295 
Pittsburgh hase ee ee 104 44 Dat fal le ogee ie oe 175 171 45 SA 4 Hal a ate 236 
Kansas: CityeasVig ==. ee ees 31 26 74 66 197 49 49 98 37 233 
Gincinnati sOhios= sia 29 38 161k eee 228 25 56 139s) ate 220 
Ste owisAIMi0 855 2 ee 35 24 92 24 175 26 33 85 22 166 
Minneapolis, Minn_-________- 23 59 33 2 117 32 82 32 2 148 
iMilwaukeGe Wisse ee eee 18 45 45 1 109 33 57 39 3 132 
Moledos Ohio 2z=-ss. fae eas 41 | 31 AQ a arc 115 74 29 D4 abo aves 127 
Baltimore UNiGe es aes 49 | 62 1 Uh Saree sia 112 21 103 Le aes 125 
Rirchmondievaee =: 2 ee 55 SDM cetera ete ee 87 65 4D ee Spin ee SE 107 
IDetroll 7 WVinghe See ee 21 42 jalan cee 80 31 61 Shite es 100 
Memphis mennes ssn). sas 14 43 | 39). Sect 96 DAY 45 32 1 99 
indianapolis ind] = ses ae 19 1183) BR Geeta = 90 24 19 ASM eee eee 86 
Atilamta Gascon soot tees ee 5 i | 50s 72 3 26 44) eee 73 
Howisvilleskeys2= = Se eae = 10 18 | 324 eee 60 14 30 OU aoe 73 
Columbus] Ohio 2222. en 18 25 | 7S i Fens be 72 22 20 28a 70 
Jacksonwille; Blass 2 eto 2 5 5] Di eens 55 4 58 Sifts 67 
IDanver,.COloe = ee 6 16 | 1 17 40 14 24 2 24 64 
IWewaOrleans. Wass 7 63 | Oral ee ence 75 11 48 Fel eee ead we 63 
Omaha Nebese es 5- 5 Oe 2 15 6 11 34 14 20 14 12 60 
PS UTTAVO SIN SRY ee 18 23 1 GY) eps ene 56 23 30 ip See 59 

1 Three points not shown in this table are actually among the 25 leading destinations, but are omitted 
to avoid revealing the volume of purchases of individual firms. 
2Includes Camden, N. J. 
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TasBLe 14.—Distribution by States of shipments of domestic crude peanut oil, as 
shown by original billings, for seasons 1920-21 to 1923-24, expressed in car-lot 
equivalents 

State 1920-21 1921-22 

Cars Cars 
CEN ID Cay oS ee ee ee ee ee ee eee | ee ee ee ee 
GeO eee tee 28 ie ees See ten ee soa anne psa ses eee Bee 10 26 
MOISES ee eee ee TS Se ee ee SI ei ee eee 10 itt 
FESR GUI Cay re a as aN ee |S ee 24 
GOT IST ATT yee see ee ele Se ee a ae 64 73 
EN Bees ray Lenn) Ch eters eek ten Ake she nee See ace a ae, SA Sree eet eae (ee me Bf Nh 
IVEASS Te DESC LS eee tae tk PS oe A re 1 
SVE SU) Yee i a = Sc i ee ee Se eee 5 
iINewallampshire socks =) 508 FS ERE ee ER SA 1h eee 
ING Wa ersO yee 3 eit ee A BERS Pe 2 ee ee EE 15 17 
INIG WaT Ke te ee as, See eae Sie, ee Ste eat eas aS ee 18 16 
INOEEnS Caroling: ee ee ay hh 2 ae Be Seen a ag 6 10 
On ae ee eae ee ne ee 114 141 
IR ENNS VW AN ae eel eet Bo Soe 8 ee ses pee RO Shite wees owe 
PICT CSSOG Sets ea a aie es a per en a et SS 15 18 
SSE a A I a ope a ey Re yer i A 8 20 
Vir ee epee ea ee ee RS ee ee es oS 55 39 
Destinationsmotiknowh-. t- 4-5 So. San ws ae tee sateen 5S 25 24 

TROLaINW MI TeduSEAtES een ee eae oe ee ee ee eee 353 425 

75379°—26}——7 

1922-23 

if 

My rene? 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRI- 
CULTURE RELATING TO PEANUTS AND PEANUT PRODUCTS 

Bartey, H.S., and J. A. Le Cierc. 
1918. The peanut, a great American food. Jn U.S. Dept. Agr. Yearbook 

1917, pp. 289-301, illus. (Yearbook separate 746.) 
and B. E. REUTER. 
1919. The production and conservation of fats and oils in the United States. 

U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 769, 45 pp. (Supplement, 1919.) © 
BEATTIE, W. R. 

1911. The picking and handling of peanuts. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant 
Indus. Cire. 88, 7 pp. 

1912. Peanut butter. U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Cire. 98, 
14 pp., illus. 

1912. Syllabus of illustrated lecture on the peanut: Its culture and uses. 
U. 8. Dept. Agr., Office Exp. Sta. Farmers’ Inst. Lecture 13, 
23 pp. 

1920. Peanut growing for profit. U.S. Dept. Agr. Farmers’ Bul. 1127, 
33 pp., illus. 

PopENoE, C. H. 
1911. The Indian-meal moth and ‘‘weevil-cut” peanuts. U. S. Dept. 

Agr., Bur. Ent. Cire. 142, 6 pp., illus. 
REED, J. B. 

1922. By-products from crushing peanuts. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 1096, 
12 pp., illus. 

RomMEL, G. M., and W. F. HamMMonpD. 
1911. A note on the feeding value of coconut and peanut meals for horses. 

U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Anim. Indus. Cire. 168, 2 pp. 
Tuompson, H. C. 

1917. Harvesting, picking, thrashing, and Seriee peanuts. U.S. Dept. 
Agr., Office Sec. Cire. 81, 6 pp., 

1918. Present status of the peanut he aes In U. S. Dept. Agr. Year- 
book 1917, pp. 113-126 illus. (Yearbook separate 748.) 

1920. The manufacture and use of peanut butter. U.S. Dept. Agr. Cire. 
128, 16 pp., illus. 

and H. S. BaILey. 
1920. Peanut oi]. U.S. Dept. Agr. Farmers’ Bul. 751,18 pp. (Revised.) 
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